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Every	shipgirl	possesses	their	own	set	of	Skills,	which	provide	extra	abilities,	attacks,	or	various	beneficial	buffs	in	combat.	They	are	sorted	into	three	broad	categories:	Offensive	(Red),	Defensive	(Blue),	and	Support	(Yellow).	Training	Skills	Skills	are	trained	at	the	Tactical	Academy	within	the	Academy.	Skills	can	be	trained	anytime	regardless	if	the
ship	in	question	in	battle	or	in	a	commission	and	a	skill	book	will	be	consumed.	Training	does	not	block	a	ship	from	sortieing.	Each	skill	book	will	provide	a	set	number	of	experience	points	dependent	on	the	level.	This	will	be	increased	by	50%	(100%	for	T4	skill	books)	for	selecting	a	skill	book	of	the	same	type/color	as	the	skill	that	is	being	trained,
without	an	increase	in	time.	Training	can	be	cancelled	while	in	progress.	Prorated	Skill	EXP	will	be	awarded	based	on	how	long	the	training	was	in	progress,	but	the	skill	book	will	not	be	refunded.	This	is	therefore	generally	not	advised.	Six	T1	skill	books	can	be	combined	into	a	single	T2	skill	book,	and	four	T2	skill	books	can	similarly	be	combined
into	a	single	T3	skill	book.	However,	this	is	not	advised	unless	time	is	a	critical	consideration	since	the	crafted	T2	skill	book	only	contains	half	as	much	total	XP	as	the	sum	of	the	T1	books,	and	the	T3	book	only	contains	two	thirds	as	much	as	the	sum	of	T2	books	used	to	craft	it.	You	will	start	out	with	2	slots	to	train	your	ships.	Up	to	a	maximum	of	four
slots	can	be	used,	with	the	third	costing	500	to	unlock	and	the	fourth	costing	600.	Skill	Book	Tiers	Book	level	Skill	XP	(with	bonus)	Time	Shop	cost	Medal	exchange	cost	T1	100	(150)	2	hours	600	T2	300	(450)	4	hours	1200	6	T3	800	(1200)	8	hours	2400	12	T4	1500	(3000)	12	hours	N/A	N/A	Each	Skill	Book	will	provide	a	set	number	of	experience	points
dependent	on	the	tier	of	the	book	used.	The	experience	value	is	increased	by	50%	(100%	for	T4)	for	using	a	Skill	Book	of	the	same	type/color	as	the	skill	being	trained,	without	an	increase	in	time.	Any	excess	experience	gained	from	using	books	will	roll	over	to	the	next	level	advancement.	For	example,	leveling	a	skill	to	level	2	requires	100	EXP.	Using
a	T1	Skill	Book	of	the	same	type/color	as	the	skill	provides	150	EXP.	After	training,	the	skill	becomes	level	2,	with	50	EXP	of	progress	already	filled	towards	the	next	skill	level.	Skill	Level	Upgrade	Chart	Skill	level	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	Required	XP	100	200	400	800	1400	2200	3200	4400	5800	Total	100	300	700	1500	2900	5100	8300	12700	18500
Efficiency	and	time	wise,	the	total	amount	of	related	books	needed	from	skill	level	1	to	skill	level	10	is	as	follows:	Amount	of	Books	Total	Hours	T4	T3	T2	T1	6	0	1	1	78	hr	0	15	1	1	126	hr	0	0	41	1	166	hr	0	0	0	124	248	hr	Equipment	Skills	Certain	equipment	in	the	game	may	have	their	own	unique	equipment	skill	(ex.:	Type	1	Armor	Piercing	Shell
increases	a	ship's	Main	Gun	critical	damage	by	25%	when	equipped).	These	effects	are	outlined	in	green-colored	text	when	viewing	the	details	of	an	equipment	piece,	which	cannot	be	altered	in	any	way	by	enhancement	nor	Fleet	Technology	upgrades.	Skill	Effect	Stacking	The	rules	for	skill	stacking	are	as	follows:	1.	Any	skill	will	not	stack	with
another	skill	that	has	the	same	name.	Only	the	one	with	the	highest	effect	will	be	active.[1]	Example	1:	If	you	have	Level	1	Artillery	Command:	Cruisers	(Cruiser	Firepower	+5%)	and	Level	2	Artillery	Command:	Cruisers	(Cruiser	Firepower	+6%),	only	the	Level	2	effect	(Cruiser	FP	+6%)	effect	will	be	active.	Example	2:	If	you	have	the	Type	91	Armor
Piercing	Shell	(Main	Gun	Critical	Damage	+15%)	and	the	Type	1	Armor	Piercing	Shell	(Main	Gun	Critical	Damage	+25%)	both	equipped	on	the	same	battleship,	only	the	higher	bonus	(Main	Gun	Critical	Damage	+25%)	effect	will	be	active.	2.	Command	skills	do	not	stack	with	other	Command	skills	with	the	same	first	word,	but	they	will	stack	with
Command	skills	with	a	different	first	word,	as	well	as	with	all	other	skills.[2]	Specifically,	each	ship	can	only	be	affected	by	one	buff	from	each	of	the	following	boxes:	List	of	Command	skills	Anti-Air	Command	Artillery	Command	Reload	Command	Tactical	Command	Torpedo	Command	Anti-Air	Command:	AllAnti-Air	Command:	BattleshipsAnti-Air
Command:	CruisersAnti-Air	Command:	DestroyersAnti-Air	Command:	Main	FleetAnti-Air	Command:	Vanguard	Artillery	Command:	AllArtillery	Command:	BattleshipsArtillery	Command:	CruisersArtillery	Command:	DestroyersArtillery	Command:	Main	FleetArtillery	Command:	Vanguard	Reload	Command:	AllReload	Command:	BattleshipsReload
Command:	CruisersReload	Command:	DestroyersReload	Command:	Light	CarriersReload	Command:	Main	FleetReload	Command:	Vanguard	Tactical	Command:	AllTactical	Command:	BattleshipsTactical	Command:	CruisersTactical	Command:	DestroyersTactical	Command:	Main	FleetTactical	Command:	Vanguard	Torpedo	Command:	CruisersTorpedo
Command:	DestroyersTorpedo	Command:	Vanguard	Example	1:	If	you	have	Level	3	3	Torpedo	Command:	Destroyer	(Destroyer	Torpedo	+7%)	and	Level	1	Torpedo	Command:	Escort	(Vanguard	Fleet	Torpedo	+5%),	they	do	not	stack	because	they	are	Command	skills	with	the	same	first	word	("Torpedo").	Destroyers	will	receive	the	+7%	Torpedo
effect,	and	cruisers	will	receive	the	+5%	Torpedo	effect.	Example	2:	If	you	have	Level	10	Artillery	Command:	Vanguard	(Vanguard	Fleet	Firepower	+15%)	and	Level	1	Reload	Command:	Vanguard	(Vanguard	Fleet	Reload	+15%),	they	will	both	be	active	since	they	have	different	first	words	("Artillery"	and	"Reload"),	even	though	they	are	both
Command	skills	affecting	the	same	set	of	ships.	Example	3:	If	you	have	Artillery	Command:	Cruisers	(Cruiser	Firepower	+15%)	and	Tactical	Command:	Cruisers	(Cruiser	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Reload	+10%),	they	will	both	be	active	because	they	have	different	first	words	("Artillery"	and	"Tactical"),	despite	both	skills	buffing	Firepower	on	the	same
ships.	This	results	in	a	total	of	+25%	Firepower,	+10%	Torpedo,	and	+10%	Reload	for	cruisers	(confirmed	through	testing).	3.	All	other	skills	will	stack	with	each	other,	even	if	they	buff	the	same	stat,	with	the	clarifications/exceptions	defined	below:	Known	skill	exceptions	Belfast’s	Smokescreen	Does	not	stack	with	other	smokescreens.	Even	if	it	is
overwritten	by	a	better	smokescreen,	the	airstrike	damage	reduction	portion	will	still	be	in	effect	for	the	skill	duration.	First-Generation	Carrier	Langley	and	Houshou's	XP	increase	stack	additively.	Example:	If	you	have	Reload	Command:	Destroyers	(Destroyer	Reload	+15%)	and	Quick	Reload	(Chance	to	increase	own	Reload	by	40%	every	20s	for
10s),	they	will	stack	due	to	only	one	of	them	being	a	Command	skill,	even	though	both	buff	the	same	stat.	List	of	Skills	For	a	list	of	skills	across	all	ships,	see	List	of	Ships	with	Skills.	Offensive	Skills	IconSkill	NameDescriptionShips2,700	Pounds	of	JusticeWhen	this	ship	deals	DMG	to	an	enemy	with	its	Main	Guns:	DMG	increase	is	based	on	shell
traveling	distance	from	35	to	104	(121),	up	to	a	maximum	of	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship's	Secondary	Gun	slot	is	equipped	with	Eagle	Union	gear:	ammunition	type	is	changed	to	Super-Heavy	AP,	and	DMG	increase	based	on	shell	traveling	distance	from	35	to	105	(121),	up	to	a	maximum	of	15%	(30%)	instead.(Super-Heavy	AP	has	65/135/115	modifiers
and	20%	chance	to	inflict	Armor	Break	effect.	This	effect	causes	enemies	to	take	8%	more	DMG	for	6s,	and	only	stacks	with	Armor	Break	caused	by	New	Jersey	and	Valiant.)MassachusettsA	Legend's	InheritanceWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Barrage	preview
(gif)IzumoA	Legend's	Inheritance+When	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	an	improved	special	barrage.	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).(Replaces	"A	Legend's	Inheritance")Barrage	preview	(gif)Izumo	(Fate	Sim	5)A	Surprise	for	Mew!3s	after	the	battle	starts,	and	every	15s	after	that:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is
based	on	the	skill's	level;	when	this	barrage	fires,	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	5%	(15%)	for	10s).Little	CheshireAA	FirepowerIncreases	this	ship's	FP	by	10%	(30%)	of	its	total	AA	stat	(base	stat	plus	extra	stats	gained	from	gears).North	CarolinaAbsolute	AdaptabilityWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	if	all	of	your	afloat	Vanguard	ships	have	no	less	than
50%	of	their	max	HP	remaining,	fires	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	Otherwise,	grants	a	shield	that	lasts	for	6s	and	blocks	up	to	6	shells	to	the	ship	in	the	frontmost	position	of	your	Vanguard.Amagi-chanAccomplish	Any	Feat!When	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the
skill's	level).	This	barrage	is	unaffected	by	this	ship's	position	in	your	Main	Fleet.TosaAerial	SupportWhen	an	enemy	aircraft	is	shot	down	within	your	fleet's	Anti-Air	Gun	range:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	AA	by	5%	(25%)	for	8s.	Effect	does	not	stack,	but	shooting	down	additional	aircraft	will	refresh	its	duration.Curacoa,	Curlew,	Hanazuki,	Harutsuki,
YoizukiAirborne	DualismAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	are	an	odd	number	of	µ	ships	in	your	fleet:	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Dive	Bomber	airstrike	10s	after	this	ship	launches	its	first	Airstrike.	If	the	number	of	µ	ships	is	even:	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Torpedo	Bomber	airstrike	10s	after	this	ship	launches	its	first	Airstrike.Akagi	µAkatan	of	Blossoming
Flame10s	after	the	battle	starts,	and	every	20s	after	that:	fire	a	special	barrage	that	inflicts	a	unique	burn	debuff	to	enemies.	(Barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level.	The	burn	lasts	6s	and	deals	521	damage	per	tick,	with	1	every	3s).Souryuu	METAAll-Out	AssaultEvery	15	(10)	times	the	main	gun	is	fired,	triggers	All	Out	Assault	-	Emden	I	(II)EmdenAll-
Seeing	EyeAt	the	start	of	the	battle	and	every	20s:	decrease	this	ship's	Speed	by	5.0%	for	3s	and	fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level	and	this	ship's	FP	stat).	Enemies	hit	by	seaplanes	launched	from	this	barrage	receive	all	of	the	following	effects:	Decrease	the	enemy's	speed	by	15.0%	(30.0%)	for	5s.	If	there	was	a	Sakura
Empire	CV	afloat	in	your	fleet	when	this	barrage	fired:	50.0%	chance	to	increase	the	enemy's	aviation	damage	taken	by	1.5%	(6.0%)	for	8s.	(CVLs	do	not	count.)	70.0%	(100.0%)	chance	to	inflict	one	of	the	following	randomly	chosen	debuffs	for	10s:	Decrease	the	enemy's	EVA	by	10.0%.	Decrease	the	enemy's	Accuracy	by	10.0%.	Decrease	the	enemy's
damage	dealt	by	10.0%.ChikumaAllies	of	JusticeIf	sortied	with	Sheffield	or	Sheffield	(Muse):	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	5%	(15%).JamaicaAmp	Laser	Circus5s	after	the	battle	starts,	and	with	a	40%	(70%)	chance	every	20s	after	that:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	laser	barrage	using	the	Sky	Vittor,	and	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	3.5%	(8%)	(AA	buff	can
be	stacked	up	to	2	times	per	battle).HassAnnihilation	ModeEvery	20s:	40%	(70%)	chance	for	this	ship	to	enter	Annihilation	Mode,	firing	a	powerful	barrage	and	increasing	this	ship's	RLD	by	200%	for	10s.Laffey	(Retrofit)Aotan	of	Shadow-SealingWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike:	launch	an	aerial	barrage	and	execute	a	slashing	attack	that	inflicts	a
unique	flooding	debuff.	(Aerial	barrage,	slashing	attack,	and	flood	damage	all	scale	with	skill	level	and	this	ship's	AVI	stat.)Souryuu	METAAPsolute	AmmunitionChange	the	ammo	type	of	this	ship's	main	guns	to	Special	AP	(damage	modifiers	scale	with	skill	level).	Additionally,	at	Level	8	and	higherThis	additional	effect	is	not	mentioned	in-game	at
allAdditionally,	at	Level	8	and	higher'"`UNIQ--ref-00000007-QINU`"',	each	Special	AP	shell	has	a	3.5%	chance	to	inflict	Armor	Break	to	enemies	with	heavy	armor.(This	Special	AP	has	75/110/75	(85/120/85)	modifiers.	Armor	Break	causes	enemies	to	take	8%	more	damage	for	6s,	and	does	not	stack	with	most	sources	of	armor	break,	such	as	from	AP
BB	guns.)BaltimoreArmageddon	CannonWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Main	or	Secondary	Guns:	20%	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	FP	by	20%	(40%)	for	8s.YorkArmament	OptimizationEvery	24s:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage.	While	equipping	the	Quadruple	356mm	Main	Gun:	decreases	this	ship's	first	Salvo	load	time	by	55%	(75%),	increases
its	Main	Gun	Crit	Rate	by	10%	(20%),	decreases	its	Spread	Range	by	2,	and	improves	the	barrage.Barrage	preview	(gif)	/	Enhanced	barrage	preview	(gif)King	George	VArmor-Penetrating	ArrowOnce	every	third	time	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	the	next	shot	fired	will	use	µ	Blue	ammo.(µ	Blue	ammo	has	110/110/80	(120/120/90)	modifiers,	and	can
pierce	once	like	AP.)Sheffield	µArmor-Piercing	HyperchargeAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	and	with	a	40%	(70%)	chance	every	20s	after	that:	changes	this	ship's	main	gun	ammo	type	to	special	with	90/100/110	(100/110/120)	modifiers	and	speed	180	knots	for	10s.Baltimore	µArsonistIncreases	the	DMG	this	ship	deals	with	HE	by	5%	(15%),	its	chance	to
ignite	enemies	by	4.5%	(12%),	and	the	Burn	DMG	it	deals	to	enemies	by	20%	(50%).AtagoArtillery	CoverEvery	20s	(every	10s),	provides	supporting	fire	with	CA-caliber	guns	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level	and	this	ship's	AVI	stat).Barrage	preview	(gif)Lexington,	SaratogaArtillery	Volley15s	after	battle	starts	and	every	20s	after	that:	30%	(60%)	chance
to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).	Barrage	preview	(gif)AbercrombieAshen	Might	-	Junyou[Operation	Siren]	When	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	Boss	fleets:	increases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	2%	(6%).Junyou	METAAshen	Might·Hiyou[Operation	Siren]	When	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	Boss	fleets:	increases	this	ship's
DMG	dealt	by	2%	(6%).Hiyou	METAAssault	CarrierWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	15%	(25%)	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	100%In-game	text	incorrectly	says	chance	for	Airstrike	to	deal	double	DMGto	increase	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	100% '"`UNIQ--ref-00000009-QINU`"'	for	10s.Ark	Royal,	Chiyoda,	Hermes,	Hornet,
Ranger	(Retrofit),	VictoriousAssault	ModeEvery	20s:	40%	(70%)	chance	for	this	ship	to	enter	Assault	Mode,	firing	a	powerful	barrage	and	increasing	this	ship's	TRP	by	30%	for	8s.Javelin	(Retrofit)Athena's	CatapultEvery	12s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	launches	a	randomly	chosen	special	airstrike	consisting	of	either	Sea	Hornets,	TBF	Avengers,	or
Fireflies	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).PerseusAugmented	HE	AmmoIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	with	HE	by	15%	(35%)	but	decreases	its	chance	to	ignite	enemies	by	3%.Saint	LouisAugmenting	Mechanism:	Setzer	PrincipleDecreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	Main	Guns	by	20%	(40%).	When	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	fires	an	additional	barrage.
Every	20s:	fires	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).Barrage	fired	with	Main	Guns	preview	(gif)	/	Timed	Barrage	preview	(gif)ChampagneAugmenting	Mechanism:	Setzer	Principle+Decreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	Main	Guns	by	20%	(40%).	When	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	fires	an	additional	barrage	(this	barrage	is	improved
and	unaffected	by	this	ship's	position).	Every	20s:	fires	an	improved	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).(Replaces	"Augmenting	Mechanism:	Setzer	Principle")Champagne	(Fate	Sim	5)AusgewogenAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	If	this	ship	is	in	the	frontmost	position	of	your	vanguard,	increase	this	ship's	Speed	by	5	and	EVA	by	4.5%	(12%)	until
the	end	of	the	battle,	and	decrease	its	damage	taken	by	5%	(15%)	for	the	first	30s	of	the	battle.	If	this	ship	is	NOT	in	the	frontmost	position,	increase	this	ship's	critical	damage	by	15%	(25%),	and	every	15s,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).MainzAusgewogen+Apply	all	of	the	following	buffs,	regardless	of	this
ship's	position:	Increase	this	ship's	Speed	by	5	and	EVA	by	4.5%	(12%),	and	decrease	its	damage	taken	by	5%	(15%)	for	the	first	60s	of	the	battle.	Increase	this	ship's	critical	damage	by	15%	(25%).	Every	15s,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	an	enhanced	special	barrage	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).	(Replaces	"Ausgewogen")Mainz	(Fate	Sim	5)Aviation
Battleship	FleetFor	the	first	2	Airstrikes	this	ship	launches:	decreases	Airstrike	reload	time	by	5%	(25%),	and	launches	extra	Suisei	bombers	along	with	those	Airstrikes.	If	there	is	at	least	1	CV	or	CVL	in	your	fleet:	the	aforementioned	effects	apply	to	all	of	this	ship's	Airstrikes.Ise	(Retrofit)Aviation	PreparationsOnce	per	battle,	when	this	ship	launches
its	first	Airstrike:	launches	an	additional	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).Fusou	(Retrofit),	Yamashiro	(Retrofit)Azure	Dragon's	DanceProvides	1	Missile	Strike	charge.	Decreases	the	duration	this	ship	Burns	by	3s	and	decreases	her	Burn	DMG	taken	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	Every	15s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	that	inflicts	Armor	Break
for	6s	to	enemies	(barrage	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).An	Shan	(Retrofit)Bad	Girl's	Surprise	StrikeIncreases	this	ship's	AVI	and	ACC	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	When	this	ship	finishes	loading	an	Airstrike:	50.0%	(80.0%)	chance	to	launch	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).ElbeBanner	of	SplendorAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if
your	fleet	contains	at	least	one	other	Sardegna	ship,	or	if	this	ship	has	an	AP	Main	Gun	equipped:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	4.5%	(12%).	Additionally,	for	the	first	3	battles	of	a	sortie:	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in	takes	5%	(20%)	less	DMG	from	torpedoes.Vittorio	VenetoBattle	BusterIncreases	this	ship's	FP	by	15%	(25%).GneisenauBeckoning	of	IceAt	the
start	of	the	battle:	fires	a	special	barrage	and	spawns	Snezhinka,	a	summon	which	fights	for	20	(50)s	and	inflicts	a	5%	aircraft	DMG	taken	debuff	to	all	enemies	it	hits	10	times	(its	DMG	dealt	and	active	duration	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Tashkent	µBefore	the	Lightning's	FlashAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	and	when	this	ship's	Torpedoes	finish	reloading:
for	10s,	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	5.0%	(15.0%),	increases	her	DMG	dealt	with	Torpedoes	by	4.5%	(12.0%),	and	increases	your	Vanguard's	Speed	by	3	(these	effects	cannot	be	stacked;	overlapping	activations	will	simply	refresh	the	effect	timers	if	possible).ShimakazeBellowing	Gusts	of	FireIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	against	Burning	enemies
by	5%	(15%).	20s	after	battle	starts,	and	with	a	40%	(70%)	chance	whenever	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	fires	a	barrage	that	has	a	chance	to	Burn	enemies	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	has	10s	cooldown	if	activated	by	firing	Main	Guns).AlgérieBest	SisterIf	sortied	with	Indianapolis:	increases	this	ship's	FP,	AA,	and	RLD	by	5%	(15%).PortlandBig
MamieFor	each	Eagle	Union	CA	and/or	BB	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship):	increases	this	ship's	FP,	AA,	and	EVA	by	3.5%	(8%).	Can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times.MassachusettsBig	SevenWhen	this	ship	fires	a	Salvo:	20%	(40%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).Barrage	preview	(gif)Colorado,	Maryland,	Nelson,	Rodney,	West
VirginiaBig	Seven:	SakuraWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	20%	(40%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).	Barrage	preview	(gif)Mutsu,	NagatoBilateral	AccompanimentAt	the	start	of	the	battle	and	every	30s	after	that:	deploys	2	types	of	shields	that	last	for	5s	(15s);	2	blue	shields	that	block	8	enemy	shells	each,	and	3	red
shields	that	cause	DMG	upon	contact	with	an	enemy	up	to	8	times.Roon	µBlack	Cat	CycloneEvery	20s:	launches	a	seaplane	airstrike,	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	5%	(15%),	reveals	the	location	of	all	enemy	Submarines	for	10s,	and	increases	the	damage	they	take	by	1%	(10%)	for	10s.	Once	per	battle,	if	this	ship	is	equipped	with	PBY-5A	Catalina	when
its	HP	falls	below	40%:	launches	a	special	seaplane	airstrike.	Airstrike	DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level.CooperBlack	Plumes	of	JudgmentIncreases	this	ship's	AVI	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	attacks	an	enemy	with	25%	or	less	max	HP	left:	increases	this	ship's	Crit	Rate	by	5%	(20%)	and	Crit	DMG	by	5%	(25%)	against	that	enemy.	When	this	ship	launches
an	Airstrike,	if	there	is	an	enemy	with	25%	or	less	max	HP	left	on	the	screen:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).JoffreBlaze	Break20%	(40%)	chance	to	activate	every	20s:	fires	a	barrage	that	has	a	chance	to	set	enemies	on	fire	for	12s	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).Purple	HeartBlaze	of	GloryIncreases	this	ship's
DMG	to	enemy	BBs	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	Type	3	Ammo	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).KirishimaBlazing	Burst	WingsWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	15%	(30%)	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	Main	Gun	DMG	by	30%	for	3s	(5s	cooldown	between	activations)	40%	(70%)	chance	to
fire	a	special	HE	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level;	10s	cooldown	between	activations)BremertonBlazing	Inferno	Rex	RoarEvery	20	times	this	ship	fires	her	Secondary	Guns:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Blazing	Inferno	Rex	Roar	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Yume	MinamiBlazing	PeaksIf	equipped	with	a	high	caliber	Main	Gun	(280mm	or	more):
increases	damage	dealt	with	Main	Gun	by	up	to	15%	(25%)	depending	on	the	distance	the	shells	travel.	Also	increases	Burn	damage	dealt	to	enemies	by	20%	(50%).AzumaBlazing	Slash!Increases	this	ship's	Crit	Rate	by	1%	(10%).	When	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	50%	(100%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage;	enemies	hit	by	the	slash	of
this	barrage	take	15%	increased	Burn	DMG	for	10s	(barrage	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Repulse	METABlood	SacrificeEvery	15s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	When	this	skill	activates	while	this	ship's	HP	is	above	20%:	deducts	178	HP	from	this	ship	and	improves	this	barrage.Yamashiro	METABlue
SpiritWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	50%	(100%)	chance	to	launch	an	additional	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Illustrious	µBody	and	SoulIncreases	this	ship's	Torpedo	Crit	Rate	by	20%	(40%)	and	Torpedo	Crit	DMG	by	65%.IbukiBody	and	Soul+Increases	this	ship's	Torpedo	Crit	Rate	by	20%	(40%)	and	Torpedo	Crit	DMG	by	65%.
Additionally,	when	this	ship	fires	its	Torpedoes:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	4.5%	(12%)	for	6s.(Replaces	"Body	and	Soul")Ibuki	(Fate	Sim	5)Bombarda	GeminioEvery	15s	after	battle	starts:	fires	a	special	barrage;	if	there	are	no	enemy	units	within	30	units	of	this	ship	when	the	barrage	procs:	fires	an	additional	special	barrage.	DMG	of	both	barrages
are	based	on	skill's	level.HermioneBravery	at	SkagerrakIncreases	this	ship's	Main	Gun	DMG	by	1%	(10%).	When	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	frontal	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).LützowBurn	OrderIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	with	HE	by	15%	(25%)	and	chance	to	ignite	enemies	by	1.2%
(3%).BelfastCalibrated	FiringEvery	20s:	increases	this	ship's	Torpedo	DMG	by	4.5%	(12%).	Can	be	stacked	up	to	8	times.MusketeerCan	I	Attack	Now?5s	after	the	battle	starts:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage;	every	10s	after	that:	fires	an	upgraded	version	of	this	barrage	and	also	increases	this	ship's	Crit	Rate	and	Crit	DMG	by	1%	(10%)	(barrage
DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	barrage	upgrade	effect	and	Crit-related	effects	can	only	activate	up	to	2	times	per	battle).KievCapricious	FiringFor	the	first	45s	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	4.5%	(12%).	If	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	HE	Main	Gun:	increases	the	DMG	this	ship	deals	to	BBs	and	BCs	by	4%	(10%).MurmanskCarrier
HunterIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	to	CVs	and	CVLs	by	5%	(15%).I-26,	U-73Cœur	BattantMain	Gun	can	be	fired	twice	per	reload,	and	each	salvo	can	be	fired	independently.	This	ship's	Main	Gun	ammo	type	is	changed	to	μ	shells,	switching	between	μ	Red	and	μ	Blue	when	firing	Main	Gun.	Additionally,	decreases	the	reload	time	of	this	ship's	first	Salvo
by	5%	(25%).μ	Red	ammo	is	HE	and	has	140/110/90	(140/115/115)	armor	modifiers	and	19	spread.	μ	Blue	ammo	is	AP	and	has	45/130/110	(100/130/130)	armor	modifiers	and	19	spread.Gascogne	µCavalier	of	the	EtherEvery	15s:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	and	inflict	Burn	for	6s	to	all	enemies	hit	by	it	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's
level).ChapayevCerulean	SongWhen	this	ship	launches	her	first	Airstrike	in	a	battle:	50%	(80%)	chance	(100%	on	subsequent	Airstrikes)	to	launch	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	is	another	The	Idolmaster	collab	ship	in	your	fleet:	increases	the	first	activation	chance	to	100%.Chihaya
KisaragiChevalier's	SabreEvery	20s,	if	your	Vanguard	consists	of	only	Iris	Libre	or	Vichya	Dominion	ships:	50%	chance	to	increase	the	DMG	your	fleet	deals	by	5%	(25%)	for	8s.	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Le	MarsChiyoda's	Domain?Every	battle,	when	this	ship	launches	its	first	Airstrike:	launches	an	additional	seaplane	airstrike;	when	it
launches	its	second	Airstrike	and	onwards:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	launch	an	additional	torpedo	bomber	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	there	is	a	Sakura	Empire	CVL	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship:	improves	these	airstrikes.ChiyodaCinderflame	CurseWhen	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	fires	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	this	skill's
level).	Enemies	hit	by	this	barrage	are	inflicted	with	"Cinderflame	Curse"	and	take	41	damage	per	second	for	10s.Fusou	METACircumspect	VigilanceIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	to	CAs	and	CBs	by	10.0%	(20.0%).	Every	20s:	40.0%	(70%)	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	ACC	and	RLD	by	10.0%	(20.0%)	for	10s.FochConcerto	of	BloodEvery	40s	(every	20s),
fire	a	special	barrage	targeting	the	enemy	farthest	away	from	this	ship.	The	barrage	decreases	the	Speed	of	enemies	it	hits	by	40%	for	6s.Barrage	preview	(gif)Duke	of	YorkConquer	to	Loot!10s	after	battle	starts	and	every	40s	(every	20s)	after	that:	launches	a	torpedo	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).Barrage	preview	(gif)Kaga
(Battleship)Counterattack	of	the	Barents	SeaIncreases	own	main	gun's	critical	rate	by	4.5%	(12%),	and	critical	damage	by	30%.SheffieldCourageous	ShellingEvery	20s:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	at	enemies.Barrage	preview	(gif)WashingtonCover	FireIncreases	this	ship's	FP	by	10%	(20%).Fusou,	Hyuuga,	Ise,	Sirius,	YamashiroCrane's
EndeavorIf	there	are	three	or	more	Sakura	Empire	ships	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship),	increase	own	damage	dealt	by	8%	(20%).	When	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	increase	the	damage	dealt	by	all	subsequent	airstrikes	by	8%	(20%).	This	buff	may	stack	up	to	three	times.ZuikakuCrippling	StrikeWhen	firing	main	gun:	40%	(70%)	chance	to
launch	a	frontal	barrage	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).	During	battle,	if	fleet	consists	of	4	or	more	Sakura	Empire	ships,	decreases	loading	time	of	the	first	main	gun	salvo	by	25%	(45%).Barrage	preview	(gif)AmagiCross	CombinationOnce	every	15th	(6th)	time	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	the	next	Main	Gun	salvo	will	deal	Crit	DMG.Purple
HeartCunning	StratagemWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	launches	an	additional	Lv.1	(10)	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	your	fleet	consists	entirely	of	Dragon	Empery	ships:	improves	this	special	airstrike,	and	once	every	20s,	1	randomly	chosen	ship	in	your	fleet	deals	1.0%	(10.0%)	increased	DMG	for	5s.Chen	HaiCurtain
of	RimeWhen	this	ship	fires	its	main	guns,	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	This	barrage	slows	enemies	it	hits	by	40%	for	4s.	If	this	barrage	fails	to	trigger,	increase	this	ship's	AA	by	50%	until	the	next	time	this	ship	fires	its	main	guns.Sovetskaya	BelorussiyaCutesy	Clumsy?Each	second	in	combat,
this	ship	has	a	10%	chance	of	dealing	43	DMG	to	herself;	if	this	effect	activates:	after	3s,	heals	this	ship	and	the	lowest	HP%	ship	in	the	fleet	for	1.5%	(5%)	HP	(this	effect	can	only	activate	2	times	per	battle).Haruka	AmamiDance	of	the	Heavens5s	after	this	ship	finishes	loading	its	Airstrike:	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on
the	skill's	level).NyotenguDazzling	DawnWhen	firing	main	gun:	increases	own	Firepower	and	Anti-Air	by	1.5%	(6%).	Can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times.HarunaDeath	RaidWhen	another	ship	in	your	fleet	sinksIn-game	does	not	state	this,	but	another	ship	does	have	to	sink,	it	will	not	trigger	on	fight	startsinks'"`UNIQ--ref-0000000A-QINU`"'	in	combat,	if	this
ship	is	the	only	ship	remaining	in	your	vanguardThe	ship	that	sinks	does	not	have	to	be	in	the	vanguardvanguard'"`UNIQ--ref-0000000B-QINU`"',	increase	this	ship's	damage	dealt	by	20%	(50%)	and	increaseAt	level	10	only,	changes	to	decrease,	possible	bugincrease'"`UNIQ--ref-0000000C-QINU`"'	this	ship's	damage	received	by	8%	(20%)	until	the
end	of	the	battle.	(This	skill	cannot	trigger	more	than	once	per	battle.)AcastaDecelerative	FireEvery	20s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	that	inflicts	a	minus	30%	SPD	debuff	that	lasts	4s	to	enemies	hit	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Memphis	METADemon	Cutter	Asura-RakshasaEvery	20s	(every	15s),	triggers	a	special	Ashura-Rakshasa	slash
that	has	50%	chance	to	inflict	Armor	Break	on	hit	enemies,	lasting	for	6s.	Damage	is	based	on	skill	level.Nakiri	AyameDemon's	WishIncreases	the	torpedo	DMG	this	ship	deals	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	fires	its	torpedoes:	15%	(30%)	chance	to	launch	a	second	wave	of	torpedoes.Kinu	(Retrofit)Departing	StrikeIncreases	damage	dealt	to	Heavy
Cruisers	by	5%	(15%).	When	leaving	battle,	fires	a	wave	of	torpedoes	(damage	and	spread	based	on	Skill	Level).I-58Destiny	Draw!When	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	30%:	increases	this	ship's	LCK	by	7.	Every	20s:	launches	a	random	special	airstrike	(all	airstrikes	have	the	same	activation	chance;	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level):	Blackburn	Fire	Blast:
Drops	a	heavy	incendiary	bomb	on	the	target.	Swordfish	Bombardment	of	Destruction:	Drops	3	medium	bombs	near	the	target.	Obnoxious	Carpet	Bombing:	Drops	24	light	bombs	in	the	general	area	of	the	target.Hermes	(Retrofit)Destroyer	Division	6:	AkatsukiWhen	paired	with	any	of	the	Destroyers	from	Destroyer	Division	6	(Akatsuki,	Hibiki,
Ikazuchi,	Inazuma):	increases	own	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Reload	by	5%	(15%).	This	effect	does	not	stack.AkatsukiDestroyer	Division	6:	HibikiWhen	sortied	with	Akatsuki,	Ikazuchi,	or	Inazuma:	increases	this	ship's	FP,	TRP,	and	RLD	by	5%	(15%).	Effect	does	not	stack.HibikiDestroyer	Division	6:	IkazuchiWhen	paired	with	any	of	the	Destroyers	from
Destroyer	Division	6	(Akatsuki,	Hibiki,	Ikazuchi,	Inazuma):	increases	own	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Reload	by	5%	(15%).	This	effect	does	not	stack.IkazuchiDestroyer	Division	6:	InazumaWhen	paired	with	any	of	the	Destroyers	from	Destroyer	Division	6	(Akatsuki,	Hibiki,	Ikazuchi,	Inazuma):	increases	own	Firepower,	Torpedo	and	Reload	by	5%	(15%).
This	effect	does	not	stack.InazumaDestruction	ModeEvery	20s,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	release	a	powerful	barrage	and	spawn	2	rotating	shields	that	can	block	5	enemy	shells	each	while	launching	a	wave	of	4	slow	homing	torpedoes;	own	main	gun's	critical	rate	becomes	100%	for	10s.Z23	(Retrofit)Destruction	Mode	-	PrototypeEvery	20s,	50%	(80%)
chance	to	release	a	powerful	barrage,	while	increasing	own	critical	damage	dealt	by	30%	(50%)	and	reducing	aviation	damage	taken	by	the	Escort	Fleet	by	10%	(30%)	for	10s.Z1	(Retrofit)Destructive	DepartureWhen	resurfacing:	launches	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	this	barrage,	or	own	gun	shots	hit	an	enemy	ship:	40%
(70%)	chance	to	lower	the	Reload	and	Accuracy	of	that	enemy	by	5%	(10%)	for	15s.I-25Devilish	StrikeAt	the	start	of	battle	and	every	20s	after	the	start	of	battle,	launch	special	barrage	and	increase	own	firepower	and	torpedo	by	9%	(24%).	Over	the	20s	the	effects	of	this	skill	will	slowly	decrease	back	to	0%Z36Directionally	ChallengedEvery	20s	after
the	battle	starts:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	your	Vanguard	consists	of	only	this	ship	when	this	barrage	activates:	this	ship	becomes	lost	and	stops	in	place	(Speed	drops	to	0)	for	2s.Azusa	MiuraDisturbance	StrategyIncreases	damage	dealt	to	suicide,	torpedo,	and	transport	ships	by	10%
(25%).Karlsruhe	(Retrofit)Divine	MarksmanEvery	35s	(15s),	fires	a	barrage	(damage	based	on	Skill	Level)	at	the	furthest	target	with	100%	critical	hit	chance.	Shell	type	changes	to	AP	at	level	6.Barrage	preview	(gif)WarspiteDivine	Marksman+10s	after	the	start	of	a	battle	and	every	35s	(15s)	after	that,	fires	a	barrage	(damage	based	on	Skill	Level)	at
the	furthest	target	with	100%	critical	hit	chance.	Every	battle,	increases	the	damage	of	the	first	barrage	by	80%	(130%).	All	allied	main	fleet	Royal	Navy	ships'	auto	aim	will	have	an	increased	chance	of	targeting	the	ship	targeted	by	this	barrage.	Shell	type	changes	to	AP	at	Level	6.(Replaces	"Divine	Marksman")Warspite	(Retrofit)Doolittle
AirstrikeWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	launch	an	additional	B-25	airstrike	(these	planes	cannot	be	shot	down).HornetDouble	GunWhen	firing	main	gun:	15%	(25%)	chance	to	fire	an	extra	round.Shropshire,	Suffolk,	Sussex,	WichitaDouble	StingIf	sortied	with	a	Royal	Navy	ship	in	the	Main	Fleet,	when	launching	an	airstrike:
30%	(50%)	chance	to	launch	additional	Seafire	planes.WaspDouble	The	GatoIncreases	own	damage	dealt	to	CVs	by	5%	(20%).	When	surfacing	due	to	running	out	of	oxygen	and	when	leaving	battle:	fires	a	torpedo	barrage,	damage	scales	with	skill	level;	If	sortied	with	Albacore,	increases	this	barrage's	damage	by	5%	(15%).CavallaDouble
TorpedoWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Torpedoes:	15%	(30%)	chance	to	launch	a	second	wave	of	Torpedoes.	(10s	cooldown,	starts	on	cooldown)Abukuma	(Retrofit),	Ariake,	Atago,	Craven,	Furutaka	(Retrofit),	Gridley,	Hatsuharu,	Hatsushimo,	Kagerou,	Kako	(Retrofit),	Kisaragi	(Retrofit),	Kuroshio,	Makinami,	Maury,	McCall,	Oyashio,	Shiranui,	Takao,
WakabaDouble	Trouble	-	AmiAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Ami	FutamiDouble	Trouble	-	MamiAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Mami	FutamiDragon's	BreathWhen	this	ship	fires	its	main	guns,	50%	(100%)	chance	to	fire	a
special	barrage	with	guaranteed	critical	hits	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	Additionally,	10s	into	the	start	of	the	battle,	fire	this	same	barrage.	The	barrage	pattern	is	independent	of	this	ship's	position	in	the	main	fleet.	The	barrage	inflicts	Armor	Break	to	enemies	it	hits.	(Armor-Broken	enemies	take	5%	more	damage	for	8.0s.	This	Armor
Break	stacks	with	other	sources	of	Armor	Break.)New	JerseyDream☆StoryWhen	launching	an	airstrike:	70%	(100%)	chance	to	launch	a	barrage	that	can	cause	burning,	damage	scales	with	skill	level.Tokino	SoraDual	SnipeEvery	15s:	fires	two	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	precise	shots,	inflicting	a	special	Armor	Break	status	on	enemies	hit	for	10s	(DMG	is	based	on
this	skill's	level);	When	an	enemy	enters	the	defensive	range,	triggers	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	barrage	with	a	5s	cooldown	(DMG	is	based	on	this	skill's	level).Scharnhorst	METADuet	of	AlternationIf	Emden	has	a	CL	Main	Gun	equipped	in	the	Secondary	Weapon	slot:	Increases	Emden's	Main	Gun	and	Secondary	Weapon	Efficiencies	by	15%	(25%)	Once	every
20s,	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	that	inflicts	a	minus	30%	SPD	debuff	to	enemies	hit	for	5s	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	a	DD	Main	Gun	is	equipped	in	this	slot	instead:	Every	10s,	deploys	a	shield	that	lasts	5s	and	can	block	up	to	5	enemy	shots.	If	this	shield	is	destroyed	rather	than	expiring:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is
based	on	the	skill's	level)	that	restores	Emden's	HP	equal	to	5%	(15%)	of	the	DMG	dealt.EmdenDynazenon	Full	BurstEvery	10	times	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Yume	MinamiEagle's	DefianceIn	each	round	of	combat,	the	first	two	airstrikes	performed	will	be	accompanied	with
extra	planes.Hiyou,	JunyouEchoes	of	Annihilation	-	FusouDuring	battle,	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	5%	(15.0%)	and	RLD	by	1.0%	(10.0%);	when	the	"Cinderflame	Curse"	status	expires,	all	enemies	affected	by	that	status	take	one	additional	instance	of	that	special	Burn	DMG	(DMG	is	based	on	this	ship's	FP);	Every	time	allies	defeat	an	enemy	affected
by	"Cinderflame	Curse":	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	4.0%	until	the	end	of	battle,	stacking	up	to	3	times;	At	max	stacks,	this	ship	deals	5.0%	more	DMG	to	enemies	until	the	end	of	battleFusou	METAEchoes	of	Annihilation	–	YamashiroWhen	the	battle	starts,	if	this	ship	has	Sakura	Empire	gear	equipped:	increases	the	DMG	dealt	by	this	ship's	"Blood
Sacrifice"	barrage	by	1%	(10%);	if	NOT	equipping	Sakura	Empire	gear:	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	10%.Yamashiro	METAEncore	FlareEvery	15s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Muse	barrage	that	increases	DMG	taken	by	10%	for	6s	to	all	enemies	hit;	if	only	1	enemy	is	hit	then	their	Speed	is	also	set	to	0	for	3s	and	this	ship
fires	an	additional	torpedo	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Roon	µEnergy	PulseWhen	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Akane	ShinjoEvening	StarEvery	10s,	50%	(100%)	chance	to	release	a	special	barrage,	which	has	chance	to	ignite	(special	barrage
damage	and	form	depend	on	skill	level).NekoneExperienced	HunterIncreases	damage	dealt	to	Destroyers,	Light	Cruisers,	and	Aircraft	Carriers	by	1%	(10%).AlbacoreExpert	LoaderMain	gun	property	is	changed	to	HE.	When	firing	main	gun,	increases	own	Reload	by	1%	(3.5%)	(Can	be	stacked	up	to	12	times).	Additionally,	alternates	main	gun
property	between	HE	and	AP	after	every	2	rounds	of	main	gun	firing.RoonFading	Memories	of	Glory10s	after	battle	starts:	fires	a	torpedo	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level	and	Torpedo	stat).	5s	after	the	first	time	own	Main	Gun	is	fired	during	battle:	increases	own	Firepower	by	5%	(15%),	increases	own	damage	dealt	to	enemy	CLs	by	10%
(20%),	and	decreases	own	Torpedo	stat	to	0	for	the	rest	of	the	battle.Barrage	preview	(gif)Conte	di	Cavour,	Giulio	CesareFantastical	TakeoffWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	50%	(80%)	chance	to	launch	a	special	barrage	of	B-25	bomber	planes.	These	planes	cannot	be	shot	down.Shangri-LaFatal	PerforationAfter	entering	battle	for	8s,	fires	a	wave
of	penetrating	torpedoes.	Torpedoes	can	penetrate	once	(Can	hit	up	to	2	targets,	armor	piercing).I-19Feigned	Innocence?When	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	15%	(30%)	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	Main	Gun	DMG	by	50%	for	3s	and	AA	by	5%	(15%)	for	5s.	This	effect	may	only	activate	once	every	5s.Azusa	MiuraFeral	ClawsIncrease	this	ship's
Evasion	Rate	by	5%,	and	decrease	her	damage	taken	from	shelling	by	5%	(15%).	Every	20s	after	the	battle	starts:	fire	a	special	barrage	that	inflicts	a	unique	burn	on	all	enemies	it	hits	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).Yuudachi	(Retrofit)Fiendish	RampageAt	the	start	of	the	battle	and	every	20s	after	that:	fires	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based
on	the	skill's	level).	Whenever	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	1%	(4%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle	(can	be	stacked	up	to	5	times).Z24Fight	to	Win!When	firing	main	gun:	30%	(50%)	chance	to	launch	a	frontal	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).Barrage	preview	(gif)Kaga	(Battleship)Fighting	MaryWhen	this	ship's	HP
falls	below	30%	(70%):	increases	this	ship's	DMG	by	up	to	15%	(35%),	depending	on	its	remaining	HP.MarylandFinal	GloryEvery	time	the	main	gun	is	fired,	increases	the	damage	of	subsequent	main	gun	attack	(includes	base	main	gun	mount)	by	10%	(15%).RenownFinal	ShotIf	this	ship	is	equipped	with	the	Quadruple	380mm	(Mle	1935)	gun,	increase
this	ship's	main	gun	critical	rate	by	10%	(30%)	and	main	gun	critical	damage	by	20%	(50%).Jean	BartFirepower	OverloadEvery	20s,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	increase	own	Firepower	by	30%	(50%)	and	Reload	by	100%	(200%)	for	10s.	After	buff	duration,	decrease	own	Reload	by	100%	for	3s.Z35First	Destroyer10%	(30%)	to	activate	upon	receiving	a
torpedo	hit/miss:	For	4s,	decreases	Torpedo	damage	taken	by	20%	(50%)	and	increase	own	Torpedo	stat	by	20%	(50%).Kamikaze	(Retrofit)Flame-Anointed	ConquestIf	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	Fighter:	fires	a	special	barrage	every	12s;	Otherwise,	fire	a	slashing	barrage	every	time	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike.	Both	barrages'	DMG	is	based	on
skill's	level.HakuryuuFlash	of	LightningWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Torpedoes:	15%	(30%)	chance	to	launch	a	special	torpedo	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).	Barrage	preview	(gif)IbukiFlashing	Blade	of	SurabayaEvery	20s,	30%	(70%)	to	launch	a	special	barrage;	also	increases	own	Firepower	by	10%	(20%)	and	damage	dealt	to	Cruisers	by	10%
(20%)	for	10s.AshigaraFlickering	Light	–	Yamashiro[Operation	Siren]	When	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	Boss	fleets:	increases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	2.0%	(6.0%).Yamashiro	METAFlowers	of	Fate	(Hiryuu)10s	after	the	start	of	the	battle,	and	every	20s	after	that,	launch	a	special	torpedo	bomber	barrage.	Each	torpedo	bomber	carries	2	linear
torpedoes	that	each	deal	91	(172)	base	damage	(damage	scales	with	this	ship's	AVI	stat).	The	number	of	planes	launched	is	determined	randomly,	as	follows:	7%	chance	of	launching	5	planes.	(Five	Brights)	12%	chance	of	launching	3	planes.	(Lesser	Blue)	51%	chance	of	launching	2	planes.	(Flower	Sake)	30%	chance	of	launching	1	planes.
(Scraps)Hiryuu	(Retrofit)Flowers	of	Fate	(Souryuu)15s	after	the	start	of	a	battle	and	every	20s	after	that,	launch	special	dive	bomber	attack	(number	of	planes	launched	are	random).	Each	dive	bomber	carry	2x100lb	bombs	that	each	do	51	(96)	damage	and	1x500lb	bomb	that	do	127	(226)	damage.	7%	chance	of	launching	5	planes	(Five	Brights)	12%
chance	of	launching	3	planes	(Boar,	Deer,	Butterfly)	51%	chance	of	launching	2	planes	(Moonlight	Sake)	30%	chance	of	launching	1	plane	(Seeds)Souryuu	(Retrofit)Focused	AssaultWhen	firing	main	gun,	15%	(30%)	chance	to	inflict	double	damage.California,	Chicago,	Choukai,	Nevada	(Retrofit),	Oklahoma	(Retrofit),	South	Dakota,	TakaoFoo	and
FriendsAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	Kasumi	is	sortied	with	2	or	more	friends	in	your	Vanguard:	increases	the	TRP	of	your	Sakura	Empire	Vanguard	ships	by	5%	(15%).(Friends	refer	to	other	Vanguard	ships	with	Kasumi.	Foo	is	counted	as	one	of	the	friends,	unless	sortied	with	Shiranui.)KasumiFoo	and	Friends	and	Kasumi	TooAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if
Kasumi	is	sortied	with	2	or	more	friends	in	your	Vanguard:	increases	the	TRP	of	your	Sakura	Empire	Vanguard	ships	by	5%	(15%),	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	5%,	and	every	20s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage.(Friends	refer	to	other	Vanguard	ships	with	Kasumi.	Foo	is	always	counted	as	one	of	the
friends.)(Replaces	"Foo	and	Friends")Kasumi	(Retrofit)For	The	Dragon	EmperyIncreases	damage	dealt	to	Sakura	Empire	ships	by	5%	(25%).Ning	Hai,	Ping	Hai,	Yat	SenForward!When	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	20%	(50%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level.)ValiantFreccia	dell'AquilaWhen	this	ship	launches	an
Airstrike,	45%	(75%)	chance	to	launch	an	aerial	barrage	(damage	increases	and	pattern	improves	with	skill	level).AquilaFrom	Merkuria	With	Love!At	the	start	of	the	battle,	increases	this	ship's	TRPin-game	description	says	AA	and	ACC	by	5%	(15%).	Every	15s:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	that	slows	the	movement	speed	of
enemies	hit	by	20%	(Barrage	DMG	is	based	on	skill	level).Pamiat	Merkuria	(Retrofit)Frontal	Fire20%	(50%)	activation	upon	firing	main	gun:	launches	a	frontal	barrage.Barrage	preview	(gif)DunkerqueFull	FirepowerEvery	20s,	30%	(60%)	chance	to	increase	own	Firepower	by	20%	(40%)	for	10s.Achilles,	Ajax,	Aoba,	Charles	Ausburne,	Denver,	Exeter,
Furutaka,	Galatea,	Glasgow,	Grozny,	Honolulu,	Jenkins,	Kako,	Karlsruhe,	Kinugasa,	Kiyonami,	Kuroshio,	Köln,	Makinami,	Mogami,	Nagara,	Nicholas,	Oyashio,	Quincy,	Radford,	Salt	Lake	City,	Suffolk	(Retrofit),	Thatcher,	Trento,	Vincennes,	Yuubari,	Z25,	Z26Future	Base30s,	45s,	and	60s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special
airstrike	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).Anniversary	Kizuna	AIGales	and	ThunderIncreases	this	ship's	TRP	by	1%	(5%)	and	RLD	by	5%	(15%).	Whenever	this	ship's	All	Out	Assault	skill	activates:	decreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	next	Torpedo	wave	by	1s	(3s).KazagumoGet	Hyped!When	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in	sinks	an	enemy	fleet:	increases	this
ship's	DMG	dealt	by	1.5%	(6%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times).	This	is	changed	to	1%	(5%)	in	Operation	Siren.When	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy	in	combat:	increases	this	ship's	ACC	and	EVA	by	1%	(5%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times).	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation
Siren.]MagdeburgGet	Starstruck!Every	10s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	this	barrage	fails	to	activate,	instead	increases	this	ship's	AA	and	Accuracy	by	1%	(10%)	for	5s.San	FranciscoGetter	RavineEvery	20s,	20%	(40%)	chance	to	release	a	powerful	barrage
(damage	depends	on	skill	level)	that	has	a	low	chance	to	slow	enemies	for	8s.White	HeartGiant	HunterAt	the	start	of	battle:	Increases	Eva	and	TorpIn-game	description	incorrectly	says	torpedo	DMGTorp'"`UNIQ--ref-00000009-QINU`"'	by	5%	(15%),	increases	own	armor	modifierIn-game	description	incorrectly	states	damagearmor	modifier'"`UNIQ--
ref-0000000A-QINU`"'	against	Medium	Armor	enemies	by	15%	(25%).	Slows	enemy	Heavy	Cruisers	by	15%	(30%)	for	5s	after	hitting	them	4	times.Achilles	(Retrofit),	Ajax	(Retrofit),	Exeter	(Retrofit)Glen	AssaultWhen	entering	battle:	launches	a	Type	0	recon	plane	(damage	scales	with	Torpedo	stat	and	skill	level),	and	increases	Accuracy	by	5%	(10%)
for	all	ships	in	the	submarine	fleet.I-25Glisten,	Light	of	Glory!When	this	ship	finishes	loading	her	Main	Guns:	50%	(100%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).	Additionally,	all	enemies	on	screen	take	3.5%	(8%)	increased	damage	from	your	BBs	and	BCs	for	6s.VanguardGrid	BeamWhen	the	battle	starts:	for	90s,	increases
this	ship's	FP	by	5%	(15%).	Every	20s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Grid	Beam	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	this	ship	has	the	Battle	Tracto	Max	or	Buster	Borr	equipped,	or	if	this	ship	is	sortied	with	Namiko	or	Hass:	enhances	this	skill.Rikka	TakaradaGrin	and	Fire!Decrease	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%).	Every	12s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	50%
(100%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).CheshireHalo	of	FlamesAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	AA,	EVA,	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%)	for	60s.	When	this	ship	fires	her	Torpedoes:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	this	skill's	level).Duca	degli	AbruzziHeavenly	HymnEvery	20s
after	the	start	of	the	battle:	this	ship	stops	moving	for	3s	and	summons	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Iris	Angels	Airwing	to	attack	(DMG	is	based	on	this	ship's	TRP	stat	and	the	skill's	level).	Additionally,	this	skill	has	a	50%	chance	to	heal	this	ship	for	3%	HP	when	activated.Le	Malin	µHeavy	Barrel	BusterWhen	firing	Main	Guns:	50%	(80%)	chance	to	fire	a	special
barrage.Barrage	preview	(gif)GeorgiaHeavy	Cruiser	HunterIncreases	damage	dealt	to	Heavy	Cruisers	by	5%	(15%).DaceHellcat's	Roar	If	equipped	with	an	F6F	Hellcat,	increase	this	ship's	fighter	efficiency	by	10%	(30%).	When	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	45%	(75%)	to	launch	an	aerial	barrage	of	F6F	Hellcats	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill
level).	BataanHeroes	of	MaltaIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	to	DDs	and	CLs	by	10%	(20%).	When	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	and	AA	by	0.5%	(5%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).PenelopeHerteitr's	Rolling	ThunderEvery	18s:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).
Changes	this	ship's	torpedoes	to	parallel	spread.OdinHerteitr's	Rolling	Thunder+Every	18s:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	an	improved	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).	Changes	this	ship's	torpedoes	to	parallel	spread.(Replaces	"Herteitr's	Rolling	Thunder")Odin	(Fate	Sim	5)Hex-Principle	of	InsightWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	45%
(75%)	chance	to	inflict	234	damage	to	all	enemies,	and	gradually	decrease	their	speed	to	0	over	the	next	2.5s.	Enemies	remain	at	0	speed	for	an	additional	1s,	after	which	this	debuff	expires	and	their	speed	returns	to	normal.August	von	ParsevalHex-Principle	of	ShatteringWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	launch	an	aerial	barrage	(barrage	damage
scales	with	skill	level).	Light	and	medium	armor	enemies	hit	by	this	barrage	take	8%	more	aviation	damage	for	5s.August	von	ParsevalHigh-Explosive	Volley	FeverAt	the	start	of	the	battle	and	40%	(70%)	chance	every	20s	after	that:	for	12s	changes	this	ship's	Main	Gun	ammo	type	to	µ	Red.	These	are	HE	shells	with	a	100%/110%/90%
(110%/120%/100%)	modifier.Admiral	Hipper	µHoney	Moon20s	(10s)	after	battle	begins,	and	every	30s	(every	20s)	after	that:	activate	a	special	barrage	(damage	based	on	skill	level).FumiruiruHope's	TempestThree	seconds	after	the	start	of	the	battle,	launch	a	Saiun	barrage.	When	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	launch	an	additional	Shiden	Kai	2,
Ryuusei,	andIngame	incorrectly	states	"or"	Saiun	barrage	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).	Saiun	barrages	do	not	do	damage;	instead,	they	decrease	the	FP,	TRP,	AVI,	and	AA	of	one	random	enemy	(humanoids	prioritized)	by	3%	and	increase	the	damage	they	receive	by	3%,	until	the	end	of	the	battle.	This	debuff	may	stack	up	to	three	times.ShinanoI'm
Not	Afraid	Anymore!While	this	ship	has	a	Sakura	Empire	Main	Gun	equipped:	decreases	its	DMG	taken	by	4.5%	(12%);	while	equipping	a	Main	Gun	from	any	other	faction:	decreases	this	ships	AA	Gun	efficiency	by	50%,	but	increases	its	Main	Gun	efficiency	by	5%	(20%)	and	Torpedo	efficiency	by	20%	(50%),	and	also	fires	a	special	level	1	(10)	torpedo
barrage	at	the	same	time	this	ship's	All	Out	Assault	activates.	Torpedo	barrage	DMG	is	based	on	skill	level.Isuzu	(Retrofit)Ice-free	Port's	ConcertoDuring	sortie,	increases	own	Torpedo	critical	hit	chance	by	10%	(30%).	Increases	own	damage	dealt	to	Destroyers	by	5%	(15%)	and	Torpedo	stat	for	all	Royal	Navy	Destroyers	by	4.5%	(12%).HardyImpero
is	BrilliantIncreases	this	ship's	AVI	by	5%	(15%).	Every	20s:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	launch	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	based	on	the	type	of	aircraft	equipped	in	this	ship's	first	gear	slot	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level.)	If	the	aircraft	is	a	Fighter:	decreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	Airstrike	by	20%	(40%).	If	it's	a	Dive	Bomber:	when	this
ship	finishes	loading	her	2nd	Airstrike:	increases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	30%	(60%)	for	5s.ImperoIndomitable	IceIncrease	this	ship's	FP	and	EVA	by	3.5%	(8%).	Every	8	times	this	ship	fires	her	main	gun:	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).	If	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	high-caliber	main	gun	(280mm	or	higher),	fire	this	barrage
every	4	times	the	ship	fires	its	main	guns	instead	of	8,	and	improve	this	special	barrage.KronshtadtInfinite	DarknessEvery	20s:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	at	enemies	(damage	based	on	skill	level).Barrage	preview	(gif)Erebus,	TerrorInstance	AbreactionEvery	20s:	activates	"Instance	Abreaction"	and	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special
airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	this	ship's	FP	stat	and	the	skill's	level;	airstrike	deals	cannon-type	DMG).Akane	ShinjoInstance	Domination:	FlamesWhen	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	uses	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Instance	Domination	to	seize	control	of	Siren	weaponry	and	make	them	attack	enemies	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).MujinaInstance	Domination:
WingsEvery	20s:	uses	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Instance	Domination	to	seize	control	of	Siren	aircraft	and	make	them	attack	enemies	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	aircraft	deal	cannon-type	DMG).MujinaIori	Strike!Increases	this	ship's	armor	modifierIn	game	description	incorrectly	states	damage	against	Heavy	Armor	enemies	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	fires
her	Main	Guns:	50%	(100%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Iori	MinaseIron	Blood	FalconWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	50%	(100%)	chance	to	launch	an	additional	Torpedo	Bomber	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Peter	StrasserIron	Blood	HawkWhen	this	ship	is	equipped	with	at	least
one	Iron	Blood	aircraft,	increase	the	efficiency	of	this	ship's	aircraft	slots	by	15%	(30%).Graf	ZeppelinIron	Blood	VanguardWhen	firing	main	gun,	5%	chance	to	increase	own	Firepower	by	30%	(60%)	for	8s.	(5s	cooldown,	starts	on	cooldown)Z23Iron	Wing	AnnihilationWhen	enemy	planes	are	shot	down	within	her	AA	radius,	increases	own	Firepower	by
5%	(15%)	of	own	total	Anti-Air	stat	(only	base	stat	and	gear	is	counted)	for	8s.	If	skill	is	reactivated	within	the	8s,	the	buff	does	not	stack	and	only	the	duration	is	refreshed.Z46Iron-Willed	LeaderWhen	the	battle	starts,	if	there	are	2	or	more	Iron	Blood	ships	in	your	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	RLD	by	6%	(18%).	When	the	battle	starts,	the	higher
percentage	HP	this	ship	has	remaining,	the	shorter	the	reload	time	of	her	first	Main	Gun	volley	(at	least	20%;	up	to	50%	(80%)).	During	each	battle,	this	ship	will	tank	20%	(60%)	of	all	DMG	received	by	your	Iron	Blood	Main	Fleet	ships,	and	the	DMG	tanked	is	reduced	by	10%	(20%)	(this	effect	becomes	inactive	after	the	primary	effect	of	the	skill
"Unsinkable	Legend"	activates).SeydlitzJöttun's	JawsWhen	this	ship	fires	its	main	gun,	if	there	are	no	enemies	nearby(range	35),	inflict	Armor	Break	to	all	enemies	hit	by	the	main	gun	shells.	Once	every	8	times	this	ship	fires	its	main	gun,	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).	If	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	high-caliber	main	gun
(280mm	or	higher),	fire	this	barrage	every	4	times	the	ship	fires	its	main	guns	instead	of	8.ÄgirJoker	CardEvery	15s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	barrage	using	special	ammo	and	poker	ammo	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	Enemies	hit	by	the	special	ammo	take	10%	increased	DMG	for	6s.MonicaJourney's	EndIncreases	torpedo
critical	rate	by	20%	(40%),	and	torpedo	critical	damage	by	50%.DorsetshireJust	Gettin'	Fired	Up[Regular]During	a	sortie,	increases	own	Firepower	by	1%	(2.5%)	for	every	enemy	node	sunk	by	the	fleet	Alabama	is	in.	Also,	increases	own	firepower	by	1%	(2.5%)	for	every	enemy	ship	sunk	during	any	given	battle.	This	skill	can	only	boost	firepower	by	up
to	7%	(17.5%).	After	defeating	5	enemy	nodes,	reduces	damage	taken	by	the	Main	Fleet	by	3.5%	(8%).[Operation	Siren]Every	time	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in	defeats	an	enemy	fleet	during	a	sortie:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	1%	(2.5%);	also,	for	every	enemy	this	ship	sinks	during	a	battle:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	1%	(2.5%)	until	the	battle	ends	(this
skill's	FP	buffs	stack	up	to	a	total	of	7	times).	After	5	enemy	fleets	have	been	defeated:	reduces	DMG	taken	by	your	Main	Fleet	by	3.5%	(8%).	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]AlabamaKii	Fleet	StrategyEvery	20s	after	the	start	of	the	battle,	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire
a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).KiiKirov,	Reporting!Every	15s	in	battle,	50%	(100%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage;	The	first	time	this	barrage	triggers,	special	ignites	enemies	hit,	causing	them	to	take	15%	more	damage	for	8s.KirovKitakaze	Style	-	Lotus	TorpedoesWhen	sortieing	as	Lead	Ship,	10s	after	battle	starts:
launches	a	torpedo	barrage	(DMG	scales	with	levels).	Whenever	own	torpedoes	hit	10	times	(excluding	the	ones	from	barrages):	launches	the	same	barrage.KitakazeKitakaze	Style	-	Lotus	Torpedoes+10s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	fires	a	special	torpedo	barrage	(DMG	scales	with	levels)	and	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	1.5%	(6%)	for	50s.
After	every	8	hits	with	this	ship's	Torpedoes	(barrage	torpedoes	do	not	count):	fires	this	same	barrage.	(Replaces	"Kitakaze	Style	-	Lotus	Torpedoes")Kitakaze	(Fate	Sim	5)Knight's	Shooting	TrainingDecreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	3	salvos	by	40%,	and	change	their	damage	dealt	by	-60%,	-40%	(-20%),	and	+0%	(+20%)	respectively.	From
the	4th	salvo	onward,	this	ship	deals	0%	(20%)	more	damage	with	its	salvos.Little	RenownKnockout	ShotIncreases	this	ship's	ACC	by	1%	(10%).	When	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	10s	cooldown	between	barrage	activations).Prinz	AdalbertKolibri	Assault10s
after	the	battle	begins	and	every	30s	after	that	while	equipping	the	FI	282:	launches	1	FI	282,	revealing	the	location	of	enemy	SS,	reducing	their	EVA	by	5%	(15%),	and	increasing	their	damage	taken	by	5%	(15%)	for	10s.Köln	(Retrofit)La	PucelleIncrease	own	damage	dealt	to	Royal	Navy	ships	by	4%	(10%).	Upon	entering	battle,	inflict	a	special	burn
on	self	that	lasts	for	30s.	It	has	the	following	properties:	The	special	burn	deals	8	damage	to	this	ship	every	3s.	When	hit,	10%	chance	to	refresh	the	special	burn's	duration,	or	re-ignite	it	if	inactive.	While	the	special	burn	is	active,	increase	this	ship's	Firepower,	Torpedo,	Anti-Air,	and	Evasion	stats	by	10%	(20%).Jeanne	d'ArcLacy	DanceEvery	20s:
20%	(40%)	chance	to	release	a	powerful	barrage	(damage	depends	on	skill	level).Black	HeartLate-Blooming	AirstrikeIncreases	this	ship's	Accuracy	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	When	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	launches	an	additional	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level)	and,	for	8s,	decreases	all	enemies'	Accuracy	and	RLD	by	5.0%
(15.0%).KatsuragiLegendary	VoyageWhen	this	ship	has	the	Out	of	Ammo	debuff:	decreases	the	DMG	penalty's	effect	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	a	frontal	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level);	If	this	barrage	fails	to	activate:	heals	this	ship	for	5%	of	her	max	HP.Marco	PoloLemme	At	'Em!Every	30s:
50%	(100%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level.)	Once	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	30%:	heals	this	ship	for	10%	HP	and	fires	this	barrage.EskimoLet's	Go,	Data	857!Every	20s:	summon	Data	857.	When	Data	857	is	summoned:	Fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).	For	10s,	increases	this
ship's	Accuracy	and	Critical	Rate	by	5%	(15%).	During	battle,	increase	damage	by	1%	(10%)	that	your	Allen	M.	Sumner-class	ships	deal	to	enemies	that	have	been	Illuminated	at	least	twice.	The	first	time	each	battle	this	skill	activates,	increases	the	damage	your	Allen	M.	Sumner-class	ships	deal	by	1%	(10%)	until	the	end	of	that	battle.BristolLight
Carrier	UnitAfter	launching	an	airstrike,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	release	the	power	of	United	Fleet:	increases	own	Air	Power	and	all	CVLs'	Reload	by	5%	(15%),	and	decreases	damage	taken	by	all	CVs/CVLs	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s.RyuujouLight	Cruiser	HunterIncrease	damage	dealt	to	Light	Cruisers	by	5%	(15%).U-557Lightning	Strikes	Twice10s	after	the
battle	starts	and	with	a	15%	(25%)	chance	every	20s	after	that:	fires	a	wave	of	torpedoes.	(Which	torpedoes	are	fired	are	based	on	this	ship's	equipped	Torpedoes.)Kiyonami,	NaganamiLily	RootEvery	22s	after	the	start	of	a	battle,	fire	a	special	barrage.	Every	time	the	barrage	is	fired,	increases	the	damage	of	the	subsequent	barrage.	The	skill	can	be
activated	for	maximum	4	times	each	battle	(damage	based	on	skill	level).RurutieLod	ObstrelWhen	this	ship	fires	a	Salvo:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage.	Barrage	DMG	is	based	on	skill	level.Sovetskaya	RossiyaLone	Queen	of	the	NorthIf	sortied	without	other	Battleships/Battlecruisers:	increases	own	damage	dealt	by	10%	(30%).	Aviation
Battleships	do	not	count.TirpitzLong	Live	the	Revolution!When	this	ship	fires	its	main	guns,	increase	the	FP,	TRP,	AA,	and	RLD	of	all	your	Northern	Parliament	ships	by	8%	(18%)	for	10s.	While	this	ship	has	the	Triple	305mm	(Pattern	1907)	equipped:	Increase	this	ship's	main	gun	efficiency	by	50%	(80%).	Decrease	this	ship's	main	gun	cooldown	by
20%	(35%)	for	the	first	four	reloads.GangutLongbow	of	WoodstockIf	sortied	with	any	Eagle	Union	ship:	increases	own	Main	Gun's	critical	rate	by	20%	(40%),	and	own	Firepower	and	Torpedo	stat	by	8%	(20%).Black	PrinceLucky	AIncreases	own	Evasion	by	3	(12),	and	reduces	torpedo	damage	taken	by	self	by	5%	(20%).	Every	20s:	45%	(75%)	chance	to
fire	a	barrage,	damage	scales	with	skill	level.Barrage	preview	(gif)AlabamaLucky	EWhen	launching	an	airstrike:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	deal	double	damage	with	that	airstrike,	and	evade	all	incoming	attacks	for	8s.EnterpriseLucky	Little	E70%	(100.%)	chance	to	activate	one	of	the	following	effects	(chosen	at	random)	when	this	ship	launches	an
Airstrike:	Doubles	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	to	all	enemies	for	6s.	Grants	this	ship	100%	Evasion	Rate	for	5s.	Decreases	the	Speed	of	all	enemies	by	15%	(30%)	for	4s.Little	EnterpriseLucky	LouEvery	20s,	30%	(60%)	chance	to	increase	own	Firepower,	Reload	and	Evasion	by	10%	(30%)	for	10s.St.	LouisMach	2.42	BlossomDive	Bomber	slot	is	equipped	with
"Mach	2.42	Bermbew	Sprawt"	skin.	Airstrike	spawning	time	is	increased	by	100%	(this	effect	is	unaffected	by	your	ship's	damage	status	in	Operation	Siren).	Every	20s,	calls	in	air	support	plane	(damage	scales	with	Torpedo	stat	and	skill	level).Shirakami	FubukiMagnetic	TorpedoesEvery	35s	(every	15s),	launch	4	magnetic	torpedoes	that	home	to
enemies	within	a	short	distance	of	itself	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).Barrage	preview	(gif)TirpitzMarvels	of	History	-	ElbingDecreases	this	ship's	torpedo	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	fires	her	Torpedoes:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	if	there	are	enemies	within	30	units	of	this	ship,	the	barrage
uses	the	HE	attribute;	if	there	are	none,	the	barrage	uses	the	AP	attribute).ElbingMarvels	of	History	-	LützowIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	to	BBs	and	BCs	by	1%	(10%).	When	an	enemy	sinks	within	5s	of	taking	DMG	from	this	ship,	this	ship	is	also	treated	as	the	one	who	sank	that	enemy.	If	this	ship	has	an	AP	or	SAP	Main	Gun	equipped,	when	she
hits	an	enemy:	Decreases	that	enemy's	ACC	and	FP	by	1%	(10%)	for	3s;	After	3s,	there's	a	10%	chance	to	inflict	3,000	DMG	to	that	enemy.LützowMarvels	of	History	-	ThüringenIf	this	ship	has	an	Iron	Blood	Secondary	Weapon	equipped,	when	she	fires	her	Secondary	Weapon:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	follow-up	attack.	10s	cooldown	between
activations.ThüringenMedistation	SWhen	being	attacked,	3.5%	(8%)	chance	to	increase	own	damage	by	10%	(25%)	for	8s.NoireMelee	ArtilleryCan	activate	only	10s	after	the	start	of	battle.	When	enemies	enter	a	certain	range,	fires	a	Lvl	1	(10)	special	barrage.	Can	activate	only	once	every	10s.Barrage	preview	(gif)Hyuuga	(Retrofit)Melty	WorldIf
sortied	with	another	Kizuna	AI	ship,	when	launching	an	airstrike:	15%	(25%)	chance	for	the	Airstrike	to	deal	double	damage.Anniversary	Kizuna	AIMercurial	MemoriesIncrease	this	ship's	damage	dealt	to	enemy	CAs	and	BBs	by	5%	(20%).	When	this	ship	takes	damage,	15%	chance	to	for	it	to	evade	all	enemy	attacks	for	5s	(10s).	(This	skill	has	a	20s
cooldown	when	activated	and	starts	on	cooldown.)Pamiat	MerkuriaMessenger	of	LoveWhen	sortied	with	destroyers:	increases	own	Firepower,	Anti-Air,	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%).	Once	per	battle,	when	a	destroyer	in	the	fleet	falls	below	50%	Health:	fires	a	barrage.Émile	Bertin	(Retrofit)Meteor	SlamAll	Vanguard	ships	deal	50%	(100%)	more
ramming	damage	and	take	20%	(30%)	less	damage	from	ramming.GlowwormMeteoric	HopeWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	launch	an	additional	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	inflicts	the	Flooding	status	for	12s	to	enemies	hit	by	the	special	airstrike's	torpedos).	If	this	effect	fails	to	activate:
instead	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level	and	this	ship's	AVI	stat).VolgaMKV-Class	AP	ShellsIncreases	own	AP	damage	dealt	by	15%	(35%).NeptuneMKV-Class	AP	Shells+Increases	own	AP	damage	dealt	by	20%	(40%).(Replaces	"MKV-Class	AP	Shells")Neptune	(Fate	Sim	5)Monarch's	CoercionWhen	firing	main	gun:
40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level)	and	enemies	hit	by	the	barrage	have	their	movement	speed	decreased	by	40%	for	6s.Barrage	preview	(gif)MonarchMorale	BoostEvery	time	the	main	gun	is	fired	10	times,	increases	own	Reload	by	1.5%	(5%)	and	Full	Barrage	damage	by	20%	(40%).	Can	be	stacked	4
times.Z2Motivating	RoooaaarIncreases	this	ship's	FP	and	ASW	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	Increases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	to	Submarines	by	5.0%	(20.0%),	but	increases	her	DMG	taken	from	Submarines	by	5.0%.	If	there	are	3	ships	in	your	Vanguard	when	the	battle	starts:	increases	this	ship's	TRP	by	4.0%	(10.0%).YamakazeMP	Burst	-	ExplosionEvery	8s,
gains	1	MP.	If	Shion	has	3	MP:	fires	a	special	barrage	and	resets	MP	to	0	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).Murasaki	ShionMyriad	Nights:	HeavenIncreases	own	Reload	by	15%	(35%).	Every	torpedo	launch	has	a	15%	(30%)	chance	to	launch	another	round.MayaMysterious	HuntressIncreases	this	boat's	DMG	dealt	to	CLs	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	boat
resurfaces:	fires	a	special	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	torpedo	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).U-410Nightmare	of	SolomonWhen	firing	main	gun,	6%	chance	to	increase	own	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat,	Reload,	and	Evasion	by	20%	(40%)	for	8s.YuudachiNightmare	of	Solomon+Give	the	following	effects:	Increase	this	ship's	Firepower,	Torpedo,	Reload,	and
Evasion	by	20%.	Increase	this	ship's	damage	against	ignited	enemies	by	15%.	For	the	first	30s	of	a	battle,	increase	all	vanguard	ships'	torpedo	crit	rate	by	10%	and	torpedo	crit	damage	by	25%.	(Replaces	"Nightmare	of	Solomon")Yuudachi	(Retrofit)No	Strange	Ideas,	Please!Increases	this	ship's	TRP	by	1%	(10%)	and	the	AA	of	your	Iron	Blood	ships	by
5%	(15%).	Whenever	3	enemy	aircraft	are	shot	down	within	your	fleet's	Anti-Air	Gun	range:	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	1%	(5%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).NürnbergNoble	StrikeEvery	15s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	and	increases	the	ACC	of	your	Main	Fleet	by	1%	(10%)	for	8s	(barrage	DMG	is	based	on	the
skill's	level).ArkhangelskNorthwesterly	Ace	StudentIncreases	this	ship's	Speed	by	5	and	also	increases	her	FP	and	TRP	by	5%	(15%)	if	there	are	any	other	Sardegna	ships	in	the	same	fleet.MaestraleNot-So-Gentle	SisterEvery	18s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).
Enemies	hit	by	this	barrage	take	4.5%	(12%)	more	DMG	from	Misaki	and	Nagisa	for	8s.NagisaOne	Iota	of	EffortWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	launches	an	additional	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	that	inflicts	a	special	Burn	to	enemies	hit	by	it	(special	airstrike	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	Burn	DMG	is	based	on	this	ship's	AVI
stat).IndomitableOntological	RudderWhen	this	ship	takes	DMG:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	EVA	by	1%	(3%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	5	times).	After	reaching	5	stacks,	this	ship	gains	5	Speed	and	fire	a	special	barrage	(30s	cooldown	when	activated	and	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Vincenzo	GiobertiParalyzing	AdvanceDecreases	the	Speed	of	all
enemies	by	8%.	Once	every	second:	1%	(10%)	chance	to	set	the	Speed	of	all	enemies	to	0	for	3s	(7s	cooldown	between	activations).Peter	StrasserParting	GiftIncreases	this	ship's	OXY	by	2	(20).	When	this	ship	resurfaces,	and	when	it	leaves	the	battle:	fires	a	torpedo	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).ArcherfishPatriotic	SpiritEagle	Union
airplanes	in	use	gain	5%	(15%)	additional	efficiency.IndependencePhoenix's	PlumageWhen	this	ship	fires	its	torpedoes:	15%	(30%)	chance	to	launch	a	second	wave	of	torpedoes.	Once	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	drops	below	20%:	restores	10%	(20%)	of	this	ship's	max	HP.HibikiPiercing	ShellsIncrease	AP	shell	damage	by	15%	(25%).Edinburgh,
Z18,	Z19,	Z20,	Z21,	Z2,	Z46Pirate's	SoulThis	ship	deals	40%	(60%)	more	damage	with	each	aimed	shot	from	its	main	guns.	Additionally,	for	each	aimed	shot	that	is	manually	aimed,	the	manual	aim	bonus	becomes	40%	(60%).	(These	two	bonuses	stack	additively	with	each	other.	Aimed	shots	are	the	first	volley	round	of	each	main	gun	salvo,	regardless
of	whether	auto-mode	or	the	player	aimed	them.	They	get	a	“slow-down”	effect	outside	of	exercises.)Jean	BartPocket	BattleshipIncreases	own	damage	against	Destroyers	and	Light	Cruisers	by	15%	(35%).Admiral	Graf	Spee,	DeutschlandPoisonous	StingEvery	10	times	own	Main	Gun	hits	the	same	enemy:	increases	damage	dealt	to	that	enemy	from
Main	Guns	and	Torpedoes	by	allied	destroyers,	by	4.5%	(12%)	for	5s.	Upon	destroying	an	enemy:	increases	own	Firepower	by	0.5%	(2%);	effect	can	stack	up	to	10	times.Le	MalinPositivity	Burst!Every	15s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Haruka	AmamiPrecision	Salvo	ProtocolThis	ship's	main	gun	can	be	fired



twice	per	reload	cycle,	and	each	salvo	can	be	fired	independently.	This	ship's	damage	bonus	with	manually-aimed	salvos	becomes	25%	(40%).	Every	20s	after	battle	starts,	50%	(100%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).Barrage	preview	(gif),	Enhanced	barrage	preview	(gif)(The	change	to	her	main	gun	firing
characteristics	still	applies	when	experiencing	Toll	of	War	in	Operation	Siren,	although	the	rest	of	the	skill	does	not.)GascognePredestined	LaunchWhen	this	ship	finishes	loading	an	airstrike,	100%	chance	each	to	launch	a	special	barrage	of	Ryuusei,	Suisei,	or	Saiun	planes.	Remaining	two	barrages	have	10%	(25%)	chance	of	launch	afterwards.	(each
of	the	2	remaining	barrages	use	independent	rolls	to	determine	if	they	proc).	Ryuusei	and	Suisei	special	barrages'	damage	scales	with	skill	level	and	this	ship's	AVI	stat.	The	Saiun	barrage	does	not	do	damage;	instead	it	increases	your	main	fleet's	DMG	dealt	by	10%	for	8s.TaihouPreemptive	StrikeAt	the	beginning	of	combat,	reduces	Reload	time	of
own	first	airstrike	by	20%	(50%).Akagi,	KagaPromise	to	the	SunflowerWhen	entering	battle:	fires	a	special	barrage	with	100%	critical	hit	chance	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).	If	fleet	consists	of	at	least	2	other	Hololive	ships,	improves	the	barrage.Minato	AquaProtector	of	the	North	PassageWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	reveal	the	location	of
all	enemy	submarines	for	5s	(10s)	and	decrease	their	speed	by	40%.	Additionally,	launch	a	special	barrage	of	anti-submarine	swordfish	planes	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).ChaserQuick	Reload30%	(60%)	chance	to	activate	every	20s:	increase	own	Reload	by	20%	(40%)	for	10s.Aulick,	Cassin	(Retrofit),	Concord,	Downes	(Retrofit),	Foote,
Fumizuki,	Kisaragi,	Marblehead,	Matsukaze,	Memphis,	Mikazuki,	Minazuki,	Mutsuki,	Nagatsuki,	Omaha,	Raleigh,	Spence,	UzukiQuick	TakeoffWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	5%	(15%)	chance	for	the	next	airstrike	to	be	available	immediately.Bogue,	Casablanca,	Chaser,	Long	Island,	RangerRadiant	IrisWhen	main	gun	damages	the	same	target,
own	Reload	is	increased	by	20%	(40%).	Can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times;	skill	can	only	be	activated	every	1s.	If	target	is	switched,	the	buff	is	canceled.Le	TriomphantRaid	Signal5s	after	own	airstrike	finishes	loading:	launches	a	Level	1	(Level	10)	dive	bomber	squadron.	Can	be	activated	twice	per	battle.RyuujouRainy	Ratnapura20%	(40%)	chance	to
activate	every	20s:	perform	an	airstrike	with	a	special	aviation.Green	HeartReno	BarrageWhile	equipping	a	DD	Main	Gun:	increases	this	ship's	Main	Gun	efficiency	by	10%.	Activates	Reno	Barrage	Ⅱ	once	every	10	times	(8	if	equipping	a	CL	Main	Gun)	the	Main	Guns	are	fired.RenoRevengeful	StrikeEvery	15s:	20%	(50%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)
special	barrage	that	inflicts	a	special	Armor	Break	debuff	to	enemies	hit	for	8s	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).RevengeReverent	and	GracefulWhile	this	ship	is	afloat:	increases	your	DDs'	and	CLs'	Accuracy	and	Torpedo	Crit	Rate	by	4.0%	(10.0%).UmikazeRevolutionary's	ProsaicIncreases	this	ship's	critical	modifier	by	10.0%	(20.0%).	As	long	as	this
ship	is	afloat,	whenever	ANOTHER	fleet	engages	in	one	of	its	first	five	battles	this	sortie:	Decrease	damage	taken	by	all	Iron	Blood	ships	in	that	fleet	by	5.0%.	Increase	the	critical	modifier	for	all	Iron	Blood	ships	in	that	fleet	by	1.0%	(10.0%).	During	that	battle,	whenever	an	enemy	gets	within	close	range	of	your	ships,	fire	a	supporting	barrage
(barrage	damage	is	based	on	skill	level).	This	barrage	may	fire	up	to	6	times	each	battle	and	has	a	5s	cooldown	between	activations.Ulrich	von	HuttenRezkiy	AssaultIncrease	own	main	gun's	critical	rate	by	5%	(20%).Fu	ShunRicarica!Increases	own	damage	dealt	with	Torpedoes	by	30%	(50%)	for	the	first	3	Torpedo	launches.CarabiniereRiddle	Me
ThisIncreases	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	fires	its	Torpedoes:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level);	If	this	barrage	fails	to	activate:	decreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	next	wave	of	Torpedoes	by	3s.AnchorageRide	the	WindThis	ship	starts	the	battle	with	1	Airstrike	ready.	Every	battle,	when
this	ship	launches	her	2nd	Airstrike	and	onwards:	launches	an	additional	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Chise	AsukagawaRock-Paper-Cannon	SalvoIncreases	this	ship's	FP	by	5%	(15%)	and	its	armor	modifierIn	game	description	incorrectly	states	damage	against	Light	Armor	enemies	by	4.5%	(12%).	5s	after	this	ship
fires	its	Main	Guns:	fires	a	randomly	chosen	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	barrage	using	special	ammo.HonokaRosa	BombardamentoWhen	firing	main	gun:	35%	(65%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).	If	equipped	with	the	Triple	381mm	Main	Gun	(M1934):	improves	the	barrage	and	increases	its	proc	chance	by	10%.Barrage	preview
(gif),	Enhanced	barrage	preview	(gif)LittorioRose's	ThornsAfter	the	battle	starts:	for	60s,	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	takes	DMG:	4%	(10%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	that	always	deals	critical	damage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	10s	cooldown	between	activations).Marie	RoseRoyal
AllianceIncrease	this	ship's	FP,	RLD,	EVA,	and	AA	by	2%	(10%)	for	each	Eagle	Union	ship	in	your	fleet,	up	to	a	maximum	of	three	stacks.	If	your	fleet	contains	three	or	more	Eagle	Union	ships:	Decrease	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	main	gun	salvo	by	85%.	Increase	the	FP	and	AA	of	each	Eagle	Union	ship	in	your	vanguard	by	4.5%	(12%).in-game
description	incorrectly	states	5%	(15%)4.5%	(12%).'"`UNIQ--ref-00000008-QINU`"'	Increase	the	AVI	and	AA	of	each	Eagle	Union	ship	in	your	main	fleet	by	4.5%	(12%).in-game	description	incorrectly	states	5%	(15%)4.5%	(12%).'"`UNIQ--ref-00000009-QINU`"'Prince	of	WalesRoyal	Arts:	Knight's	ArsenalIf	this	ship's	third	slot	is	equipped	with	a	gun,
increase	its	slot	efficiency	by	25%	(45%),	increase	that	weapon's	range	to	80,	and	fire	a	special	barrage	every	24s.	If	the	third	slot	is	equipped	with	a	dive	bomber,	decrease	the	load	time	of	this	ship's	first	airstrike	by	20%	(50%).EagleRoyal	Arts:	Swordbearing	EagleWhen	launching	an	airstrike,	launch	an	additional	special	swordfish	torpedo	squadron
Lv.1	(Lv.10).EagleRoyal	Navy's	GloryWhen	firing	main	gun:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	launch	a	frontal	barrage	(damage	based	on	skill	level),	and	increase	Reload	by	20%	(40%)	for	all	ships	in	the	Main	Fleet	for	8s.Barrage	preview	(gif)HoodSacrament:	Holy	BombardmentIf	this	ship's	third	slot	is	equipped	with	a	gun,	increase	its	slot	efficiency	by	25%
(45%),	increase	that	weapon's	range	to	80,	and	fire	a	special	barrage	every	24s.	If	the	third	slot	is	equipped	with	a	dive	bomber,	decrease	the	load	time	of	this	ship's	first	airstrike	by	20%	(50%).BéarnSacrament:	Sacred	Second	WingFive	seconds	after	an	airstrike	is	ready	to	launch,	trigger	a	special	torpedo	and	plane	barrage.	Barrage	damage	is
based	on	skill	level.	This	may	trigger	up	to	three	times	per	battle.BéarnSacraments	of	IllusionIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	if	this	ship	is	above	your	Flagship	on	the	battle	screen,	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	with	fighter	planes;	if	this	ship	is	below	your	Flagship,	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)
special	airstrike	with	torpedo	bombers	(special	airstrike	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).JoffreSakura	Petal	DanceEvery	15s	after	the	start	of	the	battle,	and	every	time	this	ship	lands	6	hits	with	its	Torpedoes:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Kasumi	(Venus	Vacation)Sardegnian	CoercionWhen	firing	Main	Gun:
20%	(50%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).Barrage	preview	(gif)Giulio	CesareScalawaggish	Little	Snowball4%	(10%)	chance	to	activate	upon	being	attacked:	fires	a	special	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	barrage	that	slows	enemies	hit	for	5s(DMG	and	barrage	pattern	are	based	on	skill	level,	10s	CD	between
activations).StremitelnyScarlet	WaltzWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	launches	an	additional	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	this	ship's	HP	is	above	45%	when	launching	this	airstrike:	the	airstrike	becomes	more	powerful,	but	this	ship	takes	200	DMG.Taihou	µScorched	Blade10s	after	the	battle	begins	and	every	20s
after	that:	executes	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	slashing	attack	which	inflicts	a	DMG	debuff	to	enemies	hit,	increasing	the	DMG	they	take	from	Hiryuu	(META)	by	5%	(15%)	for	15s.	(Slash	attack	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level.)Hiryuu	METAScrollbearer	of	Turbulent	SeasWhen	the	battle	starts:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	10%	(25%);	if	there	are	other	Dragon
Empery	ships	in	your	fleet:	also	increases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	4.5%	(12%).Every	3rd	time	this	ship	fires	her	main	guns:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(damage	is	bases	on	the	skill's	level)	and	increases	your	Dragon	Empery's	ships'	FP	and	TRP	by	4.5%	(12%)	for	8s.Hai	TienSeething	ChainsWhen	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	100.0%	chance
to	fire	a	Lv.10	special	barrage	that	inflicts	a	unique	Burn	ailment	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	Burn	ailment	lasts	6s	and	inflicts	76	DMG	per	second).Gneisenau	METASemi-Armor	Piercing	High-ExplosiveIf	equipped	with	an	HE	or	SAP	Main	Gun:	increases	own	damage	dealt	with	Main	Gun	by	4.5%	(12%)	but	loses	the	ability	to	ignite	enemies.	If
equipped	with	an	AP	Main	Gun,	and	when	said	Main	Gun	shot	hits	an	enemy:	3.5%	(8%)	chance	to	increase	own	damage	dealt	to	said	enemy	by	5%	(15%)	for	10s.ZaraShadow	SkirmisherWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	20%	(50%)	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	50%	for	8s.	If	this	effect	does	not	activate,	instead	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)
special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Ark	Royal	METAShadow-Wing	TorchEvery	20s,	fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	Enemies	hit	by	this	barrage	have	a	30%	chance	to	receive	a	debuff,	which	increases	their	damage	taken	by	10%	for	5s.	If	this	ship	has	any	piece	of	Eagle	Union	gear	equipped,	fire	this
barrage	every	15s	instead.Helena	METAShadowflame	TorchEvery	20s:	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	that	decreases	the	Speed	of	all	enemies	hit	by	20%	for	5s	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Ark	Royal	METASharpshooter	of	LondiniumWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Gun:	15%	(30%)	chance	to	inflict	double	DMG	with	them.	When	this	ship
sinks	an	enemy:	increases	its	own	Accuracy	by	0.5%	(1.5%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	8	times.)London	(Retrofit)Shells	of	JudgmentGain	3.5%	(8%)	more	FP/TRP;	after	15	(5)	main	gun	attacks,	attack	the	closest	enemy	with	a	special	barrage.La	GalissonnièreShooting	Gun-StarDecrease	the	duration	of	burns	inflicted	on	this	ship	by	3s.	Increase	this	ship's
armor	modifierIn	game	description	incorrectly	states	damage	against	Light	Armor	enemies	by	5%	(15%).	Every	20s	after	the	battle	begins,	70%	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	scales	with	skill	level)	and	increase	your	entire	fleet's	AA	stat	by	10%	(20%)	for	8s.Allen	M.	SumnerShut-in	MaidDecreases	own	Oxygen	stat	by	150	(60).	For	20s	after
entering	battle,	increases	own	damage	dealt	by	15%	(30%).	When	retreating:	increases	Speed	by	100%	during	the	retreat.Minato	AquaSic	'em,	Eisen!If	there	is	at	least	1	other	Iron	Blood	ship	in	the	same	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	RLD	and	EVA	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns,	20%	(50%)	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	Main	Gun	DMG
by	25%	for	5sIn-game	description	incorrectly	states	3s5s'"`UNIQ--ref-0000001E-QINU`"'	(7s	cooldown	between	activations).Prinz	HeinrichSilent	HunterIncrease	damage	dealt	to	CVs	by	5%	(20%).	When	own	torpedo	hits	an	enemy	ship:	5%	(15%)	chance	to	cause	Flooding	for	24s,	inflicting	damage	every	3s	(Damage	depends	on	torpedo
type/attribute).	If	effect	is	applied	on	an	enemy	ship	that	already	has	Flooding,	refreshes	Flooding	duration.U-81Silver	PhantomIncreases	own	damage	dealt	to	Destroyers,	transport	vessels,	torpedo	boats,	and	suicide	boats	by	10%	(20%).AuroraSiren	KillerIncrease	this	ship's	DMG	to	Sirens	by	5%	(15%).Anchorage,	August	von	Parseval,	Azuma,
Champagne,	Cheshire,	Drake,	Friedrich	der	Große,	Gascogne,	Georgia,	Hakuryuu,	Ibuki,	Izumo,	Kitakaze,	Mainz,	Marco	Polo,	Monarch,	Neptune,	Odin,	Roon,	Saint	Louis,	Seattle,	ÄgirSister	PennEvery	20s:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	fire	a	unique	barrage	(damage	increases	with	skill	level).Barrage	preview	(gif)PennsylvaniaSky-Rending	RetributionWhen
this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	50%	(100%)	chance	to	launch	an	additional	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).(Special	airstrike	includes	lightning	strikes	that	cause	all	hit	enemies	to	take	8%	more	DMG	for	7s.)HakuryuuSlow	TorpedoesDecreases	Torpedo	speed	by	10	knots	and	increases	Torpedo	damage	by	4.5%	(12%).I-168,	I-19,	I-
56SniperEvery	35s	(every	15s),	fires	a	barrage	at	a	random	enemy	with	100%	critical	hit	chance	(Damage	depends	on	skill	level,	shell	type	changes	from	Normal	to	AP	shells	after	reaching	skill	level	6).Barrage	preview	(gif)ScharnhorstSoaring	OpeningAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	AVI	by	1.5%	(6%)	for	each	additional	Muse	ship	in	the
same	fleet	(can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times).	Once	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	35%	from	being	attacked:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	barrage	that	heals	this	ship	for	8%	of	the	DMG	dealt	(which	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	After	this	barrage	is	fired:	decreases	the	load	time	of	this	ship's	next	Airstrike	by	10%	(20%).Taihou	µSoaring	Silver
WingsWhen	this	ship	finishes	loading	an	airstrike,	launch	a	special	SB2C	Helldiver	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	This	barrage	inflicts	Standard	Armor	Break	to	all	BBs,	BCs,	and	BBVs	hit	by	it.	(Standard	Armor-broken	enemies	take	8%	more	damage	from	shelling.	Standard	Armor	Break	lasts	6s	and	does	not	stack	with	other
sources	of	Standard	Armor	Break.)IntrepidSonata	of	ChaosEvery	odd	salvo	increases	own	Reload	by	30%	(50%)	and	damage	by	10%	(20%)	until	the	next	salvo	is	fired.	Every	even	salvo	increases	critical	rate	by	10%	(20%)	and	critical	damage	by	30%	(50%)	until	the	next	salvo	is	fired.Friedrich	der	GroßeSparkling	Battle	Star!Increase	own	Anti-Air	stat
by	10%	(25%).	Every	20s,	50%	(100%)	chance	to	release	a	powerful	barrage.San	Diego	(Retrofit)Sparkling	StarEvery	14s,	releases	a	star-shaped	barrage	(damage	increases	with	skill	level).Li'l	SandySpecial	Gunnery	TrainingEvery	8	times	this	ship	fires	its	main	guns,	fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	If	equipped	with	the
Prototype	310mm	gun,	increase	this	ship's	main	gun	efficiency	by	4.5%	(12%),	improve	the	special	barrage	based	upon	proximity	to	the	nearest	enemy,	and	fire	it	every	4	times	main	gun	is	fired	instead.	Barrage	preview	(gif)	Barrage	Enhanced	-	Close	preview	(gif)	Barrage	Enhanced	-	Far	preview	(gif)AzumaSpecial	Gunnery	Training+Every	8	times
this	ship	fires	its	main	guns,	fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	The	barrage	inflicts	a	special	burn	to	all	enemies	it	hits.	If	equipped	with	a	high	caliber	Main	Gun	(280mm	or	more),	increase	this	ship's	main	gun	efficiency	by	4.5%	(12%),	improve	the	special	barrage	based	upon	proximity	to	the	nearest	enemy,	and	fire	it
every	4	times	main	gun	is	fired	instead.	(Replaces	"Special	Gunnery	Training")Azuma	(Fate	Sim	5)Spirited	GuidanceEvery	15s:	changes	this	ship's	Main	Gun	ammo	type	to	µ	Purple	for	8s.	These	are	Normal	shells	with	110%/110%/90%	(120%/120%/100%)	modifier.	They	travel	at	half	the	speed	of	a	standard	Normal	shell,	but	can	home	in	on	targets
within	a	range	of	25	units.Cleveland	µStar-Studded	FormationEvery	8s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	When	4	same-colored	shots	in	a	row	from	this	barrage	hit	the	same	enemy,	one	of	the	following	debuffs	are	inflicted:	1)	if	the	shots	were	black,	the	enemy's	SPD	is	decreased	by	15.0%	(30.0%)	for	2s;	2)	if	the
shots	were	white,	the	enemy's	DMG	dealt	is	decreased	by	5.0%	(15.0%)	for	2s.Chen	HaiStormchasing	BladeWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	launches	an	additional	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Hiyou	METAStormchasing	SpiritEvery	20s:	launches	an	additional	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's
level).Junyou	METAStrike	Team,	Attack!Every	battle,	when	this	ship	launches	its	first	Airstrike:	launches	an	additional	seaplane	airstrike;	when	it	launches	its	second	Airstrike	and	onwards:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	launch	an	additional	torpedo	bomber	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	there	is	a	Sakura	Empire	CVL	in	the	same	fleet	as	this
ship:	improves	these	airstrikes.ChitoseSunglint	PhantasmIncreases	this	ship's	FP,	AA,	and	ASW	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	is	a	Sakura	Empire	DD	afloat	in	your	Vanguard:	every	18s,	targets	your	Vanguard	ship	with	the	lowest	%	of	HP	left	and	heals	her	for	1.0%	(3.0%)	HP	(can	activate	up	to	4	times	per	battle);	if	no	Sakura
Empire	DD	is	present,	instead	increases	this	ship's	TRP	by	5.0%	(15.0%)	and,	with	a	70.0%	chance	every	18s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).YuraSuper	AIming	AdjustmentsIncreases	Main	Gun	critical	rate	by	15%	(30%),	but	increases	its	Spread	Range	by	1.	Every	16s	after	the	start	of	the	battle:	40%	(70%)
chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).Barrage	preview	(gif)Super	Gamer	Kizuna	AISupport	Robot	Mk	IV3s	after	the	battle	starts	and	every	20s:	summons	a	support	robot	for	10s.	When	summoned,	the	robot:	1)	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level)	and	spawns	2	shields	(last	5s)	that	can	each
block	up	to	10	enemy	shells;	2)	targets	your	Vanguard	ship	with	the	lowest	%	of	HP	left	and	heals	her	for	0.5%	max	HP	3	times	over	10s;	3)	increases	your	fleet's	AA	by	5.0%	(15.0%)	while	it	is	deployed.IngrahamSupporting	WingsIncreases	own	Aviation	by	5%	(15%).	All	Fairey	Albacore	planes	in	use	gain	5%	(15%)	additional	efficiency.	If	equipped
with	Fairey	Albacore	plane,	when	launching	an	airstrike:	70%	(100%)	chance	to	launch	additional	Fairey	Albacore	planes	that	has	80%	chance	to	inflict	Flooding	for	9s	upon	hitting	an	enemy	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level	and	Aviation	stat).FormidableSuppression	FireWhenever	own	torpedoes	hit	5	times,	increases	own	Firepower	by	3.5%	(8%).	Can
be	stacked	up	to	3	times.Mogami	(Retrofit)Surpriiiiiiiise!When	resurfacing:	launches	torpedoes	(damage	increases	with	Level)	that	have	a	70%	chance	to	inflict	Burn	damage	(based	on	Torpedo	stat)	upon	hit.AlbacoreSuzutsuki,	Breaking	Through!At	the	start	of	the	battle,	for	each	Sakura	Empire	ship	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship	(including	self),
increase	this	ship's	FP	and	AA	by	1%	(5%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.	For	every	two	enemy	aircraft	shot	down	within	your	fleet's	Anti-Air	Gun	range,	gain	another	stack	of	this	buff.	This	buff	may	stack	up	to	6	times.SuzutsukiSwift	AnalysisIncreases	this	ship's	Crit	Rate	by	10%	(30%)	and	its	Hit	Rate	against	enemy	DDs	and	CLs	by	4%	(10%).	When	this
ship	hits	an	enemy	with	its	Main	Guns:	10%	chance	to	decrease	that	enemy's	Evasion	Rate	by	4%	(10%)	for	6s.SwiftsureSwordfishes,	Attack!Increase	own	damage	dealt	to	Battleships	by	4%	(10%).	When	launching	an	airstrike:	deploys	additional	Swordfish	planes	that	launch	torpedoes	(damage	increases	with	skill	level)	which	reduce	the	speed	of
enemies	they	hit	by	40%	for	6s.CentaurSwordfishes,	Strike!When	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	launches	an	additional	special	Swordfish	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level)	and	decreases	the	Speed	of	all	onscreen	enemies	by	30%	(60%)	for	8s.Ark	RoyalSymphony	of	DestructionUpon	taking	damage	OR	when	an	enemy	ship	enters	a	certain
range:	fires	a	Level	1	(10)	barrage	that	ignores	the	enemy's	armor	type	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).	Has	a	cooldown	of	15s.Barrage	preview	(gif)Friedrich	der	GroßeSynchronized	StrikeEvery	35s	(every	15s)	after	the	battle	starts:	Fire	a	Level	1	(Level	10)	special	barrage	at	a	random	enemy,	and	increase	the	RLD	and	Accuracy	of	all	BBs,	BCs,	and
BBVs	in	your	main	fleet	by	10%	(20%)	for	8s.HoweTake	Off!When	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	launch	a	special	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Swordfish	airstrike.	Special	airstrike	damage	is	based	on	the	skill's	level.Little	IllustriousTake	the	Initiative!During	battle,	if	the	fleet	contains	more	than	3	Sakura	Empire	ships,	triggers	a	Lv.	1	(Lv.	10)
aerial	barrage	12s	after	the	start	of	the	battle.Akagi-chanTanker	CannonEnhances	this	ship's	Secondary	Guns	using	the	Battle	Tracto	Max.	Every	15s:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).NamikoTänzerin	TrombeEach	hit	with	the	main	gun	increases	own	torpedoes'	critical	strike	chance	by	0.6%
(1.5%)	(stacks	up	to	20	times,	effect	resets	after	torpedo	lauch).White	HeartTarget	Designator:	TorpedoWhen	own	torpedoes	hit	a	target:	7%	(17%)	chance	to	increase	Torpedo	damage	dealt	to	targeted	enemy	ship	by	20%	(40%)	for	8s	(Effect	does	not	overlap).Matchless,	Tanikaze	(Retrofit)Taste	My	Wrath!During	battle,	increases	own	Firepower	by
20	(80)	every	8s.	When	this	effect	is	stacked	3	times,	fires	a	special	barrage	then	clears	effect	bonuses.	If	equipped	with	a	CL	gun:	enhances	special	barrage.ZeppyTemplar's	Holy	AdvanceIncreases	this	ship's	AA	and	ASW	by	1.0%	(10.0%).	If	sortied	in	the	same	fleet	as	Richelieu	or	either	3	or	more	Iris	Libre	or	Vichya	Dominion	ships,	increase	this
ship's	FP,	TRP,	and	RLD	by	1.0%	(10.0%).	When	this	ship	is	attacked,	15.0%	chance	to	deploy	a	shield	that	lasts	up	to	12s	and	can	block	up	to	10	shots,	and	decrease	this	ship's	SPD	by	3	(this	effect	can	only	activate	once	every	12s).Maillé	BrézéTen	SistersWhen	taking	damage,	4%	(10%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage;	5s	cool	down	after	activation.
The	skill	can	be	activated	up	to	6	times	each	battle.KuonTenacious	Knight	of	the	SeaWhile	alive	in	fleet,	reduces	duration	of	burning	effect	on	flagship	and	self	by	3s.	When	enemy	plane	is	shot	down,	increases	own	Firepower	and	Anti-Air	stat	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s	(effect	does	not	stack).BirminghamTerrific	TerrorEvery	20s,	fire	a	special	barrage
(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).	When	this	ship	lands	5	consecutive	main	gun	hits	on	the	same	enemy,	increase	this	ship's	FP	by	1.0%	(5.0%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.	This	can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times.	Upon	reaching	4	stacks,	also	increase	this	ship's	TRP	by	10.0%	(20.0%)	and	fire	the	same	barrage.Le	TerribleTh-That	Was	an	Accident!Decreases
this	ship's	OXY	by	20	(10).	When	this	boat	resurfaces,	and	when	she	retreats	from	battle:	increases	this	boat's	DMG	dealt	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	While	this	boat	is	retreating:	increases	this	boat's	SPD	by	50.0%.U-1206The	Bigger	They	Are...Every	15s	during	battle:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	Additionally,	increases
this	ship's	Crit	Rate	by	1%	(10%),	and	increases	her	armor	modifierIn	game	description	incorrectly	states	damage	against	Heavy	Armor	enemies	by	5%	(15%).BoiseThe	Blue	CruiserAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	4%	(10%)	and	spawns	Snezhinka,	a	summon	which	fights	for	20	(50)s	and	lowers	the	Speed	of	enemies	hit	by	it	by
1.5%	stacking	up	to	15%	for	4s	(its	DMG	dealt	is	based	on	skill	level).	Additionally,	when	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	0.5%	(2%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	5	times.)TashkentThe	Bull	of	Scapa	FlowWhen	this	boat	hits	an	enemy	with	its	Torpedoes:	for	5s,the	enemy	hit	will	take	20%	(40%)	more	DMG	from	this	boat's	Torpedoes.U-
47The	Dark-Dispelling	FlameEvery	8	times	this	ship's	main	guns	hit	an	enemy,	increase	this	ship's	FP	by	1.5%	(5%)	and	RLD	by	10%	(25%).	This	buff	may	be	stacked	up	to	3	times.	When	fully	stacked,	enhance	this	ship's	All	Out	Assault	pattern.SuzuyaThe	DemonWhen	firing	main	gun,	5%	chance	to	increase	own	Torpedo	stat	by	30%	(60%)	for	12s	(5s
cooldown,	starts	on	cooldown).AyanamiThe	Eternal	FlagshipEvery	15s:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	this	barrage	fails	to	activate,	instead	targets	1	random	enemy	and	increases	its	DMG	taken	by	1%	(10%)	for	8s.Vittorio	VenetoThe	Fearless	PrivateerIncrease	this	ship's	built-in	secondary	gun's
critical	rate	by	20%	(50%)	and	change	its	modifiers	to	100/100/100.When	this	ship	uses	a	main	gun	that	fires	Normal	or	High	Explosive	ammo,	change	this	ship's	main	gun	ammo	type	to	High	Explosive	that	has	a	chance	to	inflict	special	Burn	to	enemies	hit,	with	115/115/95	(125/125/105)	modifiers.DrakeThe	Fearless	Privateer+	Increase	this	ship's
built-in	secondary	gun's	critical	rate	by	20%	(50%)	and	change	its	modifiers	to	100/100/100.	When	this	ship	uses	a	main	gun	that	fires	Normal	or	High	Explosive	ammo,	change	this	ship's	main	gun	ammo	type	to	High	Explosive	that	has	a	chance	to	inflict	special	Burn	to	enemies	hit,	with	115/115/95	(140/140/105)	modifiers.	Reduces	the	amount	of
main	gun	fire	required	to	trigger	All	Out	Assault	to	6.	(Replaces	"The	Fearless	Privateer")Drake	(Fate	Sim	5)The	Fighting	GIncreases	this	ship's	FP	and	Accuracy	by	5%.	Every	time	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	Accuracy	by	1%	(2%)	for	the	rest	of	the	battle	(can	be	stacked	up	to	5	times.)GloucesterThe	Iris's	Holy	FlameWhen
firing	main	gun,	45%	(75%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage.	The	barrage	has	a	70%	chance	to	inflict	a	special	burn	DoT,	which	reduces	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Aviation	stats	by	5%	for	burning	enemies.	The	burn	lasts	for	30s.RichelieuThe	Iris's	VindicationThe	first	manually	aimed	volley	of	each	battle	is	guaranteed	to	critically	hit.	When	equipped
with	a	high-explosive	main	gun,	increase	main	gun	damage	dealt	by	4.5%	(12%).RichelieuThe	Laurel	of	ProsodyWhen	this	ship	fires	her	main	guns,	50.0%	(100%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	is	based	on	skill	level).	Enemies	hit	by	this	barrage	decrease	speed	by	20.0%	(30.0%)	for	3s.	Whenever	an	enemy	gets	within	close
proximity	of	this	ship,	fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	is	based	on	skill	level).	The	proximity	barrage	has	a	15s	cooldown	between	activations.Ulrich	von	HuttenThe	Light	of	an	OathWhen	present	in	battle,	once	per	battle,	if	a	ship	falls	below	20%	health,	trigger	a	torpedo	barrage;	if	Bismarck	is	present,	the	barrage	is	enhanced.U-556The
Lonesome	LookoutWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	launch	an	additional	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	are	3	or	more	Iron	Blood	ships	in	the	same	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	Crit	DMG	by	5%	(20%);	if	there	are	no	other	Iron	Blood	ships:	instead	increases	this	ship's	RLD
by	1%	(10%)	and	AA	by	5%	(15%)	and	further	increases	the	proc	chance	of	this	ship's	special	airstrike	by	30%	and	enhances	it.WeserThe	Smiling	SawfishIncreases	this	boat's	Torpedo	Crit	Rate	by	10%	(20%).	At	the	start	of	the	battle:	fires	a	torpedo	barrage	(damage	and	pattern	of	barrage	is	based	on	skill	level).U-96The	Southwesterly	WindWhen	any
ship	in	your	fleet	(other	than	this	one)	takes	DMG:	30%	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	barrageIncorrectly	listed	as	smokebomb	ingame	(15s	cooldown).	Damage	is	based	on	the	skill's	level.LibeccioThe	Star	of	FjordOnce	per	battle,	when	launching	the	first	wave	of	torpedoes:	launches	a	special	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).HardyThe	Summer
Flower	We	WatchEvery	25s,	40%	(70%)	to	fire	a	special	barrage.Natsuiro	MatsuriThrill	of	the	HuntWhen	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	5%	(15%)	and	RLD	by	10%	(30%)	for	12s.	This	effect	can	not	activate	more	than	once	a	second	and	does	not	stack,	but	sinking	additional	enemies	will	refresh	its
duration.MinneapolisThunderous	GuardianFor	the	first	30s	of	a	battle,	self	speed	+5,	FP	+30%;	After	30s,	self	evasion	stat	+15%.GremyashchyTorpedo	LaunchEvery	35s	(every	20s):	fires	3	torpedoes	towards	the	enemy	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).Barrage	preview	(gif)Gneisenau,	ScharnhorstTorpedo	Orders	Received!Increases	this	ship's	DMG
dealt	to	DDs	by	4%	(10%).	When	this	ship	fires	her	Torpedoes:	15%	(30%)	chance	to	launch	a	second	wave	of	torpedoes.ShirayukiTorpedoes:	Ready!Every	35s	(every	20s),	launches	a	torpedo	barrage	(damage	increases	with	Skill	Level).Barrage	preview	(gif)Hiei-chanTurn	the	TideIncreases	this	boat's	DMG	dealt	to	enemy	DDs	by	5%	(15%).	When	this
boat	resurfaces:	decreases	her	DMG	taken	by	15%	(30%)	and	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).TorricelliTurning	The	Tables!Increases	own	damage	dealt	to	CVs	by	5%	(20%).	When	resurfacing:	launches	a	torpedo	barrage	with	100%	critical	hit	chance	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).I-168Twin	Shadow	Musou
(Saraana)When	paired	with	Uruuru,	every	55s	after	battle	starts:	activates	a	special	barrage.	The	skill	can	be	activated	for	maximum	2	times	each	battle	(damage	based	on	skill	level).SaraanaTwin	Shadow	Musou	(Uruuru)When	paired	with	Saraana,	every	55s	after	battle	starts:	activates	a	special	barrage.	The	skill	can	be	activated	for	maximum	2
times	each	battle	(damage	based	on	skill	level).UruuruTwo	Can	Play	at	That	Game10s	after	the	battle	starts,	and	every	20s	after	that:	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	that	inflicts	a	special	Burn	to	enemies	hit	by	it	(special	airstrike	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	Burn	DMG	is	based	on	this	ship's	AVI	stat).	When	this	ship's	aircraft	shoot
down	an	enemy	aircraft:	decreases	your	ships'	DMG	taken	from	aircraft	by	5%	(15%)	for	10s	(20s	cooldown	between	activations).IndomitableUniversal	Surprise!Increases	this	boat's	OXY	by	2	(20).	When	this	boat	resurfaces:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	torpedo	barrage	with	a	70%	chance	to	inflict	Armor	Break.	When	this	boat	retreats	from	the	battle:	fires	a
Lv.1	(Lv.10)	torpedo	barrage	with	a	70%	chance	to	Burn	enemies.	Barrage	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level.Albacore	µUnleashed	TacticsEvery	20s:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill	level).	While	in	an	Exercise:	improves	the	firing	pattern	of	the	barrage.Barrage	preview	(gif),	Enhanced	barrage	preview
(gif)SurugaUnwavering	ResolutionIf	this	ship	is	the	only	CV	or	CVL	in	your	fleet,	increase	the	AA	stat	for	your	main	fleet	by	4.5%	(12%).	When	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	launch	an	aerial	barrage	based	on	the	number	of	CVs	and	CVLs	in	your	fleet	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level	and	AVI	stat	in	all	cases):	One	CV/CVL:	Launch	fighters.	Two
CVs/CVLs:	Launch	fighters	and	dive	bombers.	Three	CVs/CVLs:	Launch	torpedo	bombers	and	dive	bombers.Bunker	HillUnwavering	StrengthWhen	sortied	as	flagship:	Increase	damage	dealt	by	Iron	Blood	carriers	by	10%	(20%).	When	firing	main	gun,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage.Barrage	preview	(gif)BismarckUnyielding
MagicianStarting	from	80%	of	this	ship's	max	HP:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	1	for	every	1%	of	max	HP	lost,	up	to	a	maximum	of	20	(40).	Additionally,	once	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	30%:	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	6%	(12%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.L'OpiniâtreUpon	the	Wind's	EdgeWhen	this	ship	fires	her	Torpedoes:	fires
a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	and	executes	a	slashing	attack.	Enemies	hit	by	this	slashing	attack	take	3.5%	(8.0%)	increased	DMG	from	this	ship	for	3s,	and	inflicts	a	unique	Flooding	ailment	(lasts	6s)	to	enemies	hit	by	her	torpedoes	(Flooding	deals	179	DMG	per	tick;	1	tick	occurs	every	3s;	barrage	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's
level).ShimakazeValorous	AvengersWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	launch	an	additional	TBF	Avenger	barrage	that	inflicts	flood	damage	on	hit	(damage	scales	with	own	AVI	stat	and	skill	level).	Increase	this	ship's	damage	dealt	to	Battleships	by	4%	(10%).EssexVenus	FriendsEvery	20s	after	the	start	of	the	battle,	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage
scales	with	skill	level).	Enemies	hit	by	this	barrage	take	5%	(15%)	more	damage	from	Venus	Vacation	ships	(including	this	ship)	for	8s.MisakiVichya's	Black	LanceEvery	5s:	performs	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	attack	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level)	and	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	3.5%	(8%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).	When	an	enemy	is	hit	by
this	attack:	increases	that	enemy's	cannon	and	torpedo	DMG	taken	from	L'Indomptable	by	5%	(15%)	(does	not	stack).	Every	4	times	this	attack	is	performed:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	Once	per	battle,	when	this	barrage	is	fired:	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	10%	(20%)	until	the	end	of	the
battle.L'IndomptableVictorious	SongIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	to	enemy	BBs	by	10%	(20%)	and	decreases	the	DMG	it	takes	from	Salvos	by	10%	(20%);	Increases	the	DMG	dealt	to	enemy	BBs	by	other	CVs	and	CVLs	in	this	fleet	by	5%	(10%).Salvoes	refers	to	plunging	shots,	or	shots	that	travel	in	an	arc.VictoriousVictory	Slash115s	after	battle	starts:
unleashes	a	devastating	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level).Purple	HeartVigilant	SupporterAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	is	a	CV	or	CVL	afloat	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship,	increase	this	ship's	main	gun's	critical	rate	by	20%	(35%).	For	each	CV	or	CVL	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship,	increase	this	ship's	damage	dealt	to	enemy	DDs	and	CLs	by	4%
(10%).	During	this	ship's	first	four	battles	of	each	sortie,	decrease	damage	taken	by	5%	(10%)	for	all	CVs	and	CVLs	in	the	same	fleet	.	In	Operation	Siren,	this	damage	resist	applies	during	the	first	two	battles	of	each	sortie	instead	of	the	first	four.[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within
Operation	Siren.]RenoViola	SpearWhen	this	ship	fires	its	main	guns,	20%	(50%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	dealt	scales	with	skill	level,	10s	cooldown	between	activations).	If	there	are	two	or	more	Sardegna	Empire	ships	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship),	increase	the	proc	chance	by	20%.PolaWahrheitThe	first	volley	round	of	each	main
gun	salvo	is	guaranteed	to	critically	hit.	When	equipped	with	a	CL	gun	in	the	secondary	slot,	increase	its	detection	range	and	shooting	range	to	65	(90),	but	decrease	its	damage	dealt	by	35%.BismarckWarcry	of	UnityFor	each	Northern	Parliament	and/or	Dragon	Empery	ship	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	Accuracy	by	1%
(5%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times.)	This	skill	only	works	for	the	first	2	battles	of	each	sortie	this	ship	takes	part	in.	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]Sovetskaya	RossiyaWargod	of	SolomonWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	5%	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	FP,
RLD,	and	EVA	by	20%	(40%)	for	8s	(5s	cooldown,	starts	on	cooldown).LaffeyWarrior	SoulIncreases	own	Speed	by	3	(8)	and	Firepower	by	3%	(15%).Ning	Hai	(Retrofit),	Ping	Hai	(Retrofit)Wave-Breaking	SpeardancerWhen	the	battle	starts:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	10%	(25%);	if	there	are	other	Dragon	Empery	ships	in	your	fleet:	also	increases	this
ship's	FP	and	TRP	dealt	by	4.5%	(12%).	Every	3rd	time	this	ship	fires	her	main	guns:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(damage	is	bases	on	the	skill's	level);	enemies	hit	by	this	barrage	take	4.5%	(12%)	increased	DMG	from	this	ship	for	8s.Hai	ChiWestward	TridentIncreases	this	boat's	OXY	by	2	(20)	and	DMG	against	Light	Armor	enemies	by	5%
(15%).	When	this	boat	resurfaces:	fires	a	special	torpedo	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).U-37Whirlpool	Warning?When	the	battle	starts:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	1%	(10%).	Every	20s:	45%	(75%)	chance	to	spawn	a	whirlpool	that	draws	in	and	deals	DMG	to	enemies	for	1s	(whirlpool	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).CharybdisWhite
Tiger's	PranceProvides	1	Missile	Strike	charge.	Decreases	the	duration	this	ship	Burns	by	3s	and	decreases	her	Burn	DMG	taken	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	Every	15s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	that	increases	Torpedo	DMG	taken	by	8.0%	for	6s	to	enemies	hit.Chang	Chun	(Retrofit)Wild	DualismWhen	launching	an	odd-numbered	airstrike:	launches
extra	torpedo	bombers.	When	launching	an	even-numbered	airstrike:	launches	extra	dive	bombers.	Damage	is	based	on	skill	level.Ookami	MioWings	of	Soaring	FlamesWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	launch	an	aerial	barrage.	The	barrage	planes	fire	rockets	that	inflict	Burn	to	enemies	hit.	(Barrage	damage	and	burn	damage	scale	with	skill	level
and	this	ship's	AVI	stat.	This	burn	stacks	with	other	sources	of	burn.)TiconderogaWitch's	PrankWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	launch	an	additional	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's	level),	inflicting	Flooding	and	Burn	DMG	to	enemies	hit.Saratoga	(Retrofit)With	Victory	Comes	Glory!During	a	sortie,	for	each	enemy
fleet	sunk	by	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	0.5%	(5%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).	Increases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	with	torpedoes	based	on	her	proximity	to	the	enemy	at	the	time	of	firing	(the	closer	she	is,	the	more	DMG	they	deal,	up	to	a	maximum	of	5%	(15%)	when	within	10	units	or	less).Pompeo	MagnoWolf	Pack
Formation	-	U-37Increases	this	boat's	Speed	by	3	and	RLD	by	8%	(18%).	For	each	Iron	Blood	SS	in	the	same	fleet:	increases	this	boat's	TRP,	EVA,	and	Accuracy	by	1.5%	(6%).U-37Wolf	Pack	Formation	-	U-96Increases	Accuracy	by	1%	(10%)	and	Crit	DMG	by	5%	(15%)	for	all	your	Iron	Blood	SSs.	Additionally,	for	each	Iron	Blood	SS	in	your	fleet:
increases	this	boat's	Accuracy,	RLD,	and	EVA	by	1.5%	(6%).U-96Wolf	Pack	Formation	-	U81Increases	own	Evasion	by	20%	(40%).	During	battle,	increases	own	Torpedo	stat,	Reload	and	Accuracy	by	2.5%	(7%)	per	Iron	Blood	submarine	in	the	same	fleet.U-81Wolf	Pack	TacticsFor	each	Iron	Blood	SS	in	your	fleet:	increases	this	boat's	TRP,	RLD,	and
Accuracy	by	1.5%	(6%).U-110,	U-1206,	U-410,	U-522,	U-556,	U-557,	U-73	Defensive	Skills	IconSkill	NameDescriptionShipsA	Genius	Keeps	Things	Simple!Every	20s:	70%	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	and,	if	there	is	at	least	1	other	DD	originating	from	the	Northern	Parliament	in	your	fleet:	restores	1%	(5%)	HP	of	a	randomly	chosen	DD
originating	from	the	Northern	Parliament	in	your	fleet	(barrage	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	healing	effect	can	only	activate	up	to	2	times	per	battle;	if	the	healing	recipient	is	Tashkent,	the	amount	of	HP	restored	is	increased	by	50%).SoobrazitelnyA	Journey	from	Heaven	to	SeaOnce,	when	the	battle	starts,	and	with	a	20%	(40%)	chance	every	15s
after	that:	deploys	a	smokescreen	that	increases	Evasion	Rate	by	20%	(40%)	for	all	ships	in	it	(smokescreen	lasts	for	5s;	Evasion	Rate	buff	does	not	stack	with	other	smokescreen	skills).	When	this	ship	has	the	Out	of	Ammo	debuff:	increases	the	proc	chance	of	this	smokescreen	to	40%	(80%)	and	decreases	the	DMG	penalty	of	the	debuff	by	5%
(15%).Every	20s:	50%	chance	to	restore	1%	(3.5%)	HP	for	the	lowest	percentage	BB/BC	in	your	fleet	(this	effect	can	only	activate	up	to	2	times	per	battle).Hai	ChiAbsolute	EvasionIf	there	are	four	or	more	Eagle	Union	ships	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship),	then	whenever	any	ship	in	your	fleet	takes	aviation	damageIn	game	description	specifies
torpedo	bombers	and	dive	bombersaviation	damage'"`UNIQ--ref-0000001C-QINU`"',	4.5%	(12%)	chance	to	reduce	that	instance	of	damage	to	1.	(This	skill	does	not	affect	end-screen	damage.)EssexAbyssal	Banquet	If	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	Normal	or	AP	main	gun,	decrease	this	ship's	damage	taken	by	5%	(15%)	and	increase	this	ship's	critical
rate	by	4.5%	(12%).	If	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	HE	main	gun,	increase	this	ship's	damage	dealt	by	4.5%	(12%),	but	her	main	gun	loses	the	ability	to	ignite	enemies.	If	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	high-caliber	main	gun	(280mm	or	higher),	increase	this	ship's	main	gun	efficiency	by	4.5%	(12%).	[This	bonus	stacks	with	the	other	effects	listed	in	this
skill.]	ÄgirAgainst	the	CurrentIncreases	own	Reload	by	0.6	(1)	for	every	1%	loss	in	her	HP.	Additionally,	when	HP	is	20%	or	less,	heals	for	3%	max	HP	every	2s	for	9sIn	game	description	says	8s	but	presumably	is	actually	9s	to	avoid	ambiguity9s'"`UNIQ--ref-00000008-QINU`"'.	This	effect	only	occurs	once	per	battle.MonarchAgainst	the
Current+Increases	own	Reload	by	0.6	(1)	for	every	1%	loss	in	her	HP.	Additionally,	when	HP	is	20%	or	less,	heals	for	3%	max	HP	every	2s	for	11sIn	game	description	says	10s	but	presumably	is	actually	11s	to	avoid	ambiguity11s'"`UNIQ--ref-00000009-QINU`"'.	This	effect	only	occurs	once	per	battle.	(Replaces	"Against	the	Current")Monarch	(Fate
Sim	5)Air	CoverWhen	launching	an	airstrike:	decreases	damage	taken	by	the	Vanguard	Fleet	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s.	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.GloriousAir-Surface	SwitchWhile	this	ship	is	equipping	the	Twin	127mm	(5"/38	Mk	38):	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	5%	(15%)	but	decreases	its	FP	by	15%	(5%);	while	not	equipping	this	gun:	increases	this
ship's	FP	by	5%	(15%)	but	decreases	its	AA	by	15%	(5%).BiloxiAll-Obscuring	Eye	Whenever	one	of	this	ship's	skills	decreases	her	speed,	also	increase	this	ship's	Evasion	Rate	by	1.0%	(10.0%)	for	the	duration	of	the	effect.	Decrease	this	ship's	damage	taken	by	5.0%	(20.0%).	When	this	ship	takes	damage:	70.0%	chance	to	decrease	her	Speed	by	10.0%
and	increase	her	RLD,	FP,	and	EVA	by	5.0%	(20.0%)	for	7s.	This	effect	has	a	10s	cooldown	between	activations.	ChikumaAlongside	the	Ocean's	WingsDecreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	Airstrike	by	10%	(30%).	Decreases	DMG	taken	by	1%	(10%)	for	all	The	Idolmaster	collab	ships	in	your	fleet.Chihaya	KisaragiAnti-Air	ModeWhen	firing	Anti-
Air	Guns,	25%	chance	to	increase	own	Anti-Air	by	20%	(40%),	and	decrease	own	Firepower	by	40%	(20%)	for	3s.Atlanta,	Cleveland,	Columbia,	Denver,	Hammann	(Retrofit),	Isuzu,	Juneau,	Montpelier,	Newcastle,	Niizuki,	St.	Louis,	StanlyAnti-Air	VigilanceIncrease	own	Anti-Air	by	5%	(15%).Bush,	Grozny,	KimberlyAnti-Destroyer	TacticsIncreases	this
ship's	Hit	Rate	against	enemy	DDs	by	5%	(20%)	and	decreases	the	DMG	it	takes	from	enemy	DD	Torpedoes	by	5%	(20%).Asashio,	Ooshio,	UranamiAnti-Torpedo	Field10s	after	battle	starts,	spawn	a	shield	that	can	block	up	to	3	torpedo	attacks;	shield	lasts	for	20s.	When	this	shield	is	destroyed	(and	again	when	the	skill	ends):	launch	a	Lvl.1	(Lvl.10)
torpedo	barrage.	Spawns	the	shield	again	30s	after	time-out	timer.Z26AP	ProtectionReduces	AP	damage	taken	by	self	by	10%	(20%).Kumano,	Mikuma,	Mogami,	SuzuyaAquatic	VortexEvery	10s,	20%	(40%)	chance	to	increase	own	Evasion	by	30%	(60%)	for	8s.MauryArmoured	HangarDecreases	damage	taken	to	self	by	3.5%	(8%).	When	launching	an
airstrike:	decreases	damage	taken	by	other	ships	in	the	Main	Fleet	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	10s.FormidableAshen	Might	-	Fusou[Operation	Siren]	When	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	Boss	fleets:	reduces	the	DMG	taken	by	your	Vanguard	by	2%	(6%)Fusou	METAAshen	Might·Ark	Royal[Operation	Siren]	When	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	Boss	fleets:
reduces	the	DMG	your	Vanguard	takes	by	3%	(8%).Ark	Royal	METAAssam	LinkIncreases	own	Reload	by	1.5%	(5%)	and	reduces	damage	taken	from	shelling	by	self	by	1.5%	(5%)	per	Destroyer	in	the	fleet.VertBache	In	The	SkyReduces	aviation	damage	taken	to	self	by	10%	(30%).	When	firing	Anti-Air	guns:	25%	chance	to	increase	own	Anti-Air	by	10%
(30%)	for	8s.BacheBaptismal	FlamesWhen	Health	falls	under	20%,	heal	15%	(25%)	of	max	Health.	Can	only	occur	once	per	battle.Cassin,	DownesBattle	of	Kula	GulfEvery	20s,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	increase	own	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Reload	by	20%	(40%)	for	10s.	Once	per	battle,	if	an	escort	ship's	Health	falls	below	20%,	decrease	the	damage	it
takes	by	5%	(15%);	If	the	ship	is	Helena,	Lena,	or	Helena	META,	additionally	heal	8%	of	their	max	Health.Nicholas	(Retrofit)Battleship	EscortWhen	alive	in	fleet,	reduce	damage	taken	by	allied	BBs/BCs	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Echo,	Jupiter,	MichishioBehold,	My	Royal	Sabre!This	ship's	secondary	guns	are	guaranteed	to	deal
Critical	Hits.	If	this	ship	has	at	least	one	Royal	Navy	gear	equipped,	increase	this	ship's	AA	gun	efficiency	by	15%	(30%),	and	decrease	your	flagship's	Main	Gun	spread	by	2.	When	the	battle	starts,	if	there	is	at	least	one	other	Royal	Navy	ship	in	your	fleet:	decrease	all	your	Royal	Navy	ships'	damage	taken	from	aircraft	by	1%	(10%).VanguardBeneath
the	Deep	Blue	SkyDuring	battle,	decrease	damage	received	by	all	Hololive	ships	by	2.5%	(7%).	Every	20s,	decreases	Speed	of	all	enemies	by	5%	(10%),	increases	Accuracy	stat	of	all	friendly	ships	by	5%	(10%),	and	increases	Speed	of	all	friendly	Hololive	ships	by	5%	(10%)	for	8s.Tokino	SoraBoon	of	Crimson	DarknessIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	against
DDs	and	CLs	by	5%	(15%).	Once	per	battle,	when	the	HP	of	one	of	your	Z-class	DDs	(excluding	this	ship)	falls	below	30%:	decreases	that	ship's	DMG	taken	by	30%	and	increases	this	ship's	FP,	TRP,	and	RLD	by	5%	(15%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.Z24Bulwark	of	RimeEvery	18s,	create	a	shield	in	front	of	this	ship	that	can	block	up	to	8	shells	and	lasts
for	up	to	8s.	If	the	shield	breaks	before	it	expires:	Fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	Apply	an	HP	barrier	on	self	that	can	absorb	up	to	5%	of	this	ship's	max	HP	and	lasts	for	up	to	4s.TallinnCalibur	EndEvery	20s:	executes	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Gridman	Calibur	slashing	attack	and	spawns	a	shield	that	lasts	8s	and	can	block	up	to
10	shots	(slashing	attack	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).NamikoCalibur's	CarrierWhen	sortieing	as	Lead	Ship,	reduces	damage	taken	by	self	by	4.5%	(12%).	During	battle,	reduces	shelling	damage	taken	by	Lena	and	Li'l	Sandy	by	3.5%	(8%).CleveladCargo	Fire	PrecautionsWhen	equipped	with	Transport	Gear,	reduce	self	burn	damage	taken	by	5%
(15%),	and	burn	time	by	3s	(6s).KashinoCarrier	EscortWhen	alive	in	fleet,	reduce	damage	taken	by	allied	CV/L	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Agano,	Ardent,	Aylwin,	Mikuma,	Shiranui	(Retrofit),	YuugureChevalier's	BouclierIf	Escort	fleet	consists	of	only	Iris	Libre	(FFNF)	and	Vichya	Dominion	(MNF)	ships,	every	20s:	50%	chance	to
decrease	damage	taken	by	entire	fleet	by	10%	(30%)	for	8s.	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.ForbinCoercion	Assistance	ModeIncrease	own	Accuracy	and	Evasion	by	10%	(25%)	through	the	use	of	advanced	super	A.I.	tracking.Super	Gamer	Kizuna	AICombat	MechanicIncreases	this	ship's	AA	by	20.0%	(50.0%)	of	her	total	TRP	stat	(base	stats	plus
gear)	and	decreases	the	Burn	DMG	she	takes	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	This	ship	heals	herself	for	1.0%	of	her	max	HP	every	15s	in	combat.IngrahamComprehensive	DefenseAfter	the	start	of	the	battle	and	every	30s	after	that:	increases	this	ship's	AA	and	ASW	by	5%	(15%)	for	20s.Halsey	PowellConcealing	DownpourAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	this	ship	has
Sakura	Empire	aircraft	equipped:	increases	this	ship's	max	Detection	Gauge	value	by	15;	if	not	equipping	any,	instead	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%).Hiyou	METACooperation	OrderDecreases	this	ship's	cannon	DMG	taken	by	3.5%	(8%).	Increases	EVA	by	1%	(10%)	for	all	ships	in	your	fleet	with	a	"Framework	of	Logic"	skill.Memphis
METACoordinated	VolleyEvery	10	times	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	missile	barrage	using	the	Buster	Borr,	and	deploys	a	smokescreen	that	lasts	5s	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	When	your	ship(s)	enters	the	smokescreen:	puts	out	any	normal	Burn	status	ailment	for	that	ship(s).HassCrane's	ProtectionWhen	this	ship
launches	an	airstrike,	for	12s,	each	ship	in	your	fleet	deals	4%	(10%)	more	damage	and	receives	4%	(10%)	less	damage.ShoukakuCrete's	Black	CloudEvery	20s,	increase	own	Anti-Air	by	20%	(40%)	and	decreases	damage	taken	by	all	ships	in	the	fleet	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	6s.FijiCrisis	Prevention!Upon	taking	damage:	4.5%	(12%)	chance	to	fire	a	special
torpedo	barrage	and	avoid	all	enemy	attacks	for	3s.	Once	the	effect	ends:	increases	own	Evasion	by	20%	(40%)	for	3s.Kizuna	AIDamage	ControlOnce	per	battle,	when	a	ship	falls	under	20%	Health:	heals	that	ship	for	10%	(20%)	of	its	max	Health.	If	the	target	is	Enterprise,	the	healing	amount	is	increased	by	50%.VestalDancing	WavesWhile	this	ship	is
afloat:	decreases	the	DMG	your	Vanguard	takes	from	enemy	SS	torpedoes	by	4.5%	(12%).	When	your	Submarine	Fleet	enters	combat:	heals	10%	(20%)	HP	to	each	boat	in	your	Submarine	Fleet.	Whenever	your	SSs	or	SSVs	sink	an	enemy	ship:	increases	Ryuuhou's	DMG	by	1%	(3.5%).	Can	be	stacked	up	to	6	times.RyuuhouDelicate	but	DevotedWhen
this	ship	launches	her	Torpedoes:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	5.0%	(15.0%)	and	decreases	this	ship's	torpedo	DMG	taken	by	5.0%	(15.0%)	for	10s.UmikazeDemon	DanceEvery	20s,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	increase	own	Evasion	by	30%	for	5s	and	release	a	powerful	barrage	while	launching	fast	torpedoes	in	a	helical
pattern.Ayanami	(Retrofit)DemonbladeAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	FP,	AA,	and	ASW	by	5%	(15%).	While	this	ship	is	afloat:	decreases	the	DMG	your	SSs	and	SSVs	take	by	5%	(15%).KinuDisarming	but	DeadlyDecrease	all	damage	this	ship	receives	by	4.5%	(12%).	For	every	3	enemy	aircraft	shot	down	by	this	ship's	aircraft,	increases
your	whole	fleet's	AA	stat	by	1%	(5%).	This	buff	may	be	stacked	up	to	3	times.AquilaDivine	AegisAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	and	every	30s	after	that:	deploys	a	shield	that	lasts	20s	and	can	block	up	to	5	enemy	torpedoes.	While	this	shield	is	up:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	5%	(15%)	and	its	DMG	against	DDs	and	BBs	by	4.5%	(12%).	5s	after	entering
Manual	Mode:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	and	Speed	by	8.	Switching	to	Auto	Mode	removes	this	buff.AlgérieDraw	FireEvery	20s:	10%	(40%)	chance	to	absorb	50%	of	damage	taken	by	Escort	Fleet	for	8s.	Effect	does	not	stack.Myoukou,	NachiDullahanOnce	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	30%:	decreases	the	DMG	it	takes	by	5%
(10%)	for	the	rest	of	the	battle	and	for	16s:	decreases	its	Speed	by	2	and	recovers	1%	(4%)	of	its	max	HP	every	3s.MinneapolisDutiful	SupportWhile	this	ship	is	afloat:	reduces	the	torpedo	DMG	taken	by	the	Vanguard	fleet	by	5%	(10%)	and	the	airstrike	DMG	taken	by	the	Main	fleet	by	5%	(10%);	During	battle:	increases	this	ship's	TRP	by	5%	(10%),
and	then	by	an	additional	5%	(10%)	if	Agano	is	in	the	same	fleet.OiteEfficacious	PlanningWhile	alive	in	fleet,	reduces	Burn	damage	taken	by	the	Main	Fleet	by	5%	(15%)	and	increases	their	Evasion	Rate	by	4%	(10%).AmagiEmergency	BeardropDecreases	the	duration	of	Burns	inflicted	on	this	ship	by	3s.	When	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	until	the	end	of
the	battle,	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	1.5%	(6%)	and	FP	by	1%	(5%),	and	also	increases	the	ASW	of	your	fleet	by	1%	(4%).	This	buff	can	be	stacked	up	to	5	times.MorrisonEmergency	ManeuversEvery	20s,	15%	(30%)	chance	to	evade	all	incoming	attacks	for	6s.Beagle,	Bulldog,	Crescent,	Cygnet,	Forbin	(Retrofit),	Fortune,	Glowworm,	Grenville,
Hamakaze	(Retrofit),	Kasumi,	Le	Mars	(Retrofit),	Matsukaze	(Retrofit)Emotion	Inhibition	ModuleWhen	Health	falls	below	50%:	increases	own	Evasion	by	15%	(30%)	and	recovers	2%	of	max	HP	every	2s	for	8s.	Can	only	activate	twice	per	battle.GascogneEmotion	Inhibition	Module+At	the	start	of	battle,	if	this	ship's	HP	is	greater	than	50%:	increases
this	ship's	AA	by	4.5%	(12%)	and	improves	this	ship's	Precision	Salvo	Protocol	barrage.	Additionally,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	50%:	for	8s,	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	15%	(30%)	and	restores	a	total	of	8%	of	its	max	HP	(this	effect	can	only	be	triggered	twice	per	battle).(Replaces	"Emotion	Inhibition	Module")Gascogne	(Fate	Sim	5)Engine
BoostIncreases	this	ship's	Speed	by	3	(8).	At	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	15%	(35%)	for	40s.Saint	LouisEngine	Boost+Increases	this	ship's	Speed	by	3	(8).	At	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	15%	(35%)	for	50s.(Replaces	"Engine	Boost")Saint	Louis	(Fate	Sim	5)Enrapturing	DanceAt	the	start	of	the	battle:
increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	6%	(20%)	and	decreases	its	DMG	taken	by	6%	(20%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.	When	sortied	with	1	or	more	other	Dragon	Empery	ships:	heals	this	ship	for	5%	HP	at	the	start	of	the	battle,	increases	its	Speed	by	8,	and	increases	your	fleet's	ASW	by	6%	(20%)	for	50s.Chao	HoEvasive	ScrambleWhen	this	ship	launches	an
Airstrike,	decrease	this	ship's	aviation	DMG	taken	by	40%	(70%)	for	8s.	When	this	buff	wears	off,	40%	(70%)	chance	to	launch	a	TBF	Avenger	plane	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).PrincetonEver-Burning	FlameIncreases	this	ship's	FP	by	3.5%	(8%).	Once	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	30%	as	a	result	of	DMG	taken:
increases	this	ship's	FP	by	10%	and	heals	this	ship	4	times	for	2%	max	HP	per	tick.Akane	ShinjoEverything	Is	In	OrderDecreases	Burn	duration	by	3s	and	decreases	HE	damage	taken	by	5%	(15%).Elegant	Kizuna	AIFinal	CounterOnce	per	battle,	if	this	ship	would	sink,	instead	launch	an	airstrike	and	become	invincible	(i.e.	immune	to	all	damage)	for	5s
(15s).HiryuuFlank	DefenseReduce	damage	received	by	main	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Fortune	(Retrofit),	Foxhound	(Retrofit),	Hatsushimo	(Retrofit),	SmalleyForward	ArmorUpon	taking	damage:	15%	chance	to	spawn	a	frontal	shield	for	5s	(15s)	that	blocks	up	to	12	shots.NorfolkFramework	of	Logic	-	MemphisEvery	12	(8)
times	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	Fires	a	special	barrage.	Additionally,	in	Operation	Siren,	when	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	Boss	fleets,	decrease	your	META	ship's	damage	taken	by	2%	(5%).Memphis	METAGalvanizing	ShieldEvery	20s	after	the	battle	starts:	deploys	a	shield	that	lasts	for	6	(8)s	and	can	block	6	shells	on	a	randomly	chosen
ship	in	your	Vanguard;	if	the	shield	is	deployed	on	an	Iron	Blood	ship:	also	increases	that	ship's	FP	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s	and	heals	Weser	for	1%	(5%)	HP.WeserGhost	of	Java	CoastWhen	firing	main	gun:	20%	chance	to	increase	own	Evasion	by	60%	(100%)	for	15s.HoustonGirls'	SupportWhen	firing	Anti-Air	guns:	30%	chance	to	increase	own	Anti-Air	stat
by	5%	(25%)	for	5s.	Once	per	battle,	if	sortied	with	Li'l	Sandy	or	Clevelad,	and	their	Health	falls	under	40%:	increases	own	Firepower	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(25%)	for	15s.LenaGoddess	of	the	SeaWhen	own	Health	falls	below	20%,	recovers	15%	(25%)	of	max	Health	and	increases	own	Reload	by	30%	until	the	end	of	the	battle.	Can	only	occur	once	per
battle.NeptuneGood	Girl	at	HeartAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	and	when	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	spawns	a	shield	around	the	frontmost	ship	of	your	Vanguard	(lasts	6	(8)s,	can	block	up	to	6	enemy	shots;	the	shield's	duration	is	refreshed	if	its	spawn	conditions	are	met	while	it	is	still	active).	If	this	shield	is	destroyed	rather	than	expiring:	increases
this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	5.0%	(15.0%)	until	her	next	Airstrike.ElbeGrid	Fixer	Beam40s	after	the	battle	starts:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	Grid	Fixer	Beam	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level)	and	heals	your	fleet	3	times	for	1%	max	HP	per	tick.	Once	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	50%	as	a	result	of	DMG	taken:	heals	your	fleet.Rikka
TakaradaGuardian	PiscisAllied	SS	and	SSV	take	10%	(15%)	reduced	damage	and	heal	for	3.5%	(8%)	of	their	max	HP	when	retreating	from	battle.CavallaGuarding	ShieldEvery	30s,	spawns	2	rotating	shields;	each	shield	can	block	10	bullets.	Shields	last	for	5s	(15s).Admiral	HipperHealing	AuguryAs	long	as	this	ship	is	afloat:	decreases	your	Main
Fleet's	DMG	taken	by	1%	(5%).	At	the	start	of	the	battle:	tells	a	fortune	and	receives	one	of	the	following	effects:	1)	Increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	4.5%	(12%);	2)	Increases	this	ship's	Accuracy	by	4.5%	(12%);	3)	Increases	this	ship's	FP	by	4.5%	(12%);	4)	Heals	this	ship	for	5%	(15%)	HP.Azusa	MiuraHeavily	ArmoredDecrease	incoming	damage	on	self
from	planes	and	High	Explosive	shells	by	5%	(20%).TaihouHeinrich's	Hunch	PunchEvery	20s	after	the	battle	starts:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level)	and	deploys	one	of	the	following	2	types	of	shields,	both	lasting	for	5	(10)s,	chosen	at	random:	1)	blocks	2	torpedoes,	2)	blocks	10	shells.Prinz	HeinrichHide	and
SeekWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Torpedoes:	deploys	a	smokescreen	and	a	barrier	onto	this	ship.	This	smokescreen	lasts	5s	and	increases	Evasion	Rate	by	20%	(40%)	for	all	ships	inside	it	(does	not	stack	with	other	smokescreen	skills).	The	barrier	lasts	5s	and	can	absorb	DMG	up	to	1.5%	(6%)	of	this	ship's	max	HP.	If	this	barrier	is	destroyed	before	it
expires:	increases	this	ship's	Evasion	Rate	to	100%	for	2s.AnchorageHoly	Prayer10s	after	the	battle	starts	and	every	20s	after	that,	give	each	vanguard	ship	an	HP	barrier.	Each	barrier	can	block	up	to	1.5%	(6%)	of	Jeanne's	maximum	HP,	and	lasts	up	to	8s.	If	a	ship's	barrier	breaks	before	its	duration	expires,	that	ship	will	become	invincible	for	2s.	If	a
ship's	barrier	expires	without	breaking,	heal	that	ship	for	70	hitpoints.Jeanne	d'ArcHundred	HoneyWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	heal	the	ship	with	the	lowest	HP	for	2%	(10%)	of	her	max	Health.FumiruiruI	Will	Not	Yield!Increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	takes	DMG	that	would	sink	her,	she	becomes
unsinkable	for	2.5s	and	randomly	gains	one	of	the	following	buffs:	1)	Increases	this	ship's	FP	by	1%	(10%);	2)	Increases	this	ship's	TRP	by	10%	(20%);	3)	Increases	this	ship's	ACC	by	5%	(15%);	4)	Increases	this	ship's	RLD	by	10%	(20%).	Once	per	battle,	when	a	ship	in	your	Vanguard	(other	than	this	ship)	falls	below	30%	max	HP	as	a	result	of	DMG
taken:	this	ship	gains	one	of	the	above	buffs	and	restores	3.5%	(8%)	max	HP	to	that	ship	(restores	an	additional	5%	if	the	ship	is	a	Le	Fantasque	class).	When	this	ship	gains	one	of	the	above	buffs:	restores	3.5%	(8%)	of	this	ship's	max	HP,	but	if	she	gets	2	stacks	of	the	same	buff,	she	sinks	after	2.5s.L'IndomptableI'll	Give	You	A	Head	Start~Increase
this	ship's	SPD	by	1	(7).	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	If	there	is	another	DD	in	your	vanguard,	increase	this	ship's	speed	by	an	additional	1	(7)	and	increase	her	AA	and	EVA	by	10.0%	(20.0%).	If	this	ship	is	the	only	DD	in	your	vanguard,	increase	this	ship's	RLD	by	10.0%	(20.0%)	and	decrease	her	damage	taken	by	1.0%	(5.0%).Le	TerribleI'll	Protect	the
Vanguard!At	the	start	of	the	battle:	deploys	a	smokescreen	and	fires	a	special	barrage;	the	smokescreen	has	a	15%	(30%)	chance	to	proc	again	every	15s	after.	When	your	Flagship	takes	DMG:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	the	same	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	20s	cooldown	between	barrage	activations).	Smokescreen	lasts	5s	and
increases	Evasion	Rate	by	20%	(40%)	for	all	your	ships	in	it.	Does	not	stack	with	other	smokescreen	skills.Z28IcebreakerOnce	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	30%:	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%)	and	decreases	your	DDs'	DMG	taken	by	5%	(10%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.GangutIl	MilioneIf	there	is	at	least	1	other	Sardegna
Empire	ship	in	your	fleet:	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	6%	(20%).	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	the	frontmost	ship	in	your	Vanguard	is	a	Sardegna	Empire	ship:	increases	this	ship's	Main	Gun	efficiency	by	1%	(10%)	and	AA	Gun	efficiency	by	50%;	otherwise,	spawns	2	shields	around	that	ship	that	can	block	3	enemy	torpedoes.Marco
PoloInformation	AddictionIncrease	this	ship's	armor	modifierIn	game	description	incorrectly	states	damage	against	Light	Armor	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	is	sortied	with	Helena	or	Lena,	decrease	this	ship's	damage	taken	by	8%	(18%).	When	sortied	with	neither	Helena	nor	Lena,	increase	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(15%),	and	decrease	all	damage	taken
by	the	lead	ship	in	your	Vanguard	by	5%.Helena	METAIngenious	TacticianAs	long	as	this	ship's	HP	is	above	60%,	increase	this	ship's	FP	by	10%	(20%),	and	decrease	the	duration	of	burns	on	self	by	3s.	Twice	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	50%,	heal	self	for	9%	of	its	maximum	HP	over	the	next	8s.	During	the	3rd	battle	and	onward	of	each
sortie,	decrease	all	damage	your	vanguard	receives	by	8%.	(In	Operation	Siren,	this	counter	will	reset	when	moving	between	sectors.)Sovetskaya	BelorussiyaIori	Defense!At	the	start	of	the	battle:	randomly	chooses	1	other	ship	in	your	fleet	and	decreases	her	DMG	taken	by	1%	(10%)	for	30s.	Once	this	effect	wears	off:	heals	that	ship	for	1%	(10%)
HP.Iori	MinaseIron	Blood	WingsReduces	damage	received	by	all	Iron	Blood	ships	in	the	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	For	each	Iron	Blood	ship	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship,	increases	this	ship's	AVI	by	1%	(5%),	up	to	a	maximum	of	three	stacks.Graf	ZeppelinIron	EmbersIncreases	TRP	and	AA	by	10%;	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	are	other	Iron	Blood	or
META	ships	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship:	this	ship	takes	5%	less	DMG	and	gains	4.5%	(12%)	FP;	If	this	condition	is	not	met:	15s	after	the	battle	starts,	instead	generates	a	shield	for	the	front-most	ship	of	the	Vanguard	Fleet	that	can	block	up	to	10	shots.Scharnhorst	METAJavelin	RaidWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	5%	chance	to	increase	this
ship's	EVA	by	30%	(60%)	for	8s.JavelinJust	a	ScratchReduces	the	AP	DMG	this	ship	takes	by	10%	(20%)	and	the	Torp	DMG	taken	by	the	frontmost	ship	in	your	Vanguard	by	3.5%	(8%).	Once	per	battle,	when	this	ship	falls	under	30%	HP	as	a	result	of	DMG	taken:	creates	a	shield,	and	restores	1%	(3%)	of	max	HP	every	3s	for	the	next	10s.	The	shield
blocks	up	to	5	torpedoes	and	lasts	for	up	to	10s.Duca	degli	AbruzziLadies'	Tea	TimeAfter	battle	begins,	recovers	HP	of	entire	fleet	equal	to	1%	(3.5%)	of	Little	Bel's	max	HP.Little	BelLaid-Back	DefendingReduces	the	AP	DMG	this	ship	takes	by	5%	(15%).	Every	20s:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	skill's
level).MurmanskLogistics	BuddyWhen	this	ship	has	Cargo	equipped:	decreases	the	time	this	ship	Burns	by	3s	and	decreases	your	Flagship's	Burn	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%),	but	also	decreases	this	ship's	Speed	by	3.Ritsuko	AkizukiLogistics	RepairEvery	35s,	recovers	HP	of	entire	fleet	equal	to	1%	(3%)	of	Akashi's	max	HP.AkashiLucky	JervisDecreases
this	ship's	DMG	taken	from	aircraft	by	1%	(10%).	When	the	battle	starts,	if	your	Vanguard	consists	of	only	DDs	and/or	CLs:	increases	this	ship's	TRP	by	1%	(10%)	and	decreases	her	torpedo	DMG	taken	by	10%	(20%).	When	the	battle	starts,	if	there	are	3	ships	afloat	in	your	Vanguard	and	this	ship	is	in	the	frontmost	position:	when	this	ship	takes	DMG,
15%	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	Evasion	Rate	by	15%	(30%)	for	10s	(20s	cooldown	between	activations).JervisLucky(?)	ShipEvery	20s,	gain	one	of	three	random	effect	for	5s	(10s):	30%	-	Evasion:	Increases	Evasion	by	30%	30%	-	Critical:	Increases	critical	chance	by	20%	and	critical	damage	by	50%	40%	-	Sunder:	Increases	damage	taken	by
20%NowakiLyrical	DedicationAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	your	Vanguard	is	comprised	of	only	this	ship:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	every	20s	and	increases	the	AA	of	your	Flagship	by	5%	(15%);	if	there	are	other	ships	present:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	powerful	barrage	every	20s	and	increases	your	Vanguard's	Speed	by	3	and	AA	and	Accuracy	by
5%	(15%).	Barrage	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level.Dido	µMartyrWhen	sunk,	all	other	members	in	the	fleet	recovers	15%	(25%)	of	their	max	Health.JuneauMarvels	of	History	-	YorckDecreases	this	ship's	torpedo	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%).	Every	20s,	deploys	a	shield	(can	block	up	to	3	enemy	torpedoes,	lasts	20s).YorckMemory	MiningIncreases	this
ship's	FP	and	AA	by	5.0%.	If	this	ship	is	equipped	with	Iron	Blood	gear:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	an	additional	5.0%	and	decreases	your	Vanguard's	DMG	taken	from	Torpedoes	by	5.0%;	Otherwise,	instead	decreases	your	Vanguard's	DMG	taken	from	aircraft	by	8.0%.Gneisenau	METAMercury's	TalariaThis	ship	starts	the	battle	with	1	(2)	Airstrike(s)
preloaded,	but	the	loading	time	of	its	Airstrikes	is	increased	by	90%.	Additionally,	when	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	heals	all	ships	in	your	Vanguard	for	1.5%	(7%)	and	your	Main	Fleet	for	1%	(3.5%)	of	their	respective	max	HP.PerseusMiracle	WindIf	Tanikaze	is	the	only	alive	ship	left	of	the	Escort	Fleet,	increases	own	Evasion	by	4%	(10%)	and
reduce	damage	taken	from	airstrike	by	30%	(50%).TanikazeMiracle	Within	The	FlamesDecreases	Burn	damage	taken	by	self	by	5%	(15%)	and	Burn	duration	by	3s.	Once	per	battle,	if	Health	is	below	25%,	upon	taking	damage:	increases	own	Evasion	Rate	by	10%	(30%)	for	10s.MullanyMizuho's	IntuitionEvery	20s:	30%	(70%)	chance	to	increase	own
Evasion	by	10%	(20%)	and	Accuracy	by	20%	(50%)	for	12s.AzumaMizuho's	Intuition+Every	20s:	50%	(100%)	chance	to	increase	own	Evasion	by	15%	(25%)	and	Accuracy	by	20%	(50%),	and	decreases	this	ship's	torpedo	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%)	for	12s.	(Replaces	"Mizuho's	Intuition"	at	Fate	Simulation	III)Azuma	(Fate	Sim	5)Mobility
MasteryDecreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	from	enemy	DD	guns	and	torpedoes	by	5%	(10%).	Every	20s:	increases	this	ship's	Speed	by	5	and	FP	by	5%	(20%)	for	10s.Gromky,	Minsk,	StremitelnyMoment	of	SlackeryAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	10%	(20%),	and	by	another	3%	whenever	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy	(can	be	stacked	up
to	3	times;	resets	between	battles).	Decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	5%	and,	every	25s:	heals	all	DDs	in	the	same	fleet	for	1%	(3%)	of	their	max	HP.Le	Malin	µNight	of	the	Iron	Bottom	SoundWhen	Health	of	South	Dakota	falls	under	30%:	increases	own	damage	dealt	by	5%	(20%)	and	absorbs	30%	damage	taken	by	South	Dakota	(damage	taken
through	South	Dakota's	skill	'The	Strongest	Shield'	will	NOT	be	transferred).	South	Dakota	also	avoids	all	lethal	damage	for	5s.	Can	only	occur	once	per	battle.WashingtonNo-Fly	Zone!When	an	enemy	aircraft	is	shot	down	within	the	fleet's	AA	range:	increases	own	Firepower	and	Anti-Air	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s	(does	not	stack).	If	fleet	has	shot	down	15	or
more	enemy	aircraft	during	the	battle:	increases	own	Firepower	by	5%	(15%)	and	Reload	by	10%	(20%)	for	the	rest	of	the	battle.SeattleNo-Fly	Zone!+When	an	enemy	aircraft	is	shot	down	within	your	fleet's	Anti-Air	Gun	range:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	AA	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s	(does	not	stack);	if	your	Airspace	Control	of	the	map	is	at	Parity	or
higher:	this	buff	is	immediately	applied	at	the	start	of	the	battle	and	lasts	until	the	end.	Additionally,	when	your	fleet	has	shot	down	15	or	more	aircraft	in	one	battle:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	RLD	by	10%	(20%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.(Replaces	"No-Fly	Zone!")Seattle	(Fate	Sim	5)Nola	FinaleOnce	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	30.0%
as	a	result	of	DMG	taken:	fires	a	Lv.	1	(Lv.	10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level)	&	deploys	a	barrier	that	can	absorb	DMG	up	to	3.5%	(8%)	of	this	ship's	max	HP	and	lasts	up	to	8s.	If	this	barrier	is	destroyed:	heals	this	ship	for	1.5%	(6%)	HP;	if	the	barrier	expires:	instead	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	RLD	by	1%	(10%).New
OrleansNoshiro's	HoarfrostWhile	this	ship	is	afloat:	increases	this	ship's	Evasion	Rate	by	5%	(15%)	and	decreases	the	torpedo	DMG	your	Vanguard	takes	by	5%	(20%).NoshiroOne	for	the	TeamAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	this	ship	is	in	the	frontmost	position	of	your	Vanguard:	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	5%	(20%)	for	30s;	If	not	in	this	position,
increases	this	ship's	AA	by	15%	(25%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.BremertonOperation	RainbowWhen	taking	damage:	Vanguard	Fleet	has	15%	chance	to	evade	all	incoming	attacks	for	5s	(10s)	(Has	a	20s	cooldown.	Skill	starts	on	cooldown.)EldridgePandora's	BoxEvery	30s,	spawns	2	rotating	shields	for	5s	(15s)	that	block	up	to	8	shots.	When	broken,
explodes	and	deals	a	small	amount	of	damage	to	nearby	enemies.IndianapolisPassionate	TempoWhen	an	enemy	aircraft	is	shot	down	within	your	fleet's	Anti-Air	Gun	range:	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	8s	(can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times).Cleveland	µPepperpotOnce	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	30%:	decreases	its	DMG	taken	by
50%	for	5s,	then	restores	5%	(15%)	of	its	max	HP.PenelopePractical	TeachingFor	80s	after	battle	starts,	increases	damage	dealt	by	self	by	5%	(15%),	and	reduces	damage	taken	by	self	by	3.5%	(8%)	and	by	other	Destroyers	in	the	same	fleet	by	4.5%	(12%).Amazon	(Retrofit)Priestess	of	the	Sacred	MountainEvery	20s	during	battle,	reduces	main	fleet
ignition	damage	by	30%	(60%)	for	8s.Hiei-chanProtective	ArmorReduce	gun-based	damage	from	enemy	destroyers	and	light	cruisers	by	5%	(20%).Astoria,	Quincy,	VincennesProtective	BlazeOnce	per	battle,	when	the	HP	of	any	ship	in	your	fleet	falls	below	50%:	for	12s,	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	5%	(15%)	and	decreases	the	DMG	taken	by	the	ship
whose	HP	fell	below	the	threshold	by	5%	(15%).BiloxiProtector	of	the	New	MoonAs	long	as	this	ship	is	afloat,	increase	FP,	EVA,	and	ASW	stats	for	all	DDs	in	your	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	At	the	beginning	of	the	battle,	if	there	are	at	least	three	Sakura	Empire	ships	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship),	decrease	incoming	gun	and	plane	damage	received	on	self
by	10%	(20%),	and	increase	AVI	and	Accuracy	for	all	Sakura	Empire	CVs	and	CVLsIn-game	only	mentions	CVs,	but	IJN	CVLs	also	workCVs	and	CVLs'"`UNIQ--ref-00000011-QINU`"'	by	5%	(15%)	for	the	rest	of	the	battle.ShinanoPulse	of	LifeEvery	10s,	5%	(25%)	chance	to	heal	Rurutie	for	2%	of	her	max	Health.	The	skill	can	be	activated	for	maximum	6
times	each	battle.RurutieRamming	ProhibitedDecreases	damage	Vanguard	Fleet	takes	from	ramming	by	15%	(30%).ArashioRed	PhoenixWhen	Health	falls	under	20%,	heals	15%	(25%)	of	max	Health	and	increase	own	Firepower	by	30%	for	15s.	Can	only	occur	once	per	battle.PhoenixReforged	BondWhen	the	battle	starts,	if	this	ship	has	Sakura	Empire
aircraft	equipped:	increases	this	ship's	AVI	by	4.5%	(12%);	if	not	equipping	any,	instead	increases	this	ship's	AA	and	EVA	by	4.5%	(12%).Junyou	METARegular	MaintenanceBegins	each	Sortie	with	1	(3)	Emergency	Repair.Akashi,	VestalRepulsing	PyrotechnicsWhen	the	battle	starts:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	1%	(10%)	and	deploys	2	rotating	shields
around	the	frontmost	ship	of	your	Vanguard	that	can	block	6	enemy	shells	each.	Once	per	battle,	when	a	ship	in	your	Vanguard	falls	below	50%	max	HP	as	a	result	of	DMG	taken:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	5%.	Whenever	an	enemy	gets	within	close	proximity	of	this	ship:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level;	15s
cooldown	between	activations).Repulse	METARescue	OperationsWhen	an	allied	ship's	HP	falls	to	0:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	heal	self	by	3.5%	(8%)	of	own	max	HP	and	other	allied	ships'	HP	by	1.2%	(3%)	of	their	max	HP.Hamakaze,	Urakaze,	UranamiResolute	Knight	of	the	SeaUpon	taking	damage:	4%	(10%)	chance	to	increase	own	Evasion	by	20%	(40%)
for	5s	(effect	has	8s	cooldown).	Once	per	battle,	when	Health	falls	under	30%:	evades	all	attacks	for	5s.BirminghamRetaliatory	ShieldEvery	15s,	deploy	a	shield	in	front	of	this	ship	that	lasts	for	up	to	8.0s	and	and	can	block	up	to	6	enemy	shells.	If	this	shield	is	destroyed	before	it	expires,	fire	a	special	barrage	and	increase	this	ship's	FP	and	Accuracy
by	3.5%	(8%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.	This	buff	can	be	stacked	twice.MainzRobust	BallastsFor	her	first	3	battles	of	each	sortie,	reduce	Gun	damage	taken	by	self	by	1%	(10%).	At	start	of	battle,	if	fleet	contains	2	or	more	Sakura	Empire	ships,	increase	own	Speed	by	10	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing
your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]KashinoSafety	First!While	alive	in	fleet,	increases	Speed	of	all	ships	in	Escort	Fleet	by	3,	and	reduces	damage	taken	from	ramming	by	15%	(25%).	Once	per	battle,	when	taking	damage	while	own	Health	is	below	30%:	evades	all	incoming	attack	for	2s	(5s),	and	increases	own	damage	dealt	by	5%	(15%)	for	the
rest	of	the	battle.Leipzig	(Retrofit)Scorching	ComboIncreases	this	ship's	AA	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	3s	after	the	battle	starts,	and	with	a	70.0%	chance	every	20s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	this	barrage	fails	to	activate:	instead	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	1.0%	(10.0%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	2	times;	when
stacked	twice:	increases	the	barrage's	proc	chance	to	100.0%).	After	the	2nd	and	4th	battles	in	a	sortie:	improves	this	barrage.MagdeburgSelfless	AidAt	start	of	battle,	if	there	are	other	ships	in	the	Vanguard,	self	crit	rate	+20%;	When	another	Vanguard	ship	fall	under	20%	HP,	consume	5%	self	HP	to	heal	that	ship	for	10%	of	their	HP,	after	5s,	heal
self	for	8%	HP,	limited	to	1	trigger	per	battle.GromkyShielded	AdvanceDecrease	the	first	2	(4)	instances	of	damage	taken	by	30%	(60%)	each	battle.	At	the	start	of	the	battle	and	every	20s	after	that,	the	lead	ship	in	your	vanguard	gains	a	shield.	The	shield	blocks	up	to	six	shells	and	lasts	up	to	8s.TiconderogaShields!	More	Shields!When	the	battle
starts,	and	every	30s:	deploys	3	types	of	shields	that	each	last	5	(10)s:	A	blue	shield	which	can	block	up	to	4	enemy	shots	A	purple	shield	which	can	block	up	to	2	enemy	torpedoes	A	red	shield	which	inflicts	DMG	up	to	6	times	to	an	enemy	it	comes	in	contact	withLittle	Prinz	EugenShigure	of	SaseboWhen	firing	main	gun,	5%	chance	to	increase	own
Evasion	by	30%	(60%)	for	8s.ShigureShining	StepsAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	this	ship	is	in	the	backmost	position	of	your	Vanguard	and	there	are	at	least	2	ships	in	your	Vanguard:	12%	(32%)	chance	to	decrease	any	instance	of	DMG	taken	by	9%	(24%)	for	all	ships	in	your	Vanguard.Sheffield	µShiny	SheffAll	allied	ships	with	lower	health	than
Sheffield	at	the	start	of	battle	gain	the	effect:	When	taking	damage,	10%	(30%)	chance	to	receive	20%	(50%)	less	damage.SheffieldSilent	AdvanceEvery	20s,	25%	to	fire	a	torp	barrage	(same	attribute	as	firing	equipped	torps)	and	evade	all	attacks	for	3s.GremyashchySmokescreenAfter	battle	begins,	and	15%	(30%)	chance	to	activate	every	15s	after
that:	deploy	a	smokescreen	for	5s.	Escort	ships	within	the	smokescreen	have	20%	(40%)	additional	evasion	rate,	does	not	stack	with	same	skill	effect.Acasta,	Bailey,	Black	Prince,	Comet	(Retrofit),	Crescent	(Retrofit),	Cygnet	(Retrofit),	Juno,	Leander	(Retrofit),	Minsk,	Sims	(Retrofit),	SouthamptonSmokescreen:	Light	Cruisers10s	after	battle	starts	and
20%	chance	every	20s	after	that:	deploys	a	smokescreen	that	increases	Evasion	Rate	by	15%	(35%)	and	decreases	DMG	taken	from	enemy	aircraft	by	15%	(35%)	for	all	your	ships	inside	it.	Smokescreen	lasts	for	10s,	and	does	not	stack	with	other	smokescreens.BelfastSoothing	ShieldEvery	30s:	deploys	2	rotating	shields	that	can	each	block	up	to	10



shells.	Shields	last	for	5s	(15s).	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	this	ship	is	in	the	frontmost	position	in	your	Vanguard:	immediately	deploys	these	shields.Admiral	Hipper	µSouthwesterly	SailorIncreases	this	ship's	Speed	by	5	and	also	increases	her	AA	and	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	if	there	are	any	other	Sardegna	ships	in	the	same	fleet.LibeccioSpecialized
ArmorDecreases	the	AP	DMG	this	ship	takes	by	15%	(30%),	but	multiplies	this	ship's	chance	of	catching	fire	by	1.12	and	increases	its	Burn	duration	by	3s.IzumoSuper	Mega	ExplosionWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	heals	2	random	ships	in	your	fleet	for	5%	of	their	max	HP	and,	with	a	45%	(75%)	chance,	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is
based	on	the	skill's	level).	The	barrage	has	a	70%	chance	to	inflict	a	special	burn	DoT,	which	reduces	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Aviation	stats	by	5%	for	burning	enemies.	The	burn	lasts	for	30s.HonokaSurface	CombatWhen	resurfacing:	stays	on	the	surface	for	4.5	(12)	more	seconds.SurcoufSuzutsuki,	Causing	Confusion!Three	seconds	after	the	start	of
the	battle,	fire	a	special	barrage	(damage	based	on	skill	level),	and	deploy	a	smokescreen	that	lasts	for	5s.	Allied	ships	inside	the	smokescreen	gain	20%	(40%)	evasion	rate.	Every	15s	after	the	start	of	the	battle,	fire	the	same	barrage	and	15%	(30%)	chance	to	deploy	another	smokescreen.	Once	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	20%,	heal	this
ship	for	5%	(15%)	of	its	max	HP.SuzutsukiSwift	DefenderWhile	alive	in	fleet,	reduces	damage	received	by	main	fleet	by	3.5%	(8%).	Additionally,	reduces	Light	Cruisers'	and	Destroyers'	gun	and	torpedo	damage	dealt	to	Hatakaze	by	1%	(10%).Glasgow,	Hatakaze,	L'Opiniâtre,	Le	TéméraireSwift	ShootingWhen	this	ship	fires	its	Anti-Air	Guns:	10%	(30%)
chance	to	increase	your	Vanguard's	AA	by	10%	(30%)	for	10s.	For	every	5	enemy	aircraft	shot	down	in	your	fleet's	Anti-Air	Gun	range:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	1%	and	decreases	the	DMG	your	Main	Fleet	takes	from	enemy	aircraft	by	1%.	Can	be	stacked	up	to	5	(10)	times.SwiftsureTake	to	the	SkiesEvery	battle,	when	this	ship	launches	her	1st	and
3rd	Airstrikes:	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	bombing	raid	using	the	Goldburn,	and	spawns	a	shield	around	your	Vanguard	that	lasts	10s,	reduces	your	Vanguard's	DMG	taken	by	8%,	and	can	block	up	to	15	shots	(Goldburn	DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Chise	AsukagawaTaking	One	for	the	TeamOnce	every	20s,	while	this	ship's	HP	is	above	60%:	spawns
a	shield	around	this	ship	(lasts	8s,	can	negate	1%	(4%)	of	this	ship's	max	HP	in	DMG);	if	there	are	other	ships	afloat	in	your	Vanguard,	and	this	ship	is	in	the	frontmost	position	of	your	Vanguard:	doubles	the	amount	of	DMG	this	shield	can	negate,	and	this	ship	tanks	50%	of	the	DMG	your	other	Vanguard	ships	take	for	8s.	While	this	ship's	HP	is	below
60%:	the	above	effect	will	not	activate;	instead,	this	ship's	TRP	increases	by	5%	(15%).Prinz	AdalbertTempered	PrudenceDecrease	the	damage	this	ship	takes	from	AP	ammo	by	3.5%	(8%).	Every	4	times	this	ship	fires	her	secondary	gun:	fire	a	special	barrage	that	decreases	the	FP	of	enemies	it	hits	by	5%	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	When
this	ship	equips	at	least	one	Northern	Parliament	gear:	increase	this	ship's	secondary	and	auxiliary	gun	efficiency	by	25%	(45%),	and	decrease	damage	taken	by	3.5%	(8%)	from	all	sources	instead	of	only	from	AP	ammo.KronshtadtTerni	ShieldsUpon	receiving	enemy	attacks:	8%	(18%)	chance	to	deploy	2	shields	that	can	each	block	up	to	10	shells
(shields	last	for	12s).ZaraThe	Cherry	Petal	MementoWhen	this	ship	equips	a	Sakura	Empire	aircraft:	launches	a	special	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	airstrike	every	15s	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level);	if	not	equipping	one,	instead	receives	the	following	buff:	the	first	2	(4)	times	this	ship	is	hit,	the	hits	inflict	15%	(35%)	less	DMG.	After	being	hit	2	(4)	times:	this	ship
takes	4.5%	(12%)	less	DMG	and	gains	4.5%	(12%)	EVA	until	the	end	of	the	battle.Hiryuu	METAThe	Exploration	SensationFor	the	first	3	battles	of	a	sortie:	increases	this	ship's	AA	and	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	and	Speed	by	5.	When	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in	defeats	an	enemy	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	FP,	TRP,	and	RLD	by	0.5%	(5%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3
times).Nicoloso	da	ReccoThe	Fearless	Fighting	IOnce	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	20%,	activate	both	of	the	following	buffs:	This	ship	takes	no	burn	damage	for	30s.	Decrease	other	damage	this	ship	takes	by	15%	(25%)	for	20s.IntrepidThe	Genius	MechanicEvery	15s:	15%	(30%)	chance	to	deploy	a	smokescreen	that	increases	Evasion
Rate	by	20%	(40%)	for	all	your	ships	in	it	(smokescreen	lasts	5s;	Evasion	Rate	buff	does	not	stack	with	other	smokescreen	skills).	While	this	ship	is	inside	a	smokescreen:	increases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	4.5%	(12%)	and,	once	per	battle,	increases	her	LCK	by	1	(8)	until	the	battle	ends.SoobrazitelnyThe	Intrepid	NautilusAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	this
boat	moves	forward	a	set	distance,	then	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	torpedo	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level)	and	briefly	resurfaces.	Afterwards,	she	submerges	and	moves	back	into	attack	position,	then	fires	a	stronger	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	torpedo	barrage.	This	boat	takes	20.0%	(60.0%)	less	DMG	while	resurfaced	as	part	of	this	skill's	effect.NautilusThe
NickWhen	firing	main	gun,	5%	chance	to	increase	own	Evasion	stat	by	16%	(40%)	and	decrease	air	damage	taken	by	16%	(40%)	for	8s.NicholasThe	Northwesterly	WindWhen	any	ship	in	your	fleet	(other	than	this	one)	takes	DMG:	30%	chance	to	increase	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	for	5s	for	your	Sardegna	ships	and	deploy	a	smokescreen	that	increases
Evasion	Rate	by	20%	(40%)	for	5s	for	ships	inside	it.	Smokescreen	has	a	15s	cooldown	and	does	not	stack	with	other	smokescreen	skills.MaestraleThe	Perfect	Mini-MaidIncreases	own	Speed	by	3	(8)	and	increase	own	Evasion	by	13%	(25%).Little	BelThe	Strongest	Shield15s	after	the	battle	starts	and	every	25s	afterwards,	absorbs	50%	of	damage
taken	by	the	Main	Fleet	for	10s.	At	the	end	of	the	effect,	heals	for	20%	(50%)	of	the	damage	taken	and	increase	own	Firepower	by	4%	(10%)	(stacks	up	to	3	times)South	DakotaThe	Unsinkable	Lucky	ShipWhen	taking	damage,	5%	(25%)	chance	to	decrease	said	damage	to	1.	At	the	start	of	battle,	increases	own	Luck	stat	by	5.YukikazeThrowing	Down
the	GauntletIncreases	this	ship's	AA	and	EVA	by	10%	(20%).	When	the	battle	starts,	if	there	are	3	or	more	Royal	Navy	ships	in	your	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	AA	Gun	Efficiency	by	5%	(15%)	and	increases	your	Royal	Navy	DDs'	AA	by	5%	(15%).BellonaTorpedo	Mode?	...Sure!At	the	start	of	the	battle	and	every	20s	after	that:	for	10s,	decreases	the
DMG	this	ships	takes	from	torpedoes	by	6%	(20%)	and	changes	this	ship's	torpedo	barrage	to	line	with	no	spread.IcarusTough	LoveDecreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	from	AP	ammo	by	10%	(20%).	When	the	battle	starts,	if	this	ship	is	the	frontmost	ship	of	your	Vanguard:	restores	1%	(5%)	HP	to	this	ship;	if	NOT	in	the	frontmost	position:	decreases
DMG	taken	by	4%	(10%)	for	this	ship	and	the	frontmost	ship	of	your	Vanguard.TriesteUnbreakable	ShieldEvery	20s:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	spawn	3	rotating	shields	that	absorb	10	shots	each;	lasts	10s.Prinz	EugenUnfading	DyesAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	6%	(20%)	and	decreases	its	DMG	taken	by	6%	(20%)	until	the	end	of
the	battle.	When	sortied	with	1	or	more	other	Dragon	Empery	ships:	heals	this	ship	for	8%	HP	at	the	start	of	the	battle,	increases	its	Speed	by	5,	and	increases	your	fleet's	AA	by	6%	(20%)	for	50s.Ying	SweiUnsinkable	LegendOnce	per	battle,	when	this	ship	takes	DMG	that	would	sink	her:	this	ship	does	not	sink,	she	evades	all	attacks	for	10s,	and	she
recovers	12%	(22%)	of	her	max	HP;	after	this	effect	activates,	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	5%	until	the	battle	ends.	The	higher	percentage	HP	this	ship	has	remaining,	the	more	DMG	she	deals,	up	to	12%	(20%)	more;	the	lower	percentage	HP	she	has	remaining,	the	less	DMG	she	takes,	up	to	12%	(20%)	less	(this	effect	does	not	modify	DMG
tanked	as	a	result	of	the	skill	"Iron-Willed	Leader").SeydlitzUnyielding	ShieldWhile	this	ship	is	afloat,	when	one	of	your	Main	Fleet	ship	takes	DMG:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	decrease	the	DMG	your	Main	Fleet	takes	by	4.5%	(12%)	for	15s.	Has	a	20s	cooldown	between	activations.	Once	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	HP	drops	below	20%:	restores	10%	of	this
ship's	max	HP.SurugaVampire's	KissEvery	35s	(every	25s),	launches	3	torpedoes	and	heals	for	20%	of	the	damage	inflicted.VampireVeil	of	AzaleasIncreases	this	ship's	max	Detection	Gauge	value	by	15	and	decreases	her	DMG	taken	from	aircraft	by	4.0%	(10.0%).	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	are	3	Sakura	Empire	ships	in	your	Vanguard:
decreases	all	your	Sakura	Empire	ships'	DMG	taken	from	aircraft	by	4.0%	(10.0%).KatsuragiVeil	of	NightAfter	taking	damage	three	times,	reduce	own	damage	taken	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	the	rest	of	the	battle.	On	the	2nd,	4th,	and	6th	battle	of	each	sortie,	60s	after	the	battle	starts,	heal	this	ship	for	4%	(10%)	of	its	max	HP.	If	there	is	at	least	one	other
Sakura	Empire	ship	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship:	improve	this	ship's	All	Out	Assault.	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]KumanoVengeanceUpon	taking	damage:	launches	a	SBD	Dauntless	squadron	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level);	has	a	cooldown	of	20s.	Once	per
battle,	when	Health	falls	below	20%:	recovers	15%	(25%)	of	max	Health.YorktownVenus'	UnpredictabilityDecreases	the	DMG	this	ship	takes	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Guns:	decreases	the	Speed	of	a	random	enemy	by	15%	(30%)	for	8s.NagisaVeteran	TechniquesWhen	firing	main	gun,	4%	chance	to	increase	own	Evasion	by	20%
(50%)	for	8s.KamikazeVibrant	MinuetIncreases	the	DMG	of	this	ship's	first	3	torpedo	launches	of	each	battle	by	30%	(50%).	When	this	ship	fires	its	Torpedoes:	for	8s,	increases	your	Vanguard's	Speed	by	3	and	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	for	the	ship	in	the	frontmost	position	of	your	Vanguard.Marie	RoseVice	Defense3.5%	(8%)	chance	to	decrease	damage
received	by	50%.Admiral	Hipper,	Indianapolis,	Nevada,	OklahomaVichya's	Vindictive	BladeAfter	battle	starts,	increase	own	Torpedo	and	Evasion	stats	by	5%	(20%)	for	30s.	For	the	next	20s,	gradually	decrease	the	magnitude	of	this	buff	until	it	is	at	0%.Le	MalinWanderer	of	Azur	MistsWhile	this	ship	is	inside	a	smokescreen:	decreases	this	ship's	SPD
by	8,	and	increases	DMG	dealt	by	4.5%	(12%);	while	this	ship	is	not	inside	a	smokescreen:	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	4.5%	(12%).Hai	TienWell-Rounded	ArmorEvery	30s:	spawns	4	rotating	shields	that	absorb	8	shots	each;	lasts	5s	(15s).RoonWell-Rounded	Armor+At	the	start	of	battle	and	every	30s	after	that:	spawns	4	rotating	shields	that
absorb	8	shots	each;	lasts	5s	(15s).(Replaces	"Well-Rounded	Armor")Roon	(Fate	Sim	5)White	Rainbow100s	after	battle	starts:	increases	Evasion	of	all	ships	in	Vanguard	Fleet	by	3.5%	(8%)	and	recovers	HP	of	all	ships	in	Vanguard	Fleet	by	4.5%	(12%)	of	Nekone's	total	HP.NekoneWind	RiderWhen	launching	torpedoes,	20%	(40%)	chance	to	evade	all
attacks	for	5s.KalkWolf	Pack	Formation	-	U-101During	battle,	increases	Evasion	by	2.5%	(7%)	and	damage	dealt	to	enemy	Destroyers,	Light	Cruisers	by	2.5%	(7%)	for	all	Ironblood	submarines	in	the	fleet.	Also,	increases	own	Torpedo	stat	and	Reload	by	1.5%	(6%)	per	Ironblood	submarine	in	the	same	fleet.U-101	Support	Skills	IconSkill
NameDescriptionShips2nd	Torpedo	SquadronWhile	alive	in	fleet,	increases	Reload	and	Torpedo	stat	for	all	Light	Cruisers	and	Destroyers	in	the	same	fleet	by	5%	(20%).Jintsuu31-Knot	BurkeWhen	firing	main	gun,	4%	chance	to	increase	Fleet's	movement	speed,	and	Escort	Fleet's	Evasion	by	20%	(40%)	for	8s.Charles	Ausburne4th	Combined	Fleet
FlagshipWhen	sortied	as	Flagship:	increases	all	your	Sakura	Empire	ships'	FP	by	4%	(10%)	and	RLD	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(20%).	Also	increases	the	DMG	of	all	your	Sakura	Empire	Carriers	by	5%	(20%)	(does	not	include	Aviation	Battleships).Nagato8th	Destroyer	DivisionIn	combat,	increases	Firepower	and	Reload	by	5%	(15%),	and	Torpedo	stat	by
4%	(8%)	for	all	Destroyers	from	Destroyer	Division	8	(Asashio,	Ooshio,	Michishio	and	Arashio).AsashioAA	ProtectionWhile	this	ship	is	afloat:	decreases	the	DMG	your	Main	Fleet	takes	from	enemy	aircraft	by	5%	(15%).North	CarolinaAccompanying	WindIf	in	same	fleet	with	Hamakaze,	increase	own	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat,	Reload,	and	Anti-Air	by	4%
(10%).IsokazeAdaptive	TacticsWhen	sortied	with	at	least	one	Eagle	Union	CV	or	CVL,	increase	your	fleet's	AA	by	2.5%	(7.0%),	and	increase	AVI	for	all	Eagle	Union	CVs	and	CVLs	in	your	fleet	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	If	sortied	without	any	Eagle	Union	CVs	or	CVLs,	increase	this	ship's	FP	by	4.5%	(12.0%)	and	EVA	by	5.0%	(15.0%).BaltimoreAdvanced	Support
FormationIncreases	this	ship's	AVI	by	4%	(10%).	When	sortied	with	another	CV	or	CVL,	decrease	all	damage	your	flagship	takes	by	5%	(15%).TiconderogaAgeless	PhoenixWhile	alive	in	fleet,	decreases	all	enemies'	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat	and	Aviation	by	3%	(9%).AmagiAir	Raid	AssistanceWhile	this	ship	is	afloat:	increases	the	DMG	of	all	Carriers	in
your	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Ardent	(Retrofit),	Ariake	(Retrofit),	Bellona,	Benson,	Curlew	(Retrofit),	Hazelwood,	Stephen	Potter,	Yuugure	(Retrofit)Air	SupportWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	increase	the	AVI	stat	of	each	CV	and	CVL	in	your	fleet	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s.	This	buff	does	not	apply	to	the	airstrike	that
triggered	it.Chitose,	Houshou,	Long	Island	(Retrofit),	Shouhou	(Retrofit)Airspace	AffirmationIf	Airspace	Control	status	is	not	Air	Denial	or	Air	Incapability:	increases	own	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat,	and	Reload	by	5%	(15%).I-56Airspace	DominanceWhen	launching	an	airstrike:	increase	Air	Power	by	5%	(15%),	and	Firepower	by	4%	(10%)	for	all	ships	in
the	Main	Fleet	for	8s.CentaurAmmunition	CommandWhen	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in	is	Out	of	Ammo:	decreases	the	effect	of	the	DMG	debuff	by	5%	(15%).GloucesterAn	Idol's	AmbitionsWhen	this	ship	fires	her	#3	(2)	wave	of	Torpedoes	in	a	battle:	increases	all	enemies'	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%)	for	5s.	After	this	effect	activates,	when	this	ship	fires	her
Torpedoes:	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	3.5%	(8%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle	(can	be	stacked	2	times).Haruka	AmamiAn	Opener	to	Our	FriendsFor	every	2	enemies	this	ship	sinks:	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	1%	(10%)	for	the	duration	of	the	battle	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).	Additionally,	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	for	60s	after
the	start	of	the	battle.Dido	µAn	Shan	Name	ShipIncrease	Firepower	and	Accuracy	by	10.0%	(25.0%)	and	Evasion	by	4.0%	(10.0%)	for	all	An	Shan-class	destroyers	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship).An	ShanAn	Shan	Name	Ship+Increase	Firepower,	Accuracy	and	Torpedo	by	10.0%	(25.0%)	and	Evasion	by	4.0%	(10.0%)	for	all	An	Shan-class	destroyers	in
your	fleet	(including	this	ship).(Replaces	"An	Shan	Name	Ship")An	Shan	(Retrofit)Anti-Air	Command:	CruisersIncrease	Anti-Air	of	cruisers	in	the	same	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.AtlantaAnti-Air	Command:	Main	FleetIncrease	your	main	fleet's	AA	stat	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other
command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.Bogue	(Retrofit)Anti-Air	Command:	VanguardIncreases	the	AA	of	your	Vanguard	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	Command	skills	with	similar	effect.Curacoa	(Retrofit)Arbiter	of	ZAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	is	an	Iris	Libre	or	Vichya	Dominion	CL	or	CA	in	your	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	EVA
by	5%	(15%),	and	increase	FP	and	AA	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	all	your	Iris	Libre	and	Vichya	Dominion	CLs	and	CAs.TartuArmored	CarrierWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	apply	an	HP	barrier	on	each	ship	in	your	vanguard.	The	barrier	can	absorb	up	to	5%	(10%)	of	this	ship's	maximum	HP	and	lasts	for	up	to	8s.IllustriousArtillery	Command:
CruisersIncreases	Firepower	of	Cruisers	in	the	same	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.Brooklyn,	Leander,	Northampton,	Richmond,	WichitaArtillery	Command:	DestroyersIncreases	Firepower	of	Destroyers	in	the	same	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar
effect.Agano,	Grenville,	SimsArtillery	Command:	Main	FleetIncreases	Firepower	of	the	Main	Fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.HyuugaArtillery	Command:	VanguardIncreases	Firepower	of	the	Escort	Fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.London,
Newcastle	(Retrofit)Ashen	Might	-	HelenaActivates	Ashen	Might	-	Helena	I	(II)	once	every	15	(10)	times	the	Main	Guns	are	fired.	Additionally,	in	Operation	Siren,	when	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	Boss	fleets,	increase	your	Vanguard's	damage	dealt	by	3%	(5%).Helena	METAAshen	Might	-	Repulse[Operation	Siren]	When	fighting	humanoid	Siren
fleets	or	Boss	fleets:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	RLD	by	5%	(8%).Repulse	METAAshen	Might	-	Scharnhorst[Operation	Siren]	When	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	Boss	fleets:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	ACC	by	5%	(8%).Scharnhorst	METAAshen	Might·Hiryuu[Operation	Siren]	When	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	Boss	fleets:	this	ship	deals	3%
(8%)	more	DMG.Hiryuu	METAAssault	OrderEvery	20s:	25%	chance	to	increase	damage	dealt	by	all	ships	in	the	fleet	by	5%	(25%)	for	8s.	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Cleveland,	KentAudacious	ChallengerIncrease	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	during	the	first	45s	of	the	battle.	As	long	as	this	ship	is	afloat,	increase	FP	by	1%	(10%)	and	AA	by	5%
(15%)	for	all	Sardegnia	Empire	vanguard	ships,	and	decrease	damage	taken	by	all	Zara-class	ships	(including	this	ship)	by	6%.PolaAuspice	of	the	StarsWhen	this	ship	finishes	loading	its	Airstrike:	decreases	the	Speed	of	all	enemies	by	15%	(30%)	for	4s	and	randomly	activates	one	of	the	following	effects:	Decreases	all	enemies'	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	for
10s.	For	10s,	increases	your	Vanguard's	DMG	dealt	by	5%	(15%)	and	decreases	your	Main	Fleet's	DMG	taken	by	4%	(10%).	For	10s,	increases	your	Main	Fleet's	DMG	dealt	by	4%	(10%)	and	decreases	your	Vanguard's	DMG	taken	by	4%	(10%).Illustrious	µBang	for	Your	BuckIf	this	ship	is	sortied	with	another	Eagle	Union	ship,	or	when	this	ship	sinks
its	second	enemy	this	battle,	increase	this	ship's	TRP	and	AA	stats	by	5%	(15%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.	If	this	ship	is	equipped	with	any	Eagle	Union	gear,	this	ship	gains	an	extra	ghost	AA	gun.	The	extra	AA	gun	has	30	range,	1.038-second	cooldown,	and	deals	65	(142)	damage	per	shot.Allen	M.	SumnerBilibili	Mascot	Girl	-	22When	sortied	as	the
Vanguard	Fleet	Leader	(First	Slot)	and	paired	with	33,	increase	Firepower,	Reload	by	10%	(30%)	and	Evasion	by	15%	(35%)	for	both	22	and	33.22Bilibili	Mascot	Girl	-	33When	sortied	as	the	Vanguard	Fleet	Leader	(First	Slot)	and	paired	with	22,	increase	Torpedo	stat	by	15%	(35%)	for	both	22	and	33.33Blazing	BlitzIncreases	the	range	of	torpedoes
equipped	to	this	ship	to	125	and	improves	the	spread	pattern;	When	this	ship	fires	her	torpedoes:	50%	(100%)	chance	to	perform	an	additional	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	this	skill's	level).Scharnhorst	METABlazing	ChoreographyAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	if	there	is	a	CV,	CVL,	or	Muse	ship	in	the	same	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%
(15%)	and	increases	your	Vanguard's	AA	by	5%	(15%).Baltimore	µBlessed	SelfIncreases	your	Sakura	Empire	DDs'	TRP	and	RLD	by	4.0%	(10.0%)	and	AA	by	6.0%	(20.0%).YuraBlue	HunterIncreases	this	boat's	DMG	against	enemy	DDs	and	CLs	by	5%	(15%).BluegillBlue-Purple	TenacityFor	the	1st,	2nd,	and	3rd	battles	fought	by	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in:
increases	this	ship's	FP	by	4.5%	(12%);	from	the	4th	battle	onwards:	instead	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	4.5%	(12%).	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]Tashkent	µBold	But	RecklessWhen	sortieing	as	Lead	Ship,	decreases	own	Anti-Air	by	40%	and	Accuracy	by	20%
(5%)	while	increasing	own	Evasion	by	6%	(12%),	Firepower	by	13%	(25%)	and	Speed	by	3.Le	TéméraireBounce	Right	BackDecrease	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	wave	of	torpedoes	by	40%	(70%).	When	this	ship	takes	DMG:	15%	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	FP,	EVA,	and	AA	by	1%	(5%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.	Can	be	stacked	up	to	3
times.CheshireBounce	Right	Back+Decreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	2	waves	of	torpedoes	by	40%	(70%).	When	this	ship	takes	DMG:	15%	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	FP,	EVA,	and	AA	by	1%	(5%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle	(Effect	can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).	While	this	ship's	HP	is	at	80%	or	higher:	increases	this	ship's	Torpedo	DMG
by	4%	(10%).(Replaces	"Bounce	Right	Back")Cheshire	(Fate	Sim	5)Breathe	In,	Breathe	OutWhile	this	ship	has	45%	or	more	HP	remaining:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	AA	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	45%	as	a	result	of	DMG	taken:	decreases	this	ship's	Burn	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%)	while	below	this	threshold.	Once	per	battle,	when
this	ship's	HP	falls	below	30%:	heals	this	ship	for	4%	(10%)	of	her	max	HP.BoiseCalibur's	HeartWhen	sortied	with	any	Cleveland-class	ship,	increases	own	Anti-Air	by	5%	(15%)	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(10%).CleveladCards	of	Beast	and	ButterflyWhen	sortied	with	Hiryuu	or	Hiryuu	META,	or	when	this	ship	has	at	least	one	Sakura	Empire	aircraft
equipped:	increase	this	ship's	AVI	by	10.0%	(20.0%).	When	a	ship	in	your	vanguard	fires	her	torpedoes:	20.0%	(50.0%)	chance	to	increase	this	ship's	damage	dealt	by	20.0%	for	5s.Souryuu	METACards	of	Light	and	DarkIncreases	this	ship's	AVI	by	10%	(20%).	Every	20s:	launches	a	randomly	chosen	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level	and	the
airstrike	pattern.)Hiryuu	METACavalier's	AcumenIncreases	this	ship's	Crit	Rate	by	5%	(15%),	DMG	dealt	to	enemy	DDs	by	5%	(20%),	and	Main	Gun	shell	velocity	by	15%.	Additionally,	decreases	the	Evasion	Rate	of	enemy	DDs	by	4%	(10%).ChapayevCinders	of	Hope	-	Gneisenau[Operation	Siren]	When	fighting	humanoid	Siren	fleets	or	boss	fleets:
increases	this	ship's	Crit	DMG	by	8.0%.Gneisenau	METACleanse	ImpurityAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	AA	by	15%	(25%).	Every	20s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Chao	HoCode:	HikariWhen	entering	battle:	launches	a	Saiun	plane,	then	increases	damage	dealt	by	the	Main	Fleet	by	5%
(10%)	for	10s.I-13Codebreaking	GameWhen	entering	battle,	provide	a	random	buff	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	for	all	Ironblood	ship	in	the	fleet.	Each	buff	has	a	16.66%	chance	to	activate.	Increases	Damage	dealt	by	1.2%	(3%)	Decreases	Damage	taken	by	1.2%	(3%)	Increases	Critical	rate	and	Critical	damage	dealt	by	1.2%	(3%)	Increases	Evasion	by	1.2%	(4%)
Increases	Accuracy	by	1.2%	(4%)	Increases	Anti-air	by	1.2%	(4%)U-110CoercionEvery	30s,	reduces	damage	dealt	by	enemies	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s.TennesseeConnectedAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	own	Firepower	by	1.5%	(6%)	per	Kizuna	AI	ships	other	than	self	(can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times).	If	there	are	no	other	Kizuna	AIs	in	your	fleet:
decreases	damage	taken	by	5%	(15%)	for	30s	after	battle	starts.Elegant	Kizuna	AICovenant	of	the	Immortal	KnightsWhen	entering	combat:	Increase	own	FP	and	RLD	stats	by	4.5%	(12%)	until	the	end	of	battle.	If	sortied	with	another	King	George	V-class	ship,	Monarch,	or	any	two	other	Royal	Navy	ships	(not	counting	herself),	increase	own	FP	and	AA
stats	by	an	additional	4.5%	(12%)	until	the	end	of	battle.HoweCovering	FormationIncrease	this	ship's	AVI	and	AA	stats	by	1.5%	(5%)	for	each	Eagle	Union	CV	or	CVL	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship).	Whenever	an	enemy	aircraft	is	shot	down	by	one	of	this	ship's	aircraft,	increase	this	ship's	AVI	stat	by	1%	(3%).	(This	buff	can	be	stacked	up	to	five
times.)EssexCrescent	City	BondsAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	this	ship	is	in	the	frontmost	position	of	your	Vanguard	and	there	are	3	ships	afloat	in	your	Vanguard:	decreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	1%	(10%)	and	increases	DMG	dealt	by	1%	(10%)	for	the	ship	in	the	center	position	of	your	Vanguard.New	OrleansCrimson	God's	ProtectionDuring	own
air	strike,	lowest	percent	HP	vanguard	ship	will	evade	all	damage	for	2s	(5s).Akagi-chanCrimson	OvertureDecreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	Airstrike	by	20%	(40%).	Increase	this	ship's	AVI	by	1.0%	(10.0%)	for	each	µ	ship	in	your	fleet,	including	this	ship	(can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times).Akagi	µCritical	Component	ProtectionDamage	taken
from	CL/DD's	gun	damage	reduced	by	5%	(15%);	if	vanguard	has	only	CL/CA	ships,	increase	self	speed	by	4	and	evasion	by	5%	(15%).La	GalissonnièreCrush	Any	Contender!As	long	as	this	ship	is	afloat:	When	this	ship	takes	DMG,	or	when	an	enemy	comes	within	close	range	of	this	ship,	fire	a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	This
barrage	has	a	cooldown	of	15s	between	activations.	When	ANOTHER	fleet	in	the	same	sortie	engages	in	its	3rd,	4th,	or	5th	battle,	if	that	fleet	has	a	BB	as	its	flagship	(BCs,	BBVs,	and	BMs	do	not	count):	fires	a	special	barrage	20s	into	the	start	of	that	battle	(damage	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	In	Operation	Siren,	this	barrage	is	limited	to	the	3rd	and
4th	battle.	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]TosaCrystals	of	the	Great	RiverEvery	20s:	selects	the	lowest	HP	percentage	ship	in	your	fleet,	and	afterwards	2	randomly	chosen	ships	in	your	fleet,	and	recovers	HP	for	the	ship(s)	equal	to	1%	(5%)	of	this	ship's	max	HP
(it	is	possible	for	a	ship	to	receive	multiple	heals).	After	this	effect	activates:	spawns	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	summon	that	explodes,	dealing	DMG	to	enemies	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level	and	this	ship's	AVI	stat).VolgaCursed	OutsetThis	ship	ignores	the	effects	of	the	Out	of	Ammo	debuff.	During	a	battle,	decreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	3	Main
Gun	volleys	by	50%.	This	ship's	1st	and	2nd	volleys	deal	60%	and	80%	DMG	respectively,	and	the	3rd	and	onward	deals	100%	(120%)	DMG.Yamashiro	METADarjeeling	RotationEvery	15s	switch	between	following	effects:	Reduces	damage	taken	by	6%	(20%)	Increases	damage	dealt	by	6%	(20%)	Every	3s	restore	6	(15)	HPGreen	HeartDark	Side	of
FateWhen	sortie	with	other	J-Class	destroyers	in	same	fleet,	reduce	damage	taken	by	other	J-Class	destroyers	by	8%	(20%),	and	take	8%	(20%)	more	damage.JerseyDarkness	FieldDecreases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	from	Burning	and	from	Bombing	Ships	by	20%	(40%)	and	decreases	its	DMG	taken	from	HE	ammo	by	5%	(15%).	Also	increases	this	ship's
Secondary	Gun	Crit	Rate	by	40%	(70%)	and	makes	it	ignore	enemy	armor	type	(DMG	modifier	is	based	on	the	skill's	level.)(With	this	skill,	York's	Secondary	Guns	have	100/100/100	modifiers.)York	(Retrofit)Defense	OrderEvery	20s:	25%	chance	to	decrease	the	DMG	your	entire	fleet	takes	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s.	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Exeter,
PortlandDestroyer	SquadronDuring	sortie,	if	your	Vanguard	consists	of	only	this	ship	and	destroyers:	increases	this	ship's	Speed	by	4	and	increases	the	damage	it	deals	to	enemy	destroyers	and	light	cruisers	by	5%	(20%).Émile	BertinDestruction	BoltEvery	20s:	launches	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	with	a	special	Swordfish	airstrike	(DMG	is	based
on	the	skill's	level)	that	reduces	AA	of	enemies	hit	by	8%	for	5s,	and	increases	the	DMG	dealt	by	destroyers	and	Royal	Navy	Vanguard	ships	by	1%	(10%)	for	8s.Ark	Royal	(Retrofit)Devotion	to	PrecisionIncreases	this	ship's	FP	and	ACC	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	attacks	an	enemy	DD,	her	ACC	further	increases	by	1%	(10%).YorckDido's	AriaIncrease
the	FP,	TRP	and	AA	of	all	your	Dido-class	CLs	by	5%	(15%).	At	the	start	of	the	battle:	increase	this	ship's	AA	and	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	for	30s.DidoDisruption	WaveEvery	15s:	fires	a	Lv.10	special	torpedo	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	Enemies	hit	by	this	barrage	take	8.0%	increased	DMG	from	Gneisenau	META	for	10s.	Whenever	this	skill
activates	or	whenever	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	Crit	Rate	by	3.0%	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).Gneisenau	METADon't	Move	An	Inch!When	launching	an	Airstrike:	50%	(80%)	chance	to	reduce	the	Speed	of	all	enemies	to	0	for	0.5s	(1.5s).	After	that,	enemy	ships	will	regain	their	Speed	during	the	next	2.5s.	This	skill	always
activates	on	the	first	airstrike	of	each	battle.FormidableDon'tcha	Just	Love	It?Increases	this	ship's	FP	by	5%	(15%)	and	RLD	by	1%	(10%).	If	this	ship	is	sortied	with	another	Eagle	Union	ship:	Increase	the	AA	stat	by	5%	(15%)	for	all	Eagle	Union	ships	in	your	fleet.	Decrease	their	damage	taken	by	5%.	Increase	the	FP	stat	by	4%	(10%)	for	all	Eagle
Union	BBs	and	BCs	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship).New	JerseyDragon	Empery	BondWhen	sortied	with	Ning	Hai	and/or	Ping	Hai,	Yat	Sen	and	the	aforementioned	ships	have	their	damage	taken	decreased	by	8%	(20%)	and	Evasion	Rate	increased	by	15%	(30%).Yat	SenDreamwaker's	BowIncrease	own	AVI	stat	by	5%	(15%)	during	her	first	two	battles
of	each	sortie.	Every	15s	after	the	start	of	the	battle,	fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	If	this	ship	is	afloat	and	ANOTHER	fleet	in	the	same	sortie	engages	in	its	third,	fourth,	or	fifth	battle,	fire	a	special	barrage	15s	into	the	start	of	that	battle	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).	In	Operation	Siren,	this	barrage	is	limited	to	the
third	and	fourth	battle	instead	(not	the	fifth).	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]ShinanoDual	NockIf	equipped	with	a	Main	Gun	in	own	Secondary	Weapon	slot:	increases	Anti-Air	Gun	Efficiency	by	5%	(15%).	If	equipped	with	an	Anti-Air	Gun	in	own	Secondary	Weapon
slot:	increases	Main	Gun	Efficiency	by	5%	(15%).	If	placed	in	the	backmost	position	in	the	Escort	Fleet:	decreases	damage	taken	by	self	by	5%	(15%).SeattleEagle's	TearsWhen	firing	main	gun,	50%	chance	to	heal	the	Vanguard	Fleet	for	4%	(10%)	of	their	max	Health.ArizonaEngulfer	of	the	Golden	VortexWhen	this	ship's	torpedoes	hit	an	enemy,
decrease	that	enemy's	Speed	by	30%	(60%)	for	5s.	As	long	as	this	ship	is	not	Out	of	Ammo,	increase	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(15%).ÄgirErratic	InventorUse	a	random	piece	of	prototype	equipment	with	various	effects	every	12s:	17%	-	Prototype	Type-0	Main	Gun:	Fires	an	HE	ammo	barrage.	Damage	depends	on	skill	level.	17%	-	Prototype	Torpedo	Tube:
Fires	a	torpedo	barrage.	Damage	depends	on	skill	level.	14%	-	Special	Pyrotechnics	Bomb:	Fires	a	shrapnel	bomb.	Damage	depends	on	skill	level.	14%	-	Repulsion	Shield:	Spawns	a	stationary	shield1	that	can	block	60	hits	and	lasts	for	18s.	14%	-	Failed	Projection	Barrier2:	Spawns	a	stationary	shield1	that	can	block	99	hits	and	lasts	for	6s.	14%	-
Portable	Repair	Kit:	Heals	all	ships	in	the	fleet	for	0.4%	(2.4%)	of	Yuubari's	maximum	HP.	10%	-	Value	Bandages:	Heals	all	ships	in	the	fleet	for	9	HP.	1	Unlike	other	shield	skills,	these	do	not	move	with	your	ship(s).	2	This	shield	has	a	collision	box	of	size	0	and	therefore	does	not	block	any	shots.	Has	a	big	red	X	on	it.Yuubari	(Retrofit)Eternal	Light	of
SardegnaAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	FP,	TRP,	and	EVA	by	5%	(15%)	for	all	Sardegna	ships	in	your	Vanguard,	and	increases	FP,	AVI,	and	Accuracy	by	4.5%	(12%)	for	all	Sardegna	ships	in	your	Main	Fleet.	For	each	additional	Sardegna	ship	in	the	same	fleet	(up	to	2	at	most):	decreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	salvo	by	40%.Vittorio
VenetoEver-Burning	FlamesIf	this	ship	has	an	HE	Main	Gun	equipped:	increases	this	ship's	armor	modifierIn	game	description	incorrectly	states	damagearmor	modifier'"`UNIQ--ref-0000001C-QINU`"'	against	Light	Armor	enemies	by	5%	(15%).	When	the	battle	starts,	if	this	ship	has	Royal	Navy	gear	equipped:	increases	this	ship's	RLD	by	15%
(30%).Repulse	METAExtinguishing	GaleWhen	sortied	with	Birmingham	or	when	there	are	at	least	3	Eagle	Union	ships	in	the	fleet:	decreases	your	Vanguard's	Burn	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%)	and	Burn	duration	by	1	(3)s;	if	this	ship	is	your	Flagship:	further	decreases	your	Vanguard's	Burn	duration	by	1	(3)s.PrincetonExtra	OxygenIncreases	this	ship's
OXY	by	4	(40).Bluegill,	Dace,	I-13,	I-26Failen	AngelWhen	entering	battle,	gives	all	allied	ships	a	random	buff.	Allied	Hololive	ships	will	receive	1.5x	buff	effect.	Possible	effects	(20%	chance	each)	are:	Offense:	Increases	damage	dealt	by	1%	(2%).	Defense:	Decreases	damage	taken	by	1%	(2%).	Evasion:	Increases	Evasion	by	1%	(4%).	Accuracy:
Increases	Accuracy	by	1%	(4%).	Healing:	Heals	5	hit	points	per	second	for	2s.Minato	AquaFalcon's	TalonsAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	Junyou	is	afloat	in	your	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	AVI	and	ACC	by	1%	(10%).Hiyou	META,	Junyou	METAFifth	Carrier	Division	(Shoukaku)If	sortied	with	Zuikaku,	increase	own	AVI	stat	by	12%	(30%)	and	increase	own
damage	received	by	5%.ShoukakuFifth	Carrier	Division	(Zuikaku)If	sortied	with	Shoukaku,	increase	own	AVI	stat	by	8%	(20%)	and	decrease	own	damage	received	by	8%	(20%).ZuikakuFirst	Carrier	DivisionWhen	paired	with	Kaga	or	Kaga	(Battleship)	in	the	same	fleet,	increases	own	AVI	stat	by	15%	(35%).Akagi,	KagaFirst-Generation	CarrierIncrease
battle	experience	gained	by	all	CVs	and	CVLs	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship	by	5%	(15%).Houshou,	LangleyFlagship	CoverWhile	this	ship	is	afloat:	decreases	the	DMG	your	Flagship	takes	by	15%	(25%).Acasta	(Retrofit),	Columbia,	Hammann,	Morrison,	Z25Flares10s	after	battle	begins,	and	20%	(40%)	chance	to	activate	every	20s	after	that:	deploys	a
flare	for	10s.	Enemy	ships	within	the	flare	have	their	Evasion	rate	decreased	by	25%.	Flare	will	prioritize	closest	enemy	target.	In	Chapter	14,	this	skill	works	like	the	flares	on	the	maps.Sendai	(Retrofit),	TriesteFleet	CarrierWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	increases	the	damage	of	your	Vanguard	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s.	Does	not	stack	with	the	same
skill.Glorious,	Lexington,	Saratoga,	Souryuu,	YorktownFleet	Course	Management5s	after	the	battle	starts,	as	well	as	every	20s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	Enemies	hit	by	this	barrage	take	5%	(15%)	more	DMG	from	The	Idolmaster	collab	ships	for	5s.	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	are	no	more	than	3	The
Idolmaster	collab	ships	in	your	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	100%	and	improves	this	barrage.Ritsuko	AkizukiFlickering	Light	-	Souryuu[Operation	Siren]	Increase	this	ship's	Accuracy	by	3.0%	(5.0%).	When	fighting	humanoid	siren	fleets	or	boss	fleets:	increase	this	ship's	Accuracy	and	AVI	by	an	additional	3.0%	(5.0%).Souryuu	METAFlintlock
BurstEvery	30s	(every	20s),	fire	a	special	barrage	that	ignores	shields	and	heals	this	ship	for	15%	of	the	damage	dealt	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	Additionally,	If	sortied	as	the	lead	vanguard	ship,	increase	this	ship's	FP	and	EVA	by	3%	(15%)	and	RLD	by	4.5%	(21%).	If	not	sortied	as	the	lead	vanguard	ship,	when	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy
ship,	increase	this	ship's	FP	and	EVA	by	1%	(5%)	and	RLD	by	1.5%	(7%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.	This	buff	can	be	stacked	up	to	three	times.DrakeFlintlock	Burst+Every	30s	(every	20s),	fire	a	special	barrage	that	ignores	shields	and	heals	this	ship	for	20%	of	the	damage	dealt	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	Increase	this	ship's	FP	and	EVA
by	3%	(15%)	and	RLD	by	4.5%	(21%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.(Replaces	"Flintlock	Burst")Drake	(Fate	Sim	5)Follow	My	Lead...	Please!Every	15s	after	the	battle	starts:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	Increases	the	EXP	earned	by	SSs	and	SSVs	that	participated	in	the	battle	by	1%	(10%).NürnbergFor	the
QueenIncrease	this	ship's	FP,	AA	and	RLD	by	1.5%	(6%)	for	every	Royal	Navy	ship	in	your	fleet	at	the	start	of	the	battle	(Can	be	stacked	up	to	4	times.)	When	sortied	with	Queen	Elizabeth:	increase	Queen	Elizabeth's	FP,	RLD,	EVA	and	Accuracy	by	2.5%	(7%)	and	Main	Gun	Crit	Rate	by	5%	(20%).DidoFormation	ShiftDuring	the	first,	third,	and	fifth
battles	of	each	sortie	that	this	ship	participates	in,	increase	this	ship's	AVI	by	5%	(15%).	During	the	second,	fourth,	and	sixth	battles,	decrease	this	ship's	damage	taken	by	4.5%	(12%).	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]IntrepidFour	Gods	ConvertDepending	on	main
battery	shell	type,	increase	same	shell	type	damage	by	10%	(20%),	decrease	damage	received	from	same	shell	type	by	10%	(20%).KuonFreedom	Through	FirepowerDecrease	the	spread	range	of	this	ship's	main	guns	by	0.5	(5).	Whenever	ANOTHER	fleet	in	the	same	sortie	engages	in	battle,	if	this	ship	is	afloat,	fire	a	special	barrage	20s	into	the	start
of	that	battle	(damage	scales	with	skill	level).	At	the	start	of	that	battle,	if	that	fleet's	flagship	is	an	Eagle	Union	ship,	increase	the	AVI	stat	of	all	Eagle	Union	CVs	and	CVLs	in	that	fleet	by	5%	(15%).New	JerseyFuoco	di	Copertura!Every	20s,	if	placed	in	the	backmost	position	of	the	Vanguard	Fleet	(there	must	be	at	least	2	Vanguard	ships	alive):	40%
(70%)	chance	to	increase	damage	dealt	by	self	and	the	Lead	Ship	of	the	Vanguard	Fleet	by	5%	(15%)	for	10s.CarabiniereGlorious	OnslaughtIncreases	this	ship's	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%).	While	this	ship	has	a	Royal	Navy	aircraft	equipped:	when	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike,	launches	an	additional	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	airstrike	(DMG	is	based	on	the
skill's	level).	If	not	equipping	one:	at	the	start	of	the	battle,	increases	AA	by	5%	(15%)	for	this	ship	and	the	ship	in	the	frontmost	position	of	your	Vanguard	for	60s.Ark	Royal	METAGreat	Shark's	BiteIncreases	own	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%).	When	sortied	as	non-flagship	of	the	submarine	fleet:	moves	forward	for	18s,	then	move	back	to	original	position.U-
101HanakaguraIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	against	BBs	by	4%	(10%).	When	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	decrease	DMG	taken	by	4.5%	(12%)	for	8s	by	a	random	ship	in	your	Vanguard.NyotenguHang	in	There?	Sure...Increases	this	ship's	ACC	by	1%	(10%).	When	the	battle	starts:	1)	if	there	are	3	ships	afloat	in	your	Vanguard,	or
there	is	1	other	Northern	Parliament	ship	in	your	Vanguard:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	5%	(15%);	if	this	ship	is	your	sole	Vanguard	ship:	instead	increases	this	ship's	AA	and	EVA	by	5%	(15%).KievHeart	of	IrisDuring	sortie,	increases	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat	and	Accuracy	of	Iris	Libre	(FFNF)	and	Vichya	Dominion	(MNF)	destroyers	by	5%
(15%).Émile	BertinHere	to	HelpWhile	alive	in	the	fleet,	decreases	damage	taken	by	allied	CVs/CVLs	by	5%	(10%).	When	sortieing	with	Gridley,	increases	own	Firepower	by	5%	(15%)	and	increases	Gridley's	Firepower	and	Reload	by	5%	(15%).DeweyHex-Principle	of	DominanceIncrease	this	ship's	damage	dealt	to	CLs	and	CAs	by	10%	(20%).	If	this
ship	is	equipped	with	at	least	one	Iron	Blood	aircraft,	increase	this	ship's	AVI	and	RLD	by	4.5%	(12%)	and	Fighter	efficiency	by	1%	(10%).August	von	ParsevalHottie	HuntersIncreases	this	ship's	armor	modifierIn	game	description	incorrectly	states	damage	against	Heavy	Armor	by	5%	(15%).	When	sortied	with	at	least	1	other	Eagle	Union	submarine:
increases	Crit	DMG	by	5%	(15%)	and	increases	TRP	and	Accuracy	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	all	your	Eagle	Union	submarines.ArcherfishHumble	Part-TimerFor	the	first	60s	of	the	battle,	increase	this	ship's	FP	stat	and	its	armor	modifierIn	game	description	incorrectly	states	damage	against	Light	Armor	enemies	by	5%	(15%).	If	there	is	another	Venus	Vacation
character	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship,	increase	this	ship's	AA	stat	by	5%	(15%)	and	decrease	this	ship's	damage	taken	from	shelling	by	4.5%	(12%).MisakiI	Am	No.	1!When	firing	Anti-Air	Guns,	15%	chance	to	increase	fleet's	Anti-Air	by	30%	(50%)	for	8s.San	DiegoI	Love	My	Sisters!Increases	FP	and	Accuracy	by	1%	(10%)	and	AA	by	5%	(15%)	for
your	Z-class	DDs;	if	there	is	another	Z-class	DD	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	TRP	by	1%	(10%)	and	ASW	by	5%	(15%).Z28I	Won't	Hit	Anyway...When	the	battle	starts:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(15%).	Every	5	times	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	AA	by	1%	(5%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3
times;	if	an	enemy	aircraft	is	shot	down	within	your	fleet's	Anti-Air	Gun	range,	instantly	gain	the	max	stack).ElbingI'll	Handle	This!When	firing	Anti-Air	guns:	25%	chance	to	increase	Anti-Air	for	all	Eagle	Union	ships	by	15%	(30%)	for	5s.	When	main	gun	shots	hit	13	times:	increases	own	Firepower	by	3.5%	(8%),	effect	can	stack	up	to	3	times.San
JuanImpartial	DestructionTorpedo	damage	is	not	affected	by	enemy's	armor	type;	torpedoes	always	inflict	100%	(115%)	damage	to	all	enemies.KawakazeImpero	is	CharitableIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	5%	(15%).	10s	after	the	battle	starts,	and	every	20s	after	that,	while	a	ship	in	your	Main	Fleet	has	between	20%	and	90%	HP	remaining:	If	this
ship	has	the	highest	percentage	HP	of	all	ships	in	your	Main	Fleet,	and	there	are	at	least	2	ships	in	your	Main	Fleet,	deducts	1%	(5%)	HP	from	this	ship	and	heals	your	Main	Fleet	ship	with	the	lowest	percentage	HP	(except	this	ship)	for	the	amount	of	HP	deducted	from	this	ship;	If	this	ship	does	NOT	have	the	highest	percentage	HP,	deducts	1%	(5%)
HP	from	your	Main	Fleet	ship	with	the	highest	percentage	HP	and	heals	this	ship	for	the	amount	of	HP	deducted	from	the	other	ship.	Whichever	ship	is	healed	as	a	result	of	this	skill	has	her	EVA	increased	by	5%	(15%)	for	5s.	If	the	ship	healed	is	from	the	Sardegna	Empire,	the	amount	healed	is	increased	by	183.ImperoIn	Ridicule	of	FoolsIncrease	this
ship's	FP	and	RLD	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	When	this	ship	equips	a	main	gun	that	uses	HE	ammo,	increase	this	ship's	armor	modifierIn	game	description	incorrectly	states	damagearmor	modifier'"`UNIQ--ref-00000013-QINU`"'	against	Light	and	Medium	armor	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	If	this	ship	is	not	the	flagship,	decrease	this	ship's	main	gun	cooldown	by	50.0%,
but	decrease	its	main	gun	damage	dealt	by	55.0%	(45.0%).Ulrich	von	HuttenInterferenceEvery	20s:	25%	chance	to	reduce	a	random	enemy's	Reload	by	30%	and	damage	by	15%	for	5s	(10s).	Effect	prioritizes	elite	(human-form)	enemies.	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Ardent,	Bailey	(Retrofit),	Kagerou	(Retrofit),	MatchlessIron	Blood
HatchlingDuring	battle,	increases	own	Air	Power,	Anti-Air,	and	Reload	by	1%	(5%)	per	allied	Ironblood	ship	in	the	fleet.ZeppyIron	Wings,	Blood	PinionsFor	each	Iron	Blood	ship	in	the	same	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	AVI	by	1%	(5%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times);	if	there	are	4	or	more	Iron	Blood	ships	in	the	same	fleet:	reduces	the	time	needed	for
your	Iron	Blood	CVs	and	CVLs	to	reload	their	first	3	Airstrikes	by	1%	(10%).Peter	StrasserIronsight	CaliberDecreases	equipped	Main	Gun	Spread	by	3.	Increases	own	damage	dealt	to	Heavy	Cruisers,	Large	Cruisers,	Battlecruisers,	Battleships,	and	Aviation	Battleships	by	10%	(20%).GeorgiaIronsight	Caliber+Decreases	this	ship's	Main	Gun	Spread
Range	by	3	and	increases	own	damage	dealt	to	Heavy	Cruisers,	Large	Cruisers,	Battlecruisers,	Battleships,	and	Aviation	Battleships	by	10%	(20%),	and	also	increases	own	damage	dealt	to	Aircraft	Carriers	and	Light	Aircraft	Carriers	by	1%	(10%).	(Replaces	"Ironsight	Caliber")Georgia	(Fate	Sim	5)Kazagumo's	Air	Raid	AssistanceAs	long	as	this	ship	is
afloat,	increase	all	damage	dealt	by	all	CVs	and	CVLs	in	your	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	fires	her	4th	wave	of	torpedoes,	restore	1%	(10%)	HP	for	the	lowest	HP	percentage	CV/CVL	currently	afloat	in	your	fleet.	If	your	flagship	is	a	CV	(not	a	CVL),	restore	an	additional	1%	(5%)	HP	for	that	ship.	(This	skill	does	not	stack	with	itself	or	other	Air
Raid	Assistance	buffs.)KazagumoKitakaze	Style	-	Horizon	SplitterMain	Gun's	ammo	type	is	changed	to	Normal	with	100/100/100	(115/115/115)	modifiers.	If	equipped	with	an	IJN	(Sakura	Empire)	DD	Gun:	increases	Main	Gun	efficiency	by	5%	(15%).KitakazeKizuna	BeamEvery	20s:	performs	super	A.I.	hacking	to	decrease	all	enemies'	Firepower,
Torpedo	stat,	and	Air	Power	by	a	large	amount	(up	to	4%	(8%))	for	8s…	Also	has	a	small	chance	to	accidentally	increase	the	stats	of	all	enemies	instead.	Average	effect	is	2.4%	(5.14%).	Chances	at	max	skill	level:	12%:	Increases	all	enemies'	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Aviation	by	4%.	18%:	Decreases	all	enemies'	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Aviation	by	4%.
35%:	Decreases	all	enemies'	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Aviation	by	6%.	35%:	Decreases	all	enemies'	Firepower,	Torpedo,	and	Aviation	by	8%.Kizuna	AIKnight	of	the	SkyWhen	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike,	launch	a	TBF	avenger	aerial	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	If	this	ship	is	sortied	with	any	Cleveland-class	cruisers,	then	increase
their	FP	by	3.5%	(8%),	increase	this	ship's	AVI	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%),	and	enhance	the	TBF	Avenger	barrage.IndependenceKnight's	Formation	DrillAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	increases	this	ship's	FP,	RLD,	and	Accuracy	by	1%	(5%)	for	each	Royal	Navy	ship	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship),	up	to	a	maximum	of	four	stacks.Little	RenownLeading	the
WayTen	seconds	after	this	ship	fires	its	main	guns,	fire	a	special	barrage	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).	The	barrage	inflicts	Armor	Break	to	all	enemies	it	hits.	(Armor-Broken	enemies	take	8%	more	damage	for	20.0s.	This	Armor	Break	stacks	with	other	sources	of	Armor	Break.)ValiantLegacy	of	Lunga	PointAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there
are	3	ships	afloat	in	your	Vanguard	and	this	ship	is	in	the	center	of	it:	increase	TRP	by	5%	(15%)	and	Torpedo	Crit	Rate	by	4%	(10%)	for	your	DDs	and	CLs,	and	also	increases	the	EVA	of	your	DDs	by	5%	(15%).NaganamiLegend	of	the	SolomonsEvery	20s:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	increase	Firepower	and	Accuracy	for	all	cruisers	in	the	fleet	by	5%	(25%)
and	decrease	damage	taken	by	them	by	5%	(15%)	for	8s.MontpelierLeyte	Gulf's	BlitzIncreases	own	Firepower	by	4%	(10%).	Every	20s,	30%	(60%)	chance	to	increase	all	Cruisers'	Firepower	and	Torpedo	stat	by	5%	(20%)	for	10s.ChoukaiLights	Out!Every	20s:	this	ship	points	her	lantern	forward,	illuminating	enemies.	Illuminated	enemies	suffer	1%
(10%)	reduced	Evasion	Rate	for	10s.BristolLittle	Star15s	after	battle	begins,	increases	Firepower,	Reload	and	Evasion	for	all	ships	in	the	fleet	by	1.5%	(6%)	for	20s.HobbyLone	Wolf[Regular]When	entering	the	map,	if	U-47	is	the	sole	unit	of	the	submarine	fleet:	increases	damage	dealt	to	Battleships	(Battlecruisers	and	Aviation	Battleships	are	not
counted)	by	5%	(20%),	increases	Search	Level	by	1	and	increases	Ammo	by	2.[Operation	Siren]When	your	Submarine	Fleet	consists	of	this	boat	only:	increases	this	boat's	DMG	to	BBs	(does	not	affect	BCs	or	BBVs)	by	5%	(20%),	increases	Ammo	by	2,	and	decreases	Submarine	Fleet	AP	cost	by	4.5%	(12%).U-47Lunga	Point's	StrikeDuring	sortie,
increase	all	damage	dealt	to	enemy	cruisers	by	all	allied	Sakura	Empire	destroyers	(including	this	ship)	by	5%	(15%).KawakazeLureWhen	this	boat	is	hit	by	an	enemy:	increases	that	enemy's	DMG	taken	by	3.5%	(8.0%)	for	3s.	If	the	enemy	is	a	DD:	also	decreases	that	enemy's	Speed	by	5.0%	(20.0%)	for	5s.NautilusMímir's	Keen	EyesChanges	this	ship's
position	(forward	15	units)	and	decreases	its	DMG	taken	by	5%	(20%).	Every	15s:	commences	a	sonar	scan,	revealing	the	location	of	all	enemy	SSs	for	5s	(10s),	reducing	their	Accuracy	by	15%	(25%),	and	decreasing	your	Vanguard's	DMG	taken	from	torpedoes	by	5%	(15%)	for	5s	(10s).OdinMarch	on	Towards	Triumph!5s	after	the	battle	starts,	and
every	20s	after	that:	spawns	a	special	summon	(lasts	15s;	inflicts	a	unique	Burn	ailment	to	enemies)	and	decreases	the	ACC	of	all	enemies	by	10%	(20%)	for	5s.Pompeo	MagnoMark	of	SiriusIncrease	AVI	by	1%	(10%)	for	all	CVs/CVLs	in	your	fleet,	and	increase	their	hit	rate	against	Destroyers,	Light	Cruisers,	Heavy	Cruisers	by	1%	(10%).	Increase	this
ship's	FP,	TRP,	and	RLD	by	1.5%	(7%)	for	each	CV/CVL	in	your	fleet.SiriusMarvels	of	History	-	Emden(?)When	the	battle	starts,	increases	your	Emden's	EVA	by	1%	(10%)	and:	If	your	Vanguard	consists	of	only	Emden,	Emden	is	unaffected	by	the	Out	of	Ammo	debuff;	If	there	are	other	Iron	Blood	ships	in	your	fleet,	after	5s,	lowers	your	Iron	Blood
ships'	HP	by	11	and	increases	their	FP	by	1%	(10%).	Every	battle,	when	Emden	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	Emden's	EVA	by	1%	(5%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).EmdenMarvels	of	History	-	SeydlitzWhen	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns	for	the	first	time	in	a	battle:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage.	When	the	battle	starts,	if	this	ship	is	NOT	your
Flagship	and	your	Flagship	has	a	"Marvels	of	History"	skill:	the	higher	percentage	HP	your	Flagship	has	remaining,	the	shorter	the	reload	time	of	her	first	Main	Gun	volley	(at	least	20%;	up	to	50%	(80%)).SeydlitzMemorial	of	Ice	and	IronWhen	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	Northern	Parliament	or	Iron	Blood	main	gun,	increase	all	damage	dealt	by	this
ship	by	4.5%	(12%).	When	this	ship	is	equipped	with	an	AP	main	gun,	increase	the	main	gun's	shell	speed	by	10%.	After	this	ship	has	sunk	two	enemies	in	battle,	increase	this	ship's	FP	and	AA	stats	by	3.5%	(8%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.TallinnMisty	Mirror	FlowerWhen	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	RLD	by	1%	(5%)	(can	be
stacked	up	to	3	times).	Additionally,	after	this	ship	sinks	3	enemies:	increases	this	ship's	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%)	for	the	rest	of	the	battle.Kasumi	(Venus	Vacation)Motherly	HeartWhen	the	battle	starts,	increases	this	ship's	AVI	by	1%	(5%)	per	each	ship	in	your	Vanguard	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).	If	your	Flagship	or	Vanguard	lead	ship	is	a
Northern	Parliament	ship:	grants	this	ship	the	full	stack	of	3	regardless	of	the	number	of	ships	in	your	Vanguard.VolgaMutual	AssistanceIncreases	the	FP,	RLD,	and	Accuracy	of	all	Northern	Parliament	and	Dragon	Empery	ships	in	the	Vanguard	Fleet	by	4.5%	(12.0%).Chang	ChunMutual	Assistance+Increases	the	FP,	RLD,	and	Accuracy	of	all
Northern	Parliament	and	Dragon	Empery	ships	in	the	Vanguard	Fleet	by	4.5%	(12.0%)	and	increases	FP,	TRP,	and	AA	by	4.5%	(12.0%)	for	all	your	Northern	Parliament	and	Dragon	Empery	Main	Fleet	ships.(Replaces	"Mutual	Assistance")Chang	Chun	(Retrofit)Nasty	AstyWhen	sortied	with	New	Orleans-class	ships,	increase	Accuracy	and	Anti-Air	by
5%	(20%)	and	Firepower	by	4%	(10%)	for	all	New	Orleans-class	cruisers.AstoriaNavigator's	IntrepidityIncreases	DMG	taken	by	enemy	CLs	by	3.5%	(8%)	while	this	ship	is	afloat,	but	also	increases	this	ship's	DMG	taken	by	1%.Nicoloso	da	ReccoNine	LivesDecreases	the	loading	time	of	this	ship's	first	wave	of	torpedoes	by	20%	(40%).	Once	per	battle,
when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	20%	as	a	result	of	DMG	taken:	restores	1%	(10%)	of	this	ship's	max	HP.Little	CheshireObserver	of	the	Sky	and	Sea10s	after	battle	starts,	launch	a	remote	controlled	F6F	fighter.	If	the	fighter	is	shot	down,	launch	an	aerial	barrage	(damage	increases	with	skill	level).	Every	8s	after	launching	the	fighter,	increase	own
Accuracy	by	1%	(3%)	and	damage	dealt	by	2.5%	(7%).	(This	buff	can	be	stacked	up	to	five	times.)Shangri-LaOne	For	AllWhen	sortied	in	a	non-flagship	spot,	if	this	ship	is	afloat:	Increase	RLD	by	5%	(15%)	for	all	other	CVs	and	CVLs	in	your	fleet.	Increase	AA	by	20	(50)	for	each	main	fleet	ship	in	your	fleet.	(This	AA	buff	is	a	flat	stat	increase,	not	a
percentage	buff.)BataanOni	Goddess☆NakiriEvery	20s,	Ayame	would	attempt	to	enhance	herself	with	her	spirits,	which	has	40%	(70%)	chance	to	increase	damage	dealt	by	her	by	3.5%	(8%);	effect	can	stack	up	to	3	times.Nakiri	AyameOpen	Ocean	Support[Regular]Increases	own	Oxygen	stat	by	2	(20).	If	included	in	the	submarine	fleet:	this	fleet	can
provide	battle	support	outside	of	hunting	range	once	per	Sortie.[Operation	Siren]Increases	this	boat's	OXY	by	2	(20).	When	deploying	your	Submarine	Fleet	during	Operation	Siren:	-1.5	(6%)	AP	cost.U-522Please	Take	CareIncreases	this	ship's	FP	and	ASW	by	1%	(10%).	20s	after	the	battle	starts:	restores	1%	(5%)	max	HP	to	all	ships	in	your	Vanguard.
When	the	battle	starts,	if	there	are	3	or	more	Royal	Navy	ships	in	your	fleet:	increases	your	Royal	Navy	DDs'	ASW,	FP,	and	TRP	by	1%	(10%).JervisPolaris	ProtocolAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	are	an	odd	number	of	μ	ships	in	your	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	DMG	by	4.5%	(12%).	If	their	number	is	even:	decreases	the	DMG	this	ship	takes	by	5%
(15%).	When	this	ship	fires	its	Main	Gun:	increases	the	FP,	TRP,	and	AVI	of	your	μ	ships	by	1.5%	(6%)	for	10s	(effect	can	be	stacked	up	to	2	times).Gascogne	µPower	BreakIf	in	same	fleet	with	Vert/Green	Heart,	increase	own	damage	dealt	by	10%	(25%)	and	damage	received	by	10%	(15%).	Otherwise,	decrease	damage	received	by	10%	(25%)	and
damage	dealt	by	10%	(15%).BlancPrankster's	Cheer	-	AmiWhen	this	boat	enters	the	battle:	decreases	the	Speed	of	a	random	ship	in	your	Vanguard	by	1	for	1s,	then	heals	said	ship	for	100	HP	and	increases	her	EVA	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	20s.Ami	FutamiPrankster's	Cheer	-	MamiWhen	this	boat	enters	the	battle:	decreases	the	Speed	of	a	random	ship	in
your	Main	Fleet	by	1	for	1s,	then	heals	said	ship	for	100	HP	and	increases	her	Accuracy	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	20s.Mami	FutamiPrayer	for	Love	and	PeaceTwelve	seconds	after	the	battle	begins,	and	40%	(70%)	chance	every	20s	after	that,	summon	an	air	wing	that	carries	out	a	special	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	airstrike	(special	airstrike	damage	scales	with	skill	level),
and	decrease	the	hit	rate	of	all	of	your	ships	by	30%it	is	supposed	to	decrease	the	enemy's	hit	rate,	but	it	is	bugged.	This	debuff	will	gradually	decrease	in	magnitude	over	4s	until	it	is	gone.Little	IllustriousPrescient	PlanningIf	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	HE	Main	Gun:	increases	her	Burn	DMG	by	1%	(10%).	If	this	ship	is	equipped	with	an	AP	Main
Gun:	fires	a	Torpedo	barrage	every	20s	after	battle	starts	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Amagi-chanPrestige10s	after	start	of	battle	and	20%	chance	every	20s	after:	For	8s,	receives	20%	(50%)	of	damage	other	backline	ships	take,	and	increases	damage	taken	by	a	random	enemy	by	8%	(20%).HieiProtagonist	AuraIf	a	Neptunia	ship	is	present	in
the	fleet,	increase	own	damage	by	3%	(10%)	and	decrease	damage	received	by	6%.	Also	increases	own	damage	by	1%	(2%),	and	decreases	damage	received	by	1%	for	each	Neptunia	ship,	excluding	herself.Neptune	(Neptunia)Protologia	of	IlluminationEvery	15s:	20%	(50%)	chance	to	increase	the	Accuracy	of	your	Vanguard	by	10%	(20%)	for
10s.Vincenzo	GiobertiPrototype	Bulin	MKIICan	be	used	as	material	to	Limit	Break	Super	Rare	ships.Prototype	Bulin	MKIIPrototype	CruiserAfter	combat,	increases	experience	gained	by	all	Cruisers	by	5%	(15%).YuubariPrototype	DestroyerIncreases	experience	gained	by	Destroyers	by	6%	(18%).AmazonProvidential	StarfallWhen	this	ship	finishes
loading	her	Main	Guns:	40%	(70%)	chance	to	fire	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	When	an	enemy	is	hit	by	this	barrage's	blue	shells,	for	10s:	decreases	that	enemy's	EVA	by	8%	and	increases	their	DMG	taken	by	your	Iron	Blood	ships	by	4.5%	(12%).ThüringenPurge	EvilAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	FP
and	AA	by	15%	(25%).	Every	20s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Ying	SweiQueen's	OrdersDuring	combat,	increases	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat,	Air	Power,	Anti-Air,	Reload,	and	Evasion	of	HMS	(Royal	Navy)	ships	by	5%	(15%).Queen	ElizabethRadar	ScanEvery	20s:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	apply	a	debuff	to	all
onscreen	enemies,	increasing	the	DMG	they	take	by	20%	(40%)	for	10s.HelenaRadar	Scan	PlusEvery	20s:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	apply	a	debuff	to	all	onscreen	enemies,	increasing	the	DMG	they	take	by	20%	(40%)	for	10s.	When	this	ship	has	an	SG	Radar	equipped:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(10%),	and	this	skill	attempts	to	activate	16s	after	the
beginning	of	combat	(instead	of	20s).(Replaces	"Radar	Scan")Helena	(Retrofit)Rain	and	SnowIf	sortied	with	Yukikaze:	increases	own	Torpedo	stat	by	5%	(15%);	every	20s,	70%	chance	to	launch	a	barrage.	If	not	sortied	with	Yukikaze,	while	being	alive	in	fleet:	decreases	damage	taken	by	other	ships	in	the	same	fleet	by	1%	(5%);	once	per	battle,	when
Health	of	any	allied	ship	drops	below	20%:	heals	said	ship	for	4%	(10%)	of	their	max	Health.Shigure	(Retrofit)Rain	of	StarlightIf	this	ship	has	a	Fighter	equipped	in	her	second	gear	slot,	whenever	this	ship	launches	an	airstrike:	Heal	the	ship	in	the	vanguard	and	the	ship	in	main	fleet	who	have	the	lowest	percentage	of	remaining	HP.	Both	ships	are
healed	by	3.5%	(8%)	of	their	maximum	HP.	Give	each	of	those	two	ships	an	HP	barrier.	The	barrier	can	block	up	to	1.5%	(6%)	of	those	ships'	maximum	HP	and	lasts	for	up	to	5s.	If	this	ship	has	a	Dive	Bomber	equipped	in	her	second	gear	slot:	Start	the	battle	with	one	airstrike	pre-loaded.	Decrease	the	load	time	for	all	this	ship's	airstrikes	by	10%.
Increase	all	damage	this	ship	deals	by	3.5%	(8%).AquilaRapid	ResponseAt	the	beginning	of	battle,	increase	own	Firepower	and	Torpedo	stat	by	9%	(24%).	Every	12s	after,	decrease	own	Firepower	and	Torpedo	stat	by	3%	(8%),	which	can	be	stacked	3	times.HunterReborn	Combined	Fleet	FlagshipUpon	taking	damage,	4.5%	(12%)	chance	to	reduce
damage	taken	by	50%.	When	sortied	as	Flagship:	increases	Firepower	and	Reload	of	all	allied	Sakura	Empire	(IJN)	ships	by	5%	(20%).MikasaRecon	SupportWhen	entering	the	battle,	increase	Escort	Fleet's	Accuracy	by	5%	(20%)	for	20s.SurcoufReload	Command:	CruisersIncreases	Reload	of	cruisers	in	the	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other
command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.KönigsbergReload	Command:	DestroyersIncrease	Reload	of	Destroyers	in	the	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.FoxhoundReload	Command:	Light	CarriersIncreases	Reload	for	all	CVLs	in	the	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that
have	similar	effect.Langley	(Retrofit)Reload	Command:	VanguardIncreases	the	RLD	of	your	Vanguard	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Akashi,	UnicornReload	OrderEvery	20s,	25%	chance	to	increase	entire	fleet's	Reload	by	5%	(25%)	for	8s.	Does	not	stack	with	the	same	skill.Arethusa,	Newcastle,	Niizuki,	Pensacola,	SouthamptonReno
ReactorAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	5%	(15%)	and	FP	by	5%	(15%).	Every	second	time	a	ship	in	your	Main	Fleet	takes	DMG:	increases	this	ship's	AA	and	FP	by	1.5%	(6%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	2	times)	until	the	end	of	the	battle.RenoRevenge	Served	ColdFor	each	Northern	Parliament	or	Royal	Navy	ship	in	the	same	fleet	as	this
ship:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	1%	(5%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times);	if	there	are	3	or	more:	also	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	5%	(15%)	and	decreases	her	Burn	DMG	taken	by	1%	(10%).ArkhangelskRevolutionary	StrikeIncreases	the	Effective	and	Shell	Range	of	this	ship's	main	gun	to	75,	and	increases	this	ship's	armor	modifierIn	game	description
incorrectly	states	damage	against	Light	Armor	by	5%	(20%).	During	battle,	if	there	are	other	Northern	Parliament	ships	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship,	increases	the	shelling	DMG	that	all	enemy	CL	take	from	Northern	Parliament	ships	by	4.5%	(12%)KirovRevolyutsiyaIncreases	damage	dealt	by	the	Vanguard	Fleet	by	15%	(35%).AvroraRhapsody	of
DarknessWhen	own	HP	is	between:	100%	and	70%	of	max	HP:	increases	own	Firepower	by	10%	(20%).	70%	and	30%	of	max	HP:	increases	own	Firepower	by	4%	(10%)	and	decreases	damage	taken	by	self	by	4%	(10%).	30%	and	1%	of	max	HP:	decreases	damage	taken	by	self	by	10%	(20%).Friedrich	der	GroßeRight	Place	at	the	Right	TimeIncreases
this	ship's	EVA	and	AA	by	1%	(10%).	Activates	one	of	the	following	effects	based	on	this	ship's	position	in	your	Vanguard	during	battle:	Front	(and	also	when	this	ship	is	your	last	afloat	Vanguard	ship):	increases	this	ship's	EVA	and	AA	by	1%	(5%),	and	decreases	her	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%).	Middle:	heals	all	ships	in	your	Vanguard	for	5%	(10%)	of
their	max	HP	20s	after	the	battle	starts.	Rear:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	5%	(15%)	and	AA	by	1%	(10%),	and	also	increases	your	whole	Vanguard's	DMG	dealt	to	enemies	by	5%.San	FranciscoRoaring	GloryWhile	alive	in	fleet,	increases	Firepower,	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%)	and	Evasion	by	5%	(20%)	for	all	Kongou-class	ships.KongouRoyal	FlushIncreases
the	Shell	Velocity	of	this	ship's	equipped	Main	Gun	by	10%.	When	5	enemy	aircraft	are	shot	down	within	the	fleet's	AA	range:	increases	this	ship's	TRP	and	AA	by	4.5%	(12%).MonicaSardegnian	DisciplineAfter	battle	starts,	deploys	2	shields	that	can	each	block	up	to	1	(2)	enemy	torpedoes	around	this	ship	and	the	Lead	Ship	of	the	Escort	Fleet.
Additionally,	increases	own	Firepower	by	4%	(20%)	for	her	first	3	battles	of	each	sortie.	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]LittorioScanner	HackingIncrease	this	ship's	FP	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%).	Every	15s,	50%	(100%)	chance	to	spawn	a	zone	on	the	battlefield.
Enemies	inside	the	zone	when	it	spawns	have	their	speed	set	to	0	for	3s.Helena	METAScatter,	Minions	of	Darkness!Increase	this	ship's	Accuracy	by	4.5%	(12%)	and	RLD	by	10%	(20%).	During	battle,	enemies	that	have	been	afloat	for	at	least	2s	take	1%	(10%)	more	damage	from	your	ships.	As	long	as	this	ship	is	afloat,	when	a	fleet	this	ship	is	NOT	in
starts	a	battle:	Increase	FP	by	1%	(10%)	for	all	Royal	Navy	vanguard	ships	in	that	fleet.	30s	after	that	battle	starts:	Fire	a	special	barrage,	and	for	15s,	increase	AA	by	1%	(10%)	for	all	ships	in	that	fleet.VanguardSecond	Carrier	DivisionWhen	sortied	with	Hiryuu	in	the	same	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	AVI	by	15%	(35%).Hiryuu,	SouryuuShrine	Maiden
of	Chains	(Saraana)When	paired	with	Uruuru,	increase	own	Air	Power	by	15%	(35%),	and	Reload	and	Accuracy	by	10%	(20%).SaraanaShrine	Maiden	of	Chains	(Uruuru)When	paired	with	Saraana,	increases	own	Air	Power	by	15%	(35%),	and	Reload	and	Accuracy	by	10%	(20%).UruuruSingle-MindedEvery	time	2	enemy	aircraft	are	shot	down	within
your	Vanguard's	AA	range:	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	1.5%	(6%)	(can	be	stacked	up	to	5	times).	Once,	10s	after	the	battle	starts,	and	with	a	70%	chance	every	15s	after	the	duration	of	the	first	activation:	for	10s,	increases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	10%	(30%),	but	increases	her	damage	taken	by	10%	(5%).CharybdisSister's	TemperamentIn	combat,
increases	Firepower	and	Evasion	of	all	Fletcher-class	destroyers	in	the	fleet	by	10%	(30%).FletcherSisterly	BondIf	sortied	with	Ning	Hai,	increases	own	Firepower	by	15%	(35%).Ning	Hai,	Ping	HaiSkyslayer's	EdgeIncreases	the	DMG	this	ship	deals	to	enemy	CVs	and	CVLs	by	5%	(20%).	While	this	ship	is	afloat:	increases	the	TRP	of	your	Vanguard	by
5%	(20%).	Also	increases	Vanguard's	Crit	Rate	by	3%	(12%)	starting	at	skill	level	7.NoshiroSlash	&	CircusWhen	the	battle	starts:	for	90s,	increases	this	ship's	AA	by	5%	(15%)	and	decreases	her	cannon	DMG	taken	by	3.5%	(8%).	5s	after	the	battle	starts,	and	every	30s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).	If	this	ship
has	the	Gridman	Calibur	or	Sky	Vitter	equipped,	or	if	this	ship	is	sortied	with	Namiko	or	Hass:	enhances	this	skill.Rikka	TakaradaSolemn	ZealotryReduces	the	speed	of	torpedoes	fired	by	this	ship	by	10	knots,	increases	Torpedo	Crit	Rate	by	20%	(40%),	Torpedo	Crit	DMG	by	20%	(40%),	and	decreases	the	loading	time	of	the	first	Torpedo	salvo	by
50%.Duca	degli	AbruzziSomething	BeamForIn	game	text	is	incorrect	90s	after	the	battle	starts:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	by	5%	(15%).	Every	18s:	fires	a	Lv.1	(Lv.10)	beam	using	the	Penetrator	Gun	which	inflicts	Armor	Break	to	enemies	hit	(DMG	is	based	on	the	skill's	level).Yume	MinamiSonnez	la	Charge!Increases	the	TRP	and	EVA	of	all	your
Vauquelin-class	DDs	by	5%	(15%)	and	increases	this	ships	FP,	AA,	and	Accuracy	by	4.5%	(12%)	for	30s	after	the	battle	starts.VauquelinSpecial	Lead	ShipIn	battle,	increases	Firepower,	Evasion	by	15%	(30%)	and	Torpedo	by	4%	(10%)	for	all	Special	Type	(Tokugata)	Destroyers	in	the	same	fleet.FubukiSpecialized	Bulin	Custom	MKIIICan	be	used	as
material	to	Limit	Break	any	ship	of	Ultra	Rare	(UR)	quality.Specialized	Bulin	Custom	MKIIIStalwart	AdvanceAs	long	as	this	ship	is	afloat,	increase	the	AA	stat	of	each	of	your	Sakura	Empire	main	fleet	ships	by	5%	(15%).	If	there	are	three	or	more	Sakura	Empire	ships	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship),	increase	this	ship's	FP	by	1%	(10%)	and	increase
the	TRP	of	each	vanguard	ship	in	your	fleet	by	1%	(10%).KiiStarlit	Debut1s	after	battle	starts,	increases	own	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat,	and	ASW	stat	by	1%	(10%),	and	reduces	aviation	damage	taken	by	the	fleet	by	1.5%	(6%)	for	30s.Li'l	SandyStrike	Orders	Received!Increases	this	ship's	TRP	by	4%	(10%).	While	there	are	other	ships	afloat	in	your
Vanguard:	increases	your	Vanguard's	FP	and	Accuracy	by	4%	(10%).ShirayukiStrong-Willed	SupportOnce	per	battle,	when	this	ship's	Health	falls	under	10%,	decrease	this	ship's	burn	damage	taken	by	50%	and	heal	1%	of	her	max	Health	every	second	for	1s	(10s).	As	long	as	this	ship	is	afloat,	if	a	fleet	this	ship	is	NOT	in	engages	in	battle:	If	that
fleet's	Flagship	is	a	BB:	decrease	the	main	gun	spread	of	all	BBs	in	that	fleet	by	2.	20s	after	that	battle	starts:	fire	a	special	barrage	that	decreases	the	Speed	of	enemies	it	hits	by	40%	for	5s	(barrage	damage	scales	with	skill	level).KronshtadtSubstitute	Mechanism:	Holy	Thurible	When	this	ship	uses	a	HE	Main	Gun:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	1%
(5%),	AA	by	5%	(15%),	and	increases	that	Main	Gun's	modifier	against	Heavy	armor	by	5%	(15%).	When	this	ship	uses	an	AP	Main	Gun:	increases	this	ship's	FP	by	1%	(5%),	RLD	by	5%	(15%),	and	increases	its	Main	Gun	Crit	Rate	by	5%	(20%).	While	this	ship	is	above	75%	HP:	absorbs	50%	of	the	DMG	your	Flagship	takes	(does	nothing	if	this	ship	is
the	Flagship);	when	this	ship's	HP	falls	below	75%:	increases	this	ship's	EVA	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%).ChampagneSupport	CarrierWhen	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	heals	your	entire	Vanguard	for	3.5%	(8%)	of	its	max	HP.Shouhou,	UnicornSupporting	RoleAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	this	ship	is	NOT	in	the	frontmost	position	of	the	Vanguard:
increases	this	ship's	FP,	TRP,	AA,	and	RLD	by	10%	(20%).	If	there	are	other	Royal	Navy	ships	in	the	same	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	by	3.5%	(8%).HermioneSupporting	WingsAs	long	as	this	ship	is	afloat:	Increase	AVI	by	4.5%	(12%)	and	RLD	by	5%	(10%)	for	all	CVs	and	CVLs	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship).	Decrease	the	load	time	of	this
ship's	first	airstrike	by	10%	(25%).	Increase	AVI	and	RLD	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	all	CVs	and	CVLs	in	each	fleet	this	ship	is	NOT	in.	[In	Operation	Siren,	increase	these	stats	by	2%	(4%)	instead.]	(This	skill	does	not	stack	with	itself	or	other	Supporting	Wings	skills	in	any	way.	The	same-fleet	buff	takes	priority	over	the	cross-fleet	buff,	if
applicable.)CasablancaSupporting	Wings	-	IndependenceImproves	the	"Knight	of	the	Sky"	TBF	Avenger	airstrike.	Additionally,	as	long	as	this	ship	is	afloat:	Increase	AVI	by	4.5%	(12%)	and	RLD	by	5%	(10%)	for	all	CVs	and	CVLs	in	your	fleet	(including	this	ship).	Decrease	the	load	time	of	this	ship's	first	airstrike	by	10%	(25%).	Increase	AVI	and	RLD
by	3.5%	(8%)	for	all	CVs	and	CVLs	in	each	fleet	this	ship	is	NOT	in.	[In	Operation	Siren,	increase	these	stats	by	2%	(4%)	instead.]	(This	skill	does	not	stack	with	itself	or	other	Supporting	Wings	skills	in	any	way.	The	same-fleet	buff	takes	priority	over	the	cross-fleet	buff,	if	applicable.)Independence	(Retrofit)Swirling	Cherry	BlossomsThe	first	3
Airstrikes	launched	by	this	ship	will	heal	3	times	over	3s,	each	heal	targeting	the	allied	surface	ship	with	lowest	percentage	of	remaining	HP.	Each	heal	restores	HP	equal	to	1.2%	(3%)	of	Ryuuhou's	maximum	HP.	If	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in	enters	battle	with	3	ships	afloat	in	the	Main	Fleet,	the	healing	from	this	skill	is	doubled.RyuuhouSword	or
ShieldWhen	sortieing	as	Lead	Ship,	own	main	gun	efficiency	is	increased	by	5%	(20%)	and	Anti-Air	gun	efficiency	is	decreased	by	30%.Le	TriomphantT-Cross	FormationWhen	firing	main	gun:	30%	(60%)	chance	to	increase	damage	dealt	by	all	Battleships/Battlecruisers	by	5%	(20%)	for	8s.	(Does	not	include	aviation	battleships.)MikasaTactical
Command:	CruisersIncreases	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat,	and	Reload	of	all	Cruisers	by	1%	(10%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.LeipzigTactical	Command:	DestroyersIncreases	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat,	and	Reload	of	all	Destroyers	in	the	fleet	by	1%	(10%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar
effect.FletcherTarget	RecognitionIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	dealt	to	Iron	Blood,	Sardegna	Empire,	Sakura	Empire,	and	META	ships	by	1%	(10%).	Every	5s,	or	whenever	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	TRP	and	AA	by	5%	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).Memphis	METATarot	Card	DivinationWhen	battle	starts:	makes	a	divination	that	will
apply	a	random	buff	to	self.	Possible	buffs	(25%	chance	each):	AA	INCREASED!:	Increases	Anti-Air	by	4.5%	(12%).	RLD	INCREASED!:	Increases	Reload	by	4.5%	(12%).	ATK	INCREASED!:	Increases	Aviation	by	4.5%	(12%).	BOOST!:	Reduces	cooldown	of	first	airstrike	by	10%	(20%).Ookami	MioTask	Force	LeaderIncrease	own	AVI	stat	by	5%	(15%).	If
this	ship	is	sortied	as	flagship,	increase	the	FP	stat	of	all	Eagle	Union	battleships	in	your	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	If	this	ship	is	sortied	off-flag,	increase	the	FP	and	AA	stats	for	all	Eagle	Union	destroyers	in	your	fleet	by	5%	(15%).Bunker	HillThe	Butterfly's	Last	GaspFor	the	first	3	battles	of	each	sortie	that	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in	is	deployed:	every	20s,	fires
a	special	barrage	(DMG	is	based	on	this	skill's	level);	For	the	4th	and	5th	battles	of	each	sortie	that	the	fleet	this	ship	is	NOT	in	is	deployed:	every	20s,	fires	a	special	barrage	as	long	as	this	ship	is	still	afloat	(DMG	is	based	on	this	skill's	level).Fusou	METAThe	Flawless	Knife-ThrowerIncreases	this	ship's	FP	and	AA	by	5.0%	(15.0%).	If	the	fleet	this	ship
is	in	has	the	Out	of	Ammo	debuff:	reduces	the	DMG	debuff	effect	on	this	ship	by	5.0%	(15.0%).FochThe	Fruits	of	LaborWhen	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	AVI	and	RLD	by	1%	(5%)	until	the	end	of	the	battle	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	is	another	The	Idolmaster	collab	ship	in	your	fleet:	adds	3
stacks	of	this	buff.Chihaya	KisaragiThe	Glory	of	the	Never-Setting	SunIncreases	this	ship's	DMG	against	Sakura	Empire,	Iron	Blood,	Sardegna	Empire,	and	Siren	ships	by	4%	(10%).	When	your	fleet	contains	3	or	more	Royal	Navy	ships	(excluding	this	ship):	increases	this	ship's	FP,	RLD,	EVA,	and	AA	by	4%	(20%).King	George	VThe	Great	One's
ShadowIf	this	ship	is	equipped	with	a	Sakura	Empire	aircraft:	increases	this	ship's	AVI	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%);	If	not	equipped	with	any	Sakura	Empire	aircraft:	increases	this	ship's	AA	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%)	instead.HakuryuuThe	Hunt	is	OnEvery	time	this	ship	sinks	an	enemy:	increases	this	ship's	FP	and	ACC	by	1%	(5%)	(can	be	stacked	up
to	3	times;	the	final	stack	additionally	increases	RLD	by	5%	(15%)).LützowThe	Iris's	FlagbearerWhen	sortied	as	flagship:	Increase	all	Iris	Libre	and	Vichya	Dominion	ships'	Firepower,	Torpedo,	Accuracy,	and	Reload	stats	by	5%	(15%).	All	Iris	Libre	ships	deal	1.5%	(6%)	more	damage.	All	Vichya	Dominion	ships	receive	1.5%	(6%)	less
damage.RichelieuThe	Light	of	DawnWhile	alive	in	fleet,	decreases	the	Evasion	Rate	of	all	enemy	Destroyers	and	Light	Cruisers	by	10%	(20%).AuroraThe	Royal	Navy	LegendReduces	the	Dispersion	of	equipped	main	gun	by	0.5	(5).	Increases	own	Firepower	by	3%	(15%)	and	hit	rate	against	Destroyers	by	3%	(15%).Warspite	(Retrofit)The	Third	Day	of
FlirtingDuring	battle,	if	the	number	of	Hololive	ships	in	the	fleet	is	odd:	increases	own	damage	dealt	with	Main	Gun	by	4.5%	(12%);	otherwise	decreases	damage	taken	from	bullets	by	self	by	1%	(5%).	Every	20s	after	battle	starts,	reduces	damage	taken	by	a	random	allied	ship	by	1%	(5%)	for	10s.Natsuiro	MatsuriThe	Unyielding	JintsuuDecreases
damage	taken	to	self	by	20%.	While	alive	in	fleet,	increases	Torpedo	critical	hit	chance	for	all	Light	Cruisers	and	Destroyers	in	the	same	fleet	by	4%	(10%).	Starting	from	level	6	of	the	skill,	also	increases	Torpedo	critical	hit	damage	by	5%	(30%).Jintsuu	(Retrofit)The	Wave	of	a	Pleasant	DreamWhen	launching	an	airstrike:	fires	a	wave	of	light	that
reduces	damage	dealt	by	enemy	ships	by	1%	(5%)	for	8s.Murasaki	ShionThe	Wonder	of	Kula	GulfDecreases	this	ship's	torpedo	DMG	taken	by	5%	(15%).	At	the	start	of	the	battle,	if	there	are	3	ships	afloat	in	your	Vanguard	and	there	is	an	Eagle	Union	ship	in	the	backmost	position	(other	than	this	ship):	increases	that	ship's	EVA	by	4.5%
(12%).Helena	(Retrofit)Together	We	Shine	BrighterIncreases	your	Illustrious-class	CVs'	DMG	dealt	by	3.5%	(8%).	When	the	battle	starts:	Increases	AVI	and	ACC	by	5%	(15%)	for	all	your	Illustrious-class	CVs	except	this	ship;	If	sortied	with	Prince	of	Wales	or	Repulse:	increases	this	ship's	AVI	by	5%	(15%)	and	ACC	by	4.5%	(12%);	If	sortied	with	neither
of	the	above	ships,	and	if	this	ship	is	the	only	Illustrious-class	CV	in	your	fleet:	increases	this	ship's	AVI	by	5%	(15%).IndomitableTorpedo	Command:	DestroyersIncreases	Torpedo	stat	of	Destroyers	in	the	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.Abukuma,	Comet,	Gridley,	Hatsuharu	(Retrofit),
Mutsuki	(Retrofit),	YamakazeTorpedo	Command:	VanguardIncrease	Torpedo	stat	of	all	ships	in	the	Escort	fleet	by	5%	(15%).	Does	not	stack	with	other	command	skills	that	have	similar	effect.Kagerou,	ShiratsuyuTorpedo	SquadronWhile	alive	in	fleet,	increases	Reload	and	Torpedo	for	all	Light	Cruisers	and	Destroyers	in	the	same	fleet	by	3%
(15%).Naka,	SendaiTrajectory	MarkingAt	the	start	of	the	battle,	increases	Main	Gun	Efficiency	by	4%	(10%)	and	Accuracy	by	5%	(15%)	for	all	your	Northern	Parliament	DDs	that	have	a	Northern	Parliament	Main	Gun	equipped.TashkentTrajectory	RecalibrationIncreases	this	ship's	FP	by	1%	(10%).	If	this	ship	is	not	your	Flagship,	and	your	Flagship	is
a	BB	or	BC:	when	this	ship	fires	her	Main	Guns,	this	ship's	volleys	will	fire	from	the	Flagship	position.RevengeTrepidation	of	DestructionIncrease	the	damage	dealt	for	this	ship's	first	main	gun	salvo	each	battle	by	20%	(50%).	Enemies	hit	by	this	ship's	main	gun	take	3%	(12%)	more	damage	for	8s.Duke	of	YorkTricolor	OrderMain	gun	damage	is	not



affected	by	armor	type	(armor	modifier	is	always	100%).	Additionally,	increase	main	gun	damage	by	5%	(15%).Black	HeartTwo-Faced	FoxDuring	battle,	increases	own	Firepower	stat	by	5%	(15%).	After	defeating	3	enemy	nodes	in	a	sortie,	increases	own	Torpedo	stat	by	4.5%	(12%).	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area
or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]Shirakami	FubukiUnited	As	OneDuring	sortie	with	6	ships	in	the	fleet,	increase	own	Firepower,	Reload	by	10%	(25%),	and	Evasion	by	4%	(10%).Tai	YuanUniversal	BulinCan	be	used	as	material	to	Limit	Break	any	ship	of	Elite	(SR)	quality	and	below.Universal	BulinUntold	TalesDuring	a	sortie,
whenever	the	fleet	this	ship	is	in	sinks	an	enemy	fleet:	increase	this	ship's	AA	and	EVA	by	5.0%	(can	be	stacked	up	to	3	times).	While	this	ship	is	afloat,	the	following	effects	are	applied	to	the	fleet	this	ship	is	NOT	in:	For	the	1st	and	2nd	battle:	launches	a	supporting	barrage	20s	after	battle	starts	(damage	is	based	on	skill	level).	For	the	3rd	and	4th
battle:	decreases	damage	taken	by	3.5%	(8%)	for	all	Sardegna	Empire	ships	in	that	fleet.	[This	skill's	sortie	battle	counter	resets	when	moving	to	a	new	area	or	changing	your	formation	within	Operation	Siren.]Marco	PoloWaters	of	StyxIncreases	this	ship's	max	Airstrike	capacity	to	3	and	restores	1%	HP	to	all	ships	in	the	same	fleet	as	this	ship	once
every	40s	(every	20s).	20s	after	the	fleet	this	ship	is	NOT	in	starts	a	battle:	heals	that	fleet's	Vanguard	for	1.5%	(3%)	HP.(In	Operation	Siren,	the	cross-fleet	healing	effect	is	halved.	Toll	of	War	effect	does	not	negate	the	max	Airstrike	capacity	increase.)PerseusWhimsical	ProtectorAt	the	start	of	the	battle:	increases	this	ship's	AA	and	EVA	by	5%	(15%)
for	60s.	While	there	are	3	ships	in	your	Vanguard	and	this	ship	is	in	the	middle	position:	decreases	DMG	taken	by	your	Vanguard's	frontmost	ship	by	4%	(10%)	for	50s,	and	increases	DMG	dealt	by	your	Vanguard's	backmost	ship	by	4%	(10%)	for	50s.Stephen	PotterWill	of	the	Iron	BloodIncrease	the	critical	rate	of	main	guns,	torpedoes,	and	aircraft	by
4%	(20%),	and	reload	by	4.5%	(12%),	for	Iron	Blood	ships.	Increase	damage	dealt	by	Tirpitz	by	20%	(40%).BismarckWithin	the	Thunder's	RoarIncrease	this	ship's	Accuracy	by	5.0%	(15.0%)	and	decrease	her	damage	taken	from	torpedoes	by	10.0%.	While	this	ship	is	afloat,	when	a	fleet	this	ship	is	NOT	in	engages	in	battle:	Increase	TRP	for	all	DDs	in
that	fleet	by	1.0%	(10.0%)	for	the	full	battle.	30s	into	that	battle,	fire	a	supporting	torpedo	barrage	(damage	is	based	on	the	skill	level).ShimakazeYouthful	LightEvery	20s,	30%	(60%)	chance	to	reduce	Firepower,	Torpedo	stat,	and	Aviation	of	enemy	ships	by	4.5%	(12%)	for	10s.LenaYukikaze	of	KureWhile	alive	in	fleet,	reduce	damage	received	by	the
backline	by	3.5%	(8%).	Once	per	battle,	when	any	ship	in	the	backline	drops	below	20%	health,	heal	said	ship	for	4%	(10%)	of	their	max	HP.YukikazeYuni's	AidThis	ship	starts	the	battle	with	1	Airstrike	loaded.	When	this	ship	launches	an	Airstrike:	heals	your	entire	Vanguard	for	3.5%	(8%)	of	its	max	HP;	the	first	time	this	effect	activates	every	battle,
it	also	heals	your	entire	Main	Fleet	for	1%	(5%)	of	its	max	HP	and	the	lowest	percentage	HP	ship	in	your	Main	Fleet	for	another	1.2%	(3%)	of	its	max	HP.(Replaces	"Support	Carrier")Unicorn	(Retrofit)Z	VanguardDuring	combat,	increases	Firepower	and	Evasion	of	Z-class	destroyers	by	20%	(40%).Z1Z's	CounterattackWhen	this	ship	is	attacked,
increases	own	Reload	by	30%	(50%)	for	8s.	Effect	does	not	stack	with	itself.Repulse	Defunct	Skills	Icon	Skill	Name	Description	Ships	North	and	South	Heroic	Duo	While	in	same	fleet	with	South	Dakota,	increases	own	FP	by	5%	(20%)	and	reduces	damage	received	on	South	Dakota	by	4%	(10%)	North	Carolina	References	↑	Yostar	JP	staff	reply	on	skill
stacking	-	Tweet	1	↑	Yostar	JP	staff	reply	on	Command	skill	stacking	-	Tweet	2
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